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SUMMARY 
Approximately 2000 new gravity measurements were made near 
Charleston, South Carolina, in the suspected epicentral zone of the 
1886 earthquake. These data were used to construct a simple Bouguer 
gravity map. The data were contoured at 1 rnilligal intervals. The 
contours delineate several major features. In the central western 
vii 
quadrangle, a large positive anomaly exhibits a steep gravity gradient 
of 2 to 3 milligals per kilometer on both its northern and :southern 
sides. This positive anomaly is interpreted to result from a large 
basic plug which extends upward to within 1 kilometer of the: surface. 
To the east of this anomaly the gradient becomes less steep and the con-
tours begin to spread, forming a nose-like, low-magnitude, positive 
anomaly. This anomaly is considered to result from basic flows inter-
mixed with coastal plain sediments. Surrounding the nose-like anomaly 
there are large negative anomalies which are interpreted to be repre-
sentative of deep sedimentary basins. The northern quadrangles contain 
several low-magnitude positive and negative anomalies which are inter-
preted to represent, respectively, small basic plugs and s~~llow basins. 
The map also suggests the presence of a linear anomaly which trends 
approximately N 45° E and passes 6 kilometers to the southeast of 
Sununerville, South Carolina. This linear anoma.ly is observ,ed in a 
residual Bouguer gravity anomaly map as well as in a two-dimensional 
spectral analysis of the residual gravity. 
Three-dimensional modeling of the simplt~ Bouguer gravity data 
viii 
shows that the linear alignment of anomalies can be interpreted to 
result from basic flows which are down-faulted to the southeast. The 
throw on the interpreted fault would be on the order of l.S kilometers. 
The magnitude of this throw agrees with that determined by two-
dimensional modeling of a pair of detailed gravity profiles which 
traverse this lineation. 
Cross correlation coefficients between gravity and topography 
were computed for each of eleven detailed gravity profiles and their 
residuals. Four of the five traverses crossing the linear anomaly show 
close correspondence between gravity and topo~~raphy. This may indicate 
that structural features in the basement rocks are paralleled by the 
surface topography. Similarly, close correspondence between two resi-
dual gravity profiles and topography may indic::ate that th ·ese basement 
structures locally extend into the sedimentary beds above the basement, 
which in turn, may be indicative of recent vertical movement. 
Based on five detailed gravity profiles, the northE!astern termi-
nation of this linear anomaly, which is interpreted as a fault, is just 
north of the northeastern sedimentary basin observed on the simple 
Bouguer gravity map. The southwestern extent of this feature is tm-
certain, but it is not considered to terminate within the area of 
investigation. 
In general, it is not \.Ulreasonable to expect that such a fault 
exists under the Atlantic Coastal Plain because many such buried grabens 
have been found. However, it is suggested that well logg:ings should be 
concentrated within this area to determine the validity of this inter-
pretation. If a graben is present, isostat.ic: readjustments within such 




Within recorded his tory, several damaging earthquakes have 
occurred in the area of Charleston, South Carolina. The roost disastrous 
of these was the August 31, 1886, earthquake which resulted in the loss 
of several lives and considerable damage to various structures in the 
city of Charleston and the surrounding area. 
Although many events have been felt in the region since 1886, no 
fault to which the activity can be definitely attributed has been lo-
cated, nor has any other satisfac·tory cause for the seismicity been 
determined. The probable reason that no tectonic cause has yet been 
agreed upon is that the structure responsibl~: is not only apparently 
quite complex, but also is hidden by approximately 2500 feet of Post 
Paleozoic sediments and basalts. The surface of these sc~diments shows 
no evidence of displacements related to the earthquakes. Woollard, 
et al., (195 7) were among the first to approach the problem of the --
structure of the Coastal Plain basement rocks through geophysical 
methods. They obtained regional gravity data at an average station 
spacing of 5 kilometers and ran seismic refraction profiles in most of 
the eastern states adjoining the Atlantic Ocean. However, they obtained 
:very little data in the Charleston-Sununerville area. The lack of de-
tailed regional data prevented detailed structural analysis of the 
crystalline basement in this area.. .' 
Cooke (1936) after logging a deep well near Summerville, South 
Carolina, reported that the well bottomed in basalts after passing 
through an 800-foot layer of Triassic sediments. This report led many 
to believe that there might be a relationship between the Florence 
Triassic basin and the Charleston area. 
2 
Mansfield (1936) also studied these well cuttings.. He reported 
that the cuttings contained no Triassic sediments and dated the material 
which Cooke had called Triassic as Cretaceous. Woollard,, et ~-, (1957), 
assuming that Mansfield was correct, suggest€:d that the epicentral area 
near Charleston, South Carolina, might be related to some structure 
other than the Florence bas in, and suggested the Yamacra\"1 Ridge and the 
associated basement valley to the north of it. 
Pooley (1960) studied the Yamacraw uplift in detail (Figure 1). 
He concluded that his seismic information did not preclud,e the possi-
bility that the earthquakes to the north of this ridge re:Sulted from 
faulting and folding due to this uplifte 
Sheridan (1974) suggested that extensive block faulting has con-
trolled the shape and location of major marginal basins. Wrench fault 
motion within these basins may have produced tensional faults along 
hingements. Sheridan also suggested that this faulting would be com-
patible with the rifting of the North Americc:m and Afro-European plates 
during the Jurassic. Associated with such tE!nsional faulting of the 
continental margins, lithospheric density chCll1ges may have caused 
drastic subsidence. 
Long (1975) has suggested that the earthquake activity in the 
South Carolina Coastal Plain may result from crustal flexing in response 
to isostatic readjustments of neighboring crus tal rock having different 
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elastic characteristics. Under this assumption, earthquakes should be 
associated with more rigid rock such as basalts and diabases. Such 
. . 
rocks have been identified in the Charleston-Sununerville area. 
The purpose of this study was to obtain detailed gravity data in 
the Charleston epicentral region to be used to construct a structural 
model of this region which might aid in the search for a geologic cause 




The stratigraphy determined for the Charleston-Summerville, South 
Carolina, region is based primarily on two well logs. A deep well near 
Summerville (Figure 2) passed through 2500 feet of Post Paleozoic sedi-
ments before reaching basalts at the bottom of the well. Cooke (1936) 
interpreted this well log. He identified the top 40 feet of sediments 
as Duplin Marl, which is a white sandy marl, and possibly the Hawthorn 
Formation, which consists of a gray clay, mediwn to fine grained sand, 
and a hard "shell rock". The Duplin Marl and the Hawthorn Formation 
are Miocene sediments. The Eocene beds, Cooper Marl, and Santee Lime-
stone, lie below the Miocene beds and extend to a depth of approximately 
300 feet. The Cooper Marl is a granular marl containing Foraminifera 
fossils. Santee Limestone is a soft cream-colored limestone. The Peedee 
Formation and possibly the Black Creek, or Tuscaloosa Formation, were 
logged between the depths of 300 feet and 1500 feet. This Upper 
Cretaceous material consists of dark gray, gritty clay and marl con-
taining Inoceramus and Beleminitella fossils. Positive identification 
of the Tuscaloosa Formation was not possible, but was considered to 
comprise the region between 700 feet and 1580 feet. The material be-
tween 700 feet and 1500 feet contains a coarse quartz sand. and a gray, 
rusty sand. Any fossil fragments found in the well cuttings from this 
depth were considered to be derived from fossiliferous beds above the 
700 foot depth. · At depths below 1580 feet, Cooke (1936) found material 
6 
consisting of a reddish sandstone and shale, intermixed with diabase 
which he interpreted to be Triassic. These Triassic sediments were 
thought to be of the Newark group. Crystalline basement, c:onsisting of 
basalt, was encountered at 2550 feet, the bottom of the well. If 
Cooke's interpretation is correct, the region around Sununerville, South 
Carolina, may have been a hill during the Triassic upon which no 
Tuscaloosa sediments were deposited. 
Mansfield (1936) reinterpreted the well log near Summerville. 
Using paleontological data, he reported the region below 1600 feet to 
contain the Upper Cretaceous Tuscaloosa Formation. This region con-
tained reddish sandy clay with inclusions of coarse quartz grains which, 
according to Stephenson (1926), suggests a delta or terrestrial deposit 
rather than a Triassic or deep water sedimentation. Mansfield states 
that the basement basalt is of an undetermined age. 
Woollard, et ~-, (1957) gives a brief account of a 2000-foot 
well at Charleston, South Carolina, which was initially logged by 
Stephenson (1926). The strata encountered between the depths of 450 
and 750 feet yielded no discernible fossils, but the area was thought 
to be Upper Cretaceous or Eocene. Foraminife·ra fossils which are con-
sidered characteristic of Cretaceous rock were found at 750 feet. 
Neither crystalline basement rock nor the Tuscaloosa Formation were 
reached. 
Woollard, et ~·, (1957) used the formation from these two wells 
and his seismic refraction data to extrapolate a crystalline basement 
slope between Summerville and Charleston, South Carolina, of approxi-
mately 1°. However, Woollard's data were too general to be used to 
7 
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Figure 2. Deep Well Near Sununerville, South Carolina (after Cooke, 
1936). (*Mansfield (1936) disputed Cooke's interpreta-
tation of the material between the depths of 1580' and 





Based on gravity measurements made at approximately 2000 locations 
in the Charleston-Summerville, South Carolina, region (Figure 3) a simple 
Bouguer gravity map was constructed (Figure 4). The borders of the area 
investigated are defined by the corner locations N 32° 37.5 1 , W 80° 00'; 
and N 33° 7.5', W 80° 22.5.'. The area includes a major portion of the 
suspected epicentral zone of the 1886 earthquake as well as the epi-
centers of more recent seismic events such as the November 22, 1974, 
earthquake. The maximum estimated error in the gravity data is 0.20 
rniliigal (Appendix I). The data were contoured at 1 milligal intervals. 
There are several major features delineated by the isogals. In 
the central western quadrangles, a positive anomaly having a peak value 
of 15 milligals exhibits a steep gravity gradient of 2 to 3 milligals 
per kilometer on both its northern and southern sides. To the east of 
this feature, the gravity gradient becomes less steep, and the isogals 
spread to form a nose-like feature. To the south and to th~~ northeast, 
negative anomalies appear to fonn an arc about the nose-like feature. 
The northwestern quadrangles are characterized by a reasonably constant 
negative gravity anomaly field of approximately -3 milligals. Dispersed 
throughout this region, small zones of slightly more posi ti v<~ and nega-
tive anomalies are observed. 
Three prominent zones of alignment of contour lines and anomalies 
can be observed. The trend of the strongest alignment of gravity 
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Figure 3. Index Map Showing the Location of the Region of Study 
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F.igure 4. Simple Bouguer Gravity Map of Summerville, 
South Carolina, Area. (It is contoured at 
1 milligal intervals.) 
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contours is approximately east-west and is formed by isogals south of 
the central positives. Another alignment of contours is defined by the 
trend of the isogals north of the central positives and bears approxi-
mately N 50° W. These two contour alignments appear to be a conse-
quence of the shape of the central positive anomalies. A third align-
ment is defined by the western tennination of the northeasttern and 
southern negative anomalies. The northwestern edges of these negative 
regions defines an alignment of anomalies trending N 40° to 50° E 
which intersects the central positive anomalies in the region where 
the isogals begin to spread to fonn the nose-like positive anomaly. 
13 
GfAPTER IV 
~~ALYSIS OF GRIDDED GRAVITY DATA 
Residual Gravity Anomalies 
The gravity data were gridded at 1 kilometer intervals encom-
passing the area defined by the . simple Bouguer gravity map. A regional 
gravity grid was determined from the gridded gravity data by a two-
dimensional smoothing operator devised by Shapiro (1970). It consists 
of the application of a one-dimensional smoothing operator to the entire 
data set, first in one direction and then in the other direction. The 
one-dimensional operator in the ith direction has the form: 
i 
Z .. = Z .. + S/2(2. l . + Z. l . - 2Z .. ) 1J 1J 1- ,J 1+ ,J 1J 
i Z .. = Smoothed value of the i,j grid point in the ith direction 
1J 
Z .. = Unsmoothed i,j grid point 
1J 
S = Damping constant (usually 0.5 or -0.5) 
Z(x,y) is considered to be composed of the sum of two-dimensional 
Fourier components of the form: 
z .. = c + A cos k(x. - 4>) cos (h (y. - e)) 
1J 1 1 
k = wave number in x direction 
h = wave number in y direction 
4> = phase displacement in x direction .. 
e = phase displacement in y direction 
A = spectral amplitude 
The ratio of the smoothed to unsmoothed spectral amplitudes, R(k,h), 
is defined as the two-dimensional response function of the smoothing 
operator. 
R(k,h) = [1- S(l- cos k~x)][l- S(l- cos(~y))] 
6x ~ grid interval in x direction 
6y ~ grid interval in y direction 
14 
'When S is +0. 5 the smoothing operator has the property of damping short 
wavelengths (high frequencies) in a function. If the operator is ap-
plied "n" times, each operation decreases the prominence of the shor'-. 
wavelengths in proportion to the nth power of the response function. 
Regional anomalies are determined by using the smoothing operator 
six times in succession on the two-dimensional gridded gravity datao 
The regional field is then subtracted from the original gravity grid 
and the difference is defined to be the residual anomalies. The residual 
anomalies are the short wavelength anomalies which are remc1ved by the 
smoothing operator from the original gravity field. Since the width of 
the smoothing operator is 5.0 kilometers, they are considered to be 
representative of crustal features having depths less than 2.5 kilom-
eters. Figure 5 is the residual gravity map which is contoured at a 
0.5 milligal interval. Positive anomalies appear in the c•~ntral quad-
rangles as observed in the original data set. This implies that a 
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Figure 5. Residual Gravity Map of the Summerville, South 
Carolina, Area. (The map shows the N.E. trending, 
low-magnitude, negative anomaly separating the two 
peaks of the central western positive anomaly from 
the broad eastern central positive anomaly.) (The 
area outlined by the dashed line is the 32 kilometer 




deep. The westernmost positive exhibits two peaks, and the eastern 
nose-like anomaly exhibits only one small peak surrounded b:y a large 
low-magnitude positive region. A negative zone trending N 45° E separ- · 
ates the two peaks of the westernmost positive from the nose-like posi-
tive. The negative zone corresponds in location and trend with the 
western terminations of the northeastern and southern Bouguer negative 
anomalies. Another trend is delineated by the north and south edges of 
the centrally located positive anomalies. This alignment of isogals 
trends east-west. Another trend is evident in the northeastern quad-
rangle. It is defined by a low magnitude negative anomaly zone which 
separates two large positive residual gravity anomalies. lbe trend of 
this lineation is approximately N 35° W. 
Spectral Analysis of Lineations 
In order to determine the limits of resolution wherE~ lineations 
observed in the residual gravity grid are concerned, a 32 kilometer 
square area (Figure 6) was spectrally analyzed using a two--dimensional 
Fast Fourier Transformation. Such an analysis allows one to find those 
wave numbers which are common throughout the function, sinc:.e these form 
zones of high magnitude in the trans formed domain. Lineations observed 
in gravity contours are represented in the wave number domain as wave 
nwnbers oriented perpendicular to the orientation of the i.sogals. 
Therefore, the spectrum must be rotated 90° to coincide with the 
lineations of the real domain (Fi~1re 7) . The area of interest is 
1 -1 defined by a shell which has an inner radius of ( 4 km)- . The ( 4 km) 
radius circle contains the wave numbers of gravity wavelengths greater 
















Figure 6. Complex Modulas of the Fourier Spectrum of the 32 
Kilometer Square Region Outlined in the Residual 
Gravity Map • 
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l Rotated -transformed trend 
----------~----~-----
ROTATION OF 
LINEAIION TO TRUE 
TREND . DIRECTiON 
~Transformed trend 
Figure 7. Diagrams Shol<~ing the Rotation of Real Lineations 
in the Fourier Spectrum Domain. 
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frequency components of gravity· anomalies which are truncated· at the 
borders of the 32.kilometer square area are also observed within the 
eircle. 
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Within the shell several weak lineations are apparent. The 
strongest of these trends is directed almost east-west. The orientation 
of this trend is parallel to the direction of the apparent alignment of 
the central positive residual anomalies. A second trend is directed 
approximately N 45° E. This trend parallels the northeaste·rn alignment 
of negative anomalies observed in the residual gravity. This lineation 
is also observed in the simple Bouguer gravity map to be th~~ trend de-
fined by the western tennination of the northeastern and southern nega-
tive anomalies. Another lineation bears approximately north-south and 
is the result of the truncation of positive anomalies on the eastern 
and western borders of the area. Lastly, a high frequency trend bear-
ing northwest is not easily recognized in the residual gravity map. 
The trend may be the result of an alignment of low amplitude short wave-
le_ngth anomalies in that direction. 
Three-Dimensional Theoretical Gravity Modeling 
Grant, et !!._., (1965) have suggested that two-dimensional gravity 
modeling has many drawbacks such as the inherent inability to handle the 
effects of regional trends or the effects of tiuncation of two-dimen-
sional structures. Three-dimensional modeling, on the other hand, has 
the ability to reproduce regional gravity fields as well as to determine 
nonunique three-dimensional structural solutions. For this reason, 
three-d~mensional modeling was chosen as the indirect method to be used 
to determine a geologically acceptable crustal structure for the 
summerville-Charleston, South Carolina, area. 
Talwani, et ~., (1960) showed that gravity anomalies produced 
by three-dimensional bodies of arbitrary shape could be calculated by 
approximating the irregularly shaped bodies by several stacked hori-
zontal polygons of constant thickness. The thickness of each polygon 
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is controlled by the effective density contrast . Each polygon's thick-
ness is kept small with respect to its depth. 'Ibe method of Talwani, 
~ al. was used to construct the following crustal models for the 
Summerville-Charleston, South Carolina, area. 
The region modeled was chosen to be larger than the area defined 
by the Summerville simple Bouguer gravity map, to allow for accurate 
modeling of anomalies that tenninatE! at the western edge of the map. 
The region selected for modeling has its origin at the upper north-
eastern corner of the Sununerville map and extends 75 kilometers west of 
this point and 55 kilometers to the south. The data used for prelimi-
nary modeling were selected from Woollard's regional gravity data and 
were gridded at 5 kilometer intervals. The 1 kilometer gridded data in 
the Summerville area were used to improve the details of thj~ prelimi-
nary model. ~1odels No. 1 and No. 2 included the entire area modeled, 
but only the region encompassed by the Sununerville map was revised by 
the utilization of data from the kilometer grid. The densities used 
for the anomalous masses were chosen to agree with the density con-
3 trasts used in modeling, with 2.67gm/cm used as the reference density 
(Figures 8 and 9) . 
Model No. 1 
Under the assumption that the gravity ru1omalies in the 
summerville area are produced by shallow crustal bodies, a three-
dimensional model \·:as constructed. This model consists of three hori-
zontal, 2 kilometer thick layers which lie between the depths of 2.5 
and 8.5 kilometers. The Coastal Plain sediments occupying the upper 
2.5 kilometers of the crust are not considered to contribute to the 
observed gravity anomalies. The top layer, which lies between the 
depths of 2.5 to 4. 5 kilometers, consists of two central western 2. 9 
grn/cm3 bodies intruding a less dense 2. 8 gm/ cm3 irregularly shaped 
material. This 2.89 gm/cm3 material is surrounded on all sides by 
2.67 gm/cm3 country rock. The eastern termination of this material 
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lies along a lineation which trends N 30° E. Titis lineation corresponds 
generally in direction and location to the northeastern linear anomaly 
observed in the simple Bouguer gravity map and the residual gravity 
map. 
The second layer, (4.5 to 6.5 kilometers), consists of two :regions 
having densities of 2.8 gm/cm3 and three lower density 2.4 gm/cm3 
regions. The 2. 8 gm/ cm3 region of the first layer is continuous in this 
layer with a similar "nose-like" fea.ture extending to the east. The 
nose-like anomalous body is partially surrounded by low density 2.4 
3 gm/cm features to the northeast and southeast. The western edge of 
this feature coincides with the previously discussed northeastern 
lineation. The westernmost extent of the northeastern and southern 
low density zones also coincides with this lineation. 
The third layer, (4.5 to 6.5 kilometers), contains only a 2.8 
gm/ cm
3 
"nose-like" feature. The western termination of this feature 
strikes approximately N 50° E. Again, this correlates with the 
22 
northeastern lineation observed in the other analyses. 
~del No. 2 
Under the assumption that the large positive gravity ru1omaly 
observed in the western central quadrant of the Summerville map origi-
nates at a crustal depth of 16.5 kilometers and extends upward to within 
2.5 kilometers of the surface, a second three-dimensional, four layer 
model was constructed. The top layer, which lies between the depths 
of 2.5 and 3.5 kilometers, consists of two centrally located 3.0 gm/cm3 
bodies intruding a lower density, 2.4 gm/cm3, region. No feature in 
this layer corresponds to the 2. 8 gm/ cm3 structure found in the first 
layer of Model No. 1~ The second layer, (3.5 to 4.5 kilometers), con-
tains three 3.0 gm/cm3 bodies. The westernmost centrally located body 
corresponds to the westernmost 3.0 gm/cm3 feature of the first layer. 
To the east of this feature, another 3.0 gm/cm3 body lies beneath the 
easternmost centrally located high density body of the first layer . 
A third 3. 0 gm/ cm3 nose-like feature extends to the east of this body. 
To the northeast and south of the nose-like feature lie lower density 
2.4 gm/cm3 regions. The western edge of the nose-like feature forms 
a lineation which includes the westernmost extent of the northeastern 
and southern low density zones. The trend of this lineation is 
N 45° E. The third layer, (4.5 to 7.5 kilometers), contains the two 
centrally located 3. 0 gm/ cm3 bodies \-Jhich continue downward to a depth 
of 7.5 kilometers. The low density zones of the second layer and the 
nose-like 3.0 gm/cm3 feature continue to this depth, also. However, 
the northeastern section of the easternmost centrally located 3.0 
gm/ cm3 body terminates at a depth of 6. 5 kilometers. The western edge 
of the nose-like appendage fonns a lineation which trends N 45° E. 
The fourth layer shows the downward continuation of both centrally 
located positives to a depth of 16.5 kilometers. 
Both models suggest the presence of a vertical offset of the 
nose-like appendage with respect to the eastern central high density 
bodies. In both models, the offset appears to be associated with the 
northeast lineation. In the first model, the nose-like appendage of 
2.8 gm/cm3 density is observed only in the second and third layers, 
and thus appears to be unconformably offset 2 kilometers do~mward from 
the first layer. The second model shows the nose-like feature to be 
present in the 3.5 to 4.5 kilometer layer. This feature extends dolm-
ward to ·a depth of 7. 5 kilometers, while the northeastern edge of the 
eastern central positive extends to a depth of only 6.0 kilometers. 
This observation, as well as the fact tha-t the nose-like feature is 
not modeled in the top layer, may indicate an uncomformable offset in 
the model of 1 to 1.5 kilometers. 
The two preceding three-dimensional models produced gravity 
anomalies which agreed to within 10% with the gridded Summerville 
gravity data. Other models, which did not contain a vertical offset 
were constructed, but the effective density contrasts required for 














Figure 8. Three-Dimensional Model No. 1. (The model consists 
of three., 2 kilometer thick layers which give ~evi­
dence for vertical offset of the nose-like feature 






















Figure 9. Three-Dimensional Model No. 2. (This model 
also suggests a vertical offset of the nose-
like feature along a N.E. lineation.) 
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CHAPTER V 
DETAILED GRAVITY PROFILES AND 
TWO-DIMENSIONAL GRAVITY ANALYSIS 
Two-Dimensional Theoretical Models 
Theoretical anomalies are calculated for "step model" :faults 
26 
for comparison with observed anomalies. The method of Talwan:i, et al. , 
(1959) is used to compute the anomalies resulting from faults at depths 
of 0.5, 1.0, and 2.0 kilometers which vary in throw from 1, 2, or 3 
kilometers. These depths are based on estimates by Cooke (19:~6) and 
Mansfield (1936) for the depth to the crystalline basement. As would 
be expected, the anomalies resulting from the fault models a1·c~ asym-
metric about the edge of the fault. As depth to fault incre~~es, the 
sigmoidal 8:J10maly becomes extended, producing lower gradients .. Increas-
ing the throw on the fault has a similar effect, but it primarily deter-
mines the radii of curvature in the profile on either side of the fault 
location. In general, the wavelength of the anomaly ·increases with 
both depth to the fault and throw of the fault. Since the shapes of 
the anomalies are determined by structural shape and not density, the 
theoretical curves were normalized and compared to normalized observed 
profiles (Figures 10, 11, and 12). However, once the depths are deter-
mined, the density can be computed. 
Cross Correlation Coefficients 
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Nonnalized Curves for a "Step" Fault at 0. 5 Kilometers 
Showing the Effects of Fault Offsets of 1.0, 2~0, and 
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Figure 11. Nonna1ized Curves for a "Step" Fault at 1.0 Kilometer 
Showing the Effects of Fault Offsets of 1.0, 2.0, and 
3.0 Kilometers on the Shape of the Vertical Gravity 
Anomaly. 
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Normalized Curves for a "Step" Fault at 2.0 Kilometers 
Showing the Effects of Fault Offsets of 1.0 and 2.0 
Kilometers on the Shape of the Vertical Gravity Anomaly. 
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observed gravity and topography along detailed profiles, cross corre-
lation coefficients between elevation and gravity are computed for 
each profile. The coefficients are calculated using the method 
described by Pick, et al., (1973). One usually attempts to pick a --
~duction density which removes all the topographic masses. However, 
in the Summerville area, the necessary reduction densities to remove 
correlation between the topography and gravity are unrealistic. 
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There are advantages, however, to having a correlation between 
elevation and gravity. This relationship can add information concerning 
the control of surface topography by basement structure. For example, a 
strong positive correlation in a region where faulting is suspected may 
show the response of the surface to faulting. On the other hand, a 
negative correlation may result from inaccurate determination of 
station elevation in an area, or the structural control of a river 
which channels a region showing a large positive gravity gradient. 
In general, correlation coefficients in the following detailed 
gravity profiles are used to see if topographic features might indicate 
the presence of faulting along the northeast lineation. Both residual 
profiles and observed gravity are compared with elevation (Table 1). 
Detailed Gravity Profiles 
Eleven detailed gravity profiles have been established utilizing 
most of the major highways in the area of investigation (Figure 13). 
Along each profile, the average station spacing is 0.3 kilometers. 
Five of the profiles traverse the northeast-trending linear anomaly. 
Residual profiles were obtained by subtracting the regional profile 
from the observed gravity profile. In this instance, the regional 
Table 1. Cross Correlation Coefficients Between Gravity 
and Elevation for Each Profile 
Correlation Coefficient 
Designation 
Bouguer + Elevation Residual .+ .Elevation 
AA' .70 .78 
BB' .86 -.02 
CC' .56 -.20 
DD' -.05 -.1.4 
EE' .48 "'II• • i,,,) 
FF' -.24 -.28 
GG' -.89· -.30 
HH' -.49 .07 
II' -.60 -.22 
JJ' -.26 -.22 
KK' .29 .1:2 
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profile was determined from a four-times smoothed, 1 kilometer interval 
,rid. Each regional line point was calculated by determining a curved 
surface which best fit the nine nearest regional grid points. The 
rontribution of each grid point was determined with respect to distance 
from the line point and the effects of all nine points were totaled to 
. give the regional point value. The residual profiles are cons ide red to 
result from the effects of bodies lying at depths no greater than 1 
kilometer. Descriptions of the locations for the eleven profiles are 
given in Appendix I {Table 2). 
Profile AA' 
Profile M' exhibits negative anomalies which indicate the 
existence of low density material in. this region. At approximately 
5.5 kilometers from the eastern end of the profile, a steep negative 
gravity gradient of -0.8 milligal per kilometer is observed. The 
location of this gradient is coincident with the northeastern lineation 
seen in the two-dimensional residual data set (Figure 14). 
Examination of the theoretical anomaly curves for idealized 
faults suggests that the anomaly is produced by a fault having its up 
side at a depth of 1 kilometer, and its down side 1 kilometer deeper. 
There is a discrepancy consisting of a positive bump at the onset of 
the negative slope which is considered to be due to the additive 
effects of two regional positives, one to the north, and the other to 
the southeast of the line. The two positive anomalies are expected to 
counteract the more gradual slope which would be expected for a fault 
at this depth, producing a positive discrepancy. 
Essentially all the information of short wavelength nature is 
p 
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Figure 14. Composite Profile AA'. (The negative gradient 
is coincident with N.E. linear anomaly and both 
the residual gravity and Bouguer gravity are 
paralleled to some extent by the topography.) 
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contained in the residual profile. The slight negative. trend to the 
east may be indicative of a thickening of the low density zc:me. The 
more positive portions of the residual may indicate the biasing effects 
of the two regional positives. 
The cross correlation coefficients determined for th:is profile 
show strong positive relationships between elevation and both gravity 
and residual gravity profiles. Comparison of the elevation profiles 
with the gravity profiles shows the elevation to have a mort~ gradual 
negative slope to the southeast than that of the gravity. This gradual 
slope in the elevation may show the type of response which \iould be 
expected at the surface of a blanket of unconsolidated sediments if 
basement faulting took place. The strong correlation betwe{~n the resi_-
dual profile and elevation possibly shows the extension. of the faul t:;_ug 
into · consolidated beds above the basement which could be evidence for 
recent faulting along the northeast lineation. A similar effect would 
be expected for differential compaction., 
Profile BB 1 
Detailed gravity profile BB' is similar in shape to profile AA'., 
The steep negative gradient of profile BB' is -0.7 milligal per kilo-
meter and is coincident with the residual northeast 1 ineation (Figure 
lS). Comparison of this profile with the theoretical "simple fault" 
model curves shows that the best fit to the observed profile is a fault 
with its upthrown side 1 kilometer deep and its downthrown side 2 
kilometers deeper. While the "noisy" nature of this profilel makes 
accurate throw determination difficult, the curvature of the profile 
is still best fit by a 1.5 kilometer throw which is interpolated from 
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figure 15. Composite Profile BB'. (The negative Bouguer gradient 
is coincident with N.E. linear anomaly and the Bouguer . 
. gravity is paralleled to some extent to the topography .. ) 
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the curves for faults having 1 and 2 kilometer throws at a depth of 
1 kilometer (Figure 16). 
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The residual profile shows the noisy character of the actual pro-
file. There is a slight negative gradient indicative of thickening 
,ediments to the southeast, but the noise in the residual makes inter-
pretation of structure difficult. 
Cross correlation coefficients determined for this profile show 
1 strong positive correlation between the gravity and the topography. 
uaminatiqn of the elevation change with respect to the gravity shows 
the elevation to begin to drop prior to the corresponding decrease in 
the gravity profile. This may show surface response to previous fault-
ing. No such correlation is seen between the residual profiles and 
topography. Lack of such correlation may indicate that there is no 
fault extension into the consolidated beds above the basement. It 
lhould be noted that the resolution depth for the residual profiles is 
ttrongly related to the nature of the surrounding regional field. For 
••ample, if the regional field is constant, then undulations upon that 
rltld are essentially nondistorted in the residual. However, if the 
"Ilona! gravity field changes rapidly, the shape of the short wave-
ltn&th anomalies produced by near surface structures are distorted in 
the residual. This may be the case along this profile. However, it 
•~ffices to say that the residual gives no evidence for fault extension 
i:ao the sedimentary layers above the basement, but that this lack of 
c'"idence is not cone! us ive. 
Detailed gravity profile CC' shows the effect of three :regional 
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Figure 16. Comparison of the Shape of the Normalized Bouguer 
Gravity Profiles AA' and BB' with Shape of the 




features. The southeastern end of the profile shows the cumulative 
effects of the southern negative anomalous zone and the central positive 
anomalous nose-like feature. The anomalies observed across the "nose" 
have a flat character. As the profile crosses the northeast lineation, 
a slight dip is observed prior to the increase in the gravity field due 
to the edge of the west central positive (Figure 17). 
Since the profile is not perpendicular to the isogals throughout 
its traverse, no attempt was made to obtain depth information. However, 
it is interesting that the northeast lineation intersects this profile 
coincident with the slight dip. Qualitatively, such a dip in the pro-
file would be expected if the two features producing the positive 
anomalies were at different depths. The magnitude and width of the 
regional ncse-like positive anomaly may indicate that it is deeper in 
the crust than the western central positive. Therefore, the dip may 
indeed represent an offset in the basement whose strike is northeast. 
The residual profile is reasonably flat. There are short wave-
length- anomalies of low amplitude which oscillate about the 0. 0 milli-
gal line. Little structural information is contained in this profile. 
The correlation coefficients for profile CC' show a positive 
relationship between actual gravity and topography. Observation of the 
elevation profile shows the elevation to drop off just prior to the 
slight dip in the gravity profile. Profile CC', as did AA' ru1d BB', 
may imply that the basement structure is paralleled by the topography. 
The coefficient computed for the residual profile and elevation is 
Weakly positive. 
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Figure 17. Composite Profile CC'. (This detailed gravity· profile 
shows a slight depression in the gravfty anomalies 




Detailed gravity profile DD' is 44 kilometers in length. The 
length of this traverse, as well as the widely varying regional field 
along the profile, makes discussion of this profile more informative 
if done in three sections. The sections are marked on the profile and 
are referred to as the northwest, central, and the southeastern sec-
tions (Figure 18). 
The northwestern section of this profile, aa', traverses the 
northwestern edge of the west central positive. The section does not 
cross the peak of the regional positive anomaly~ nor is the traverse 
normal to the isogals. This results in distortion of the apparent 
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anomaly with respect to its width and rnagni tude. Therefore, reason-
able depth determinations are not easily obtained. Examination of the 
relationship between gravity and topography along this profile showed a 
strongly negative correlation. This negative correlation is also 
shared to some extent by the residual gravity profile. 
The central section of profiLe DD', bb', shows a simi I ar dip to 
that observed in profile CC'. This dip again corresponds to the north-
eastern lineation observed in the two-dimensional residual. The 
residual profile for this section also exhibits this slight d:ip. The 
elevation profile shO\'lS a gentle negative slope to the southeast which, 
to some extent, is paralleled by the gravity. This correlation is not 
nearly as positive as observed in the previously discussed profiles. 
The residual profile also parallels this decrease in gravity cmd ele-
vation. Apparently, the correlation between gravity and elevation 
weakly suggests the presence of basement offset as well as thE~ extension 
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Figure 18. Composite Profile DD'--Sections aa' and bb'. (Section bb' of the 
gravity profile shows a slight depression in the Bouguer anomalies 
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of this offset into the lower density region above the basement. 
The southeastern section of profile DD', cc', shows both the 
residual gravity and the observed gravity to decrease in response to 
the southern basin. The traverse of this section is essentially per-
pendicular to the regional isogals and is used to obtain a depth to the 
nose-like positive feature (Figure 19). The effects of the gravity 
field of the surrounding high and low density regions may distort the 
·gravity anomaly in such a manner as to bias the minimum depth upward. 
Using the empirical formula for depth to a buried horizontal cylinder, 
the minimum depth to the center of the body is determined tc1 be 4. 2 
kilometers. The effective radius of the cylinder is found to be 2.1 
3 kilometers for a density contrast of 0.3 gm/cm ~ The estimated depth 
to the top of the nose-like positive is therefore approximately 2.0 
kilometers. 
Profile EE' 
Detailed gravity profile EE' traverses the regional :isogals con-
siderably off normal. The profile crosses the northeast lineation, but 
does not show the pronot.mced depression or "simple fault" anomaly ob-
served in the other profiles. This is not thought to indicate that the 
suspected offset truncates north of this profile, but that it is the 
result of the location and direction of the traverse (Figure 20). 
Study of the profile with respect to the northeast lineation 
shows a slight change in positive gradient near the intersection. The 
residual profile shows a sharp change from positive to negative 
anomalies at this location. This may indicate that the area south 
of the western central positive is of lower density. The profile tra-
Verses the edge of the nose-like appendage, producing the positive 
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Figure 19. Composite Profile DD'--Section cc'. (Section cc' traverses the nose-like 
positive anomaly. Using the empirical formula for depth to a buried hori-
zontal cylinder, a depth of 2.8 kilometers is computed for the coastal 
feature which produces the observed gravity anomaly. 
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Figure 20. Composite Profile EE'. (The profile shows change in 
gravity gradient associated with N,E. linear anomaly.) 
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residual anomaly, and then enters the lower density region. If this 
sudden change in density contrast is caused by faulting, the direction 
of fault motion is difficult to determine unless offset of the higher 
density rock about the lineation is established. 
Cross correlation coefficients obtained for this traverse indi-
cate a strong positive relationship between gravity and topography. The 
relationship between the residual gravity and topography is weakly posi-
tive. The elevation profile shows that the elevation rises suddenly in 
the southeast and decreases gradually to the northwest. The sudden ele-
vation change does not appear to be related to the northeast lineation. 
As the profile progresses out of the southeastern flood plain of the 
Edisto River, the topography rises. The decrease in elevation to the 
northwest is also thought to be related to the Stano River valley. 
Therefore, this profile is considered to give little evidence for base-
ment control of surface topography, but may instead indicate a poor 
choice of reduction density. 
Profile FF' 
Detailed gravity profile FF' crosses the most northeastern posi-
tive as well as the northeastern lower density region modeled as part 
of the vertically down-faulted region in profile AA' (Figure 21). 
The empirical formula for depth to a buried horizontal cylinder 
was applied to the northeastern positive. The depth to the top of the 
body, based on a 0.3 gm/cm3 density contrast, was determined to be 1.2 
kilometers. The effects of the positive anomalies on either side of 
the basin made depth determinations difficult, and the basin depth 























Figure 21. Composite Profile FF'. (The profile is modeled by two/ · 
cylinders to obtain depth estimates for the crustal 
features which produce the observed gravity anomalies.) 
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the depths of 2 to 3 kilometers estimated by profiles AA' and. BB'. 
The correlation coefficients between elevation and gravity com-
puted for this profile were weakly negative. Examination of the ele-
vation with respect to residual and actual gravity shows that the ele-
vation rises from north to south. There was a sudden increase in 
elevation near the beginning of the gravity low. This slight negative 
correlation may indicate that terrain corrections are necessary for 
sections of this profile. The variations in the elevation could pro-
duce terrain effects on the order of 0.25 milligal. 
Profile GG' 
48 
Detailed gravity profile GG' is 38 kilometers long and traverses 
somewhat parallel to the northeastern linear anomaly (Figure 22). In 
the northeastern quadrant of the Summerville gravity map, the profile 
traverses a small feature which was observed as a small positive anomaly 
in the low density sedimentary region. The residual profile shows this 
peak more clearly than the observed gravity profile. The empirical 
formula for depth to a buried horizontal cylinder was used to approxi-
mate the anomaly. The center of the body was computed to be 1.6 kilo-
meters beneath the surface. A density contrast of 0.3 gm/cm3 was used 
to determine the effectiveness radius of 0.5 kilometers. The top of the 
feature was determined to be approximately 1.0 kilometers beneath the 
surface. The continuation of the profile to the southwest distorts the 
western central anomaly because the profile crosses the anomaly at a 
45° angle with respect to normal. 
The correlation coefficients between elevation and gravity for 
this profile are strongly negative. The surface feature thought to have 
-
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Figure 22. Composite Profile GG'. (This detailed gravity profile parallels to 
some extent the N.E. linear anomaly.) 
produced this effect is the Edisto River channel, which crosses the 
western central gravity posit~ve. There could be a structural reason 
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for this. Differential weathering on the Pre-Cretaceous surface of the 
unstable high density material which is now at a depth of 2500 feet may 
be related to the entrenchment of the river. However, this hypothesis 
is not well supported by the data. 
Profile llli' 
Detailed gravity profile HH' shows one broad peak resulting from 
the orientation of the traverse with respect to the isogals. This dis-
tortion curtails the information which can be obtained concerning depth 
and shape. The southern end of this profile traverses the northeastern 
lineation. At this location there is very little evidence observed for 
the continuation of this trend southward Traverse HH' crosses the 
northeastern trend near the intersection of the intersection of the 
northeastern lineation and profile EE ~. Profile EE' did not :strongly 
suggest the presence of faulting either. This may indicate that the 
hypothesized fault trace terminates, or changes direction, north of 
these profiles. The direction change is considered to be the more 
likely because the southern low density zone appears similar to the 
northeastern basin (Figure 23)o 
The coefficients computed between the elevation and gravity for 
profile HH' are negative. As seen in profile GG', the positive gravity 
anomaly was in a region of lower elevation. 
Profiles II', JJ', and KK' 
Detailed gravity profiles II', JJ', and KK' are not considered 
to give valuable structural information and will not be described. 
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F~gure 23. Composite Profile HH'. (The topographic profile sug-
gests that areas of lowest elevation are associated 
with positive. gravity anomalies.) 
However, the locations and plots of the observed gravity along the 
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CHAPTER VI 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
Examination of the Charleston-Summerville, South Carolina, epi-
central zone by detailed analysis of gravity reveals probable existence 
of a linear alignment of gravity anomalies oriented N 40° E. This 
lineation is observed in the simple Bouguer gravity map as a feature 
defined by the western termination of the northeastern and southern 
negative gravity anomalies, which imply low density crustal rocks. The 
lineation intersects the positive gravity anomalies in a region where 
the isogals spread to form a nose-like positive anomaly protruding to 
the east. This northeastern alignment of anomalies is observed as a 
linear zone of negative anomalies in the two-dimensional residual 
gravity map and ·as a strong trend in the two-dimensional spectral 
analysis of the residual gravity mapo 
Three-dimensional modeling of this linear feature in the Summer-
ville area supports the interpretation of this feature as a vertical 
fault having an offset of 1 to 2 kilometers. The central high density 
regions in the first gravity model are interpreted to be basic plugs of 
density 2.9 gm/cm3. The surrounding 2.8 gm/cm3 material is considered 
to be basic flows. These flows appear to have been down-faulted to the 
east about the northeast lineation. Thus, the nose-like appendage 
modeled at a depth of 4o5 kilometers, having a thickness of 4 kilo-
meters, is interpreted to have once been at a depth of 2.5 kilometers. 






be sedimentary basins containing beds of average density 2.4 gm/cm
3
. 
These low density zones appear to be associated with this northeastern 
j.;:.. .; 
lmeation. Assuming this lineation is representative of a fault, the 
· down-faulted flows, as well as the sedimentary basins, may be elements 
F l~·;j ... ·.~ . 
· of a graben. The second three-dimensional model also supports this 




The three-dimensional models do not extend upward to the depth of 
known crystalline basic basement rock. However, both theoretical models 
indicate faulting along the northeast lineation. Distortions in the 
depth and shape of structural bodies are difficult to avoid in gravity 
models. Differences in depth of two bodies of similar densities are 
more reliable. Peter Popanoe of the United States Geological Survey 
(personal conununication) found the density of the basal tic. basement rock 
to be 2.72 gm/cm3 at a depth of 2800 feet. This density is nearly the 
same as the Bouguer reduction density, and would not produce a Bouguer 
anomaly. The depth at which both these models predict dense basalts 
may be more reasonable. 
On the basis of two-dimensional theoretical curves for a simple 
fault, two detailed gravity profiles (AA' and BB') which cross this 
lineation, show a fault which has a depth of 1 kilometer and a throw of 
1 to 2 kilometers to best fit the observed profiles. This throw is 
supported by the determination of the depth to the top of the nose-like 
positive in profile DO'. 
Four of the five gravity profiles which traverse the suspected 
fault suggest a strong direct relationship between the gravity and 
topography. Examination of the elevation profiles suggest that basement 
I 
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faulting may control the surface topography. In general, this relation-
ship only appears to be true if the density contrast of basement rock 
remains similar in sign throughout the traverse. In profiles which 
cross both low density and high density rock, the correlation functions 
Show an inverse relationship between gravity and topography. Again, 
this may suggest basement control of topography. Positive gravity 
anomalies are generally found in regions of low elevations. This may 
indicate that the differential weathering of unstable basic basement 
rock was more rapid than the surrounding sedimentary sequences, produc-
ing small basement valleys which contribute to the channeling of the 
rivers from the Cretaceous to the present~ 
The residual gravity map, as well as the gravity profiles, sug-
&ests that the northeast lineation truncates near the northern edge of 
the northeastern basin. The southwestern extent of this suspected 
fault is not as obvious. It is possible that this fault is related 
to the southern basin and therefore extends out of the area of investi-
gation. It is also possible that the northeastern and southern basins 
are the same basins (S.C. Gravity Map, in preparation). 
It is not unreasonable to expect to find such a graben fault in 
the Coastal Plain basement. Sheridan (1974) predicted such major grabens 
might result from Protoatlantic continental rifting. Mayhew (1974) sug-
gested that volcanics were common in the rift zones and were concen-
trated in the outer part or the outer shelf, adjacent to the locus of 
continental breaching. The amplitude of the throw on such a fault is 
also reasonable and is comparable to that of the Deep River Basin in 
North Carolina (Reinemund 1955). Such a down-faulted block also has 
~~- . 
- -- - --- ---------~----------------·-· 
tectonic implications. Isostatic readjustment of such a block could 
reactivate old faults or create new ones within the graben.. The 
November 22, 1974, event was located near this northeast lineation 
~ithin the proposed graben (Tarr, personal communication). The depth 
of the event was calculated to be approximately 10 kilometers, which 
is near the base of the down-faulted basic material in the graben ob-
served in three-dimensional Model No. 1. 
Gravity analysis does not, of course, yield unique solutions. 
Justification of the presence of faults such as that postulated here, 
58 
would require additional geophysical study. Seismic reflection studies, 
as well as more detailed well loggings, are the logical tools for the 
determination of the validity of such an offset in the basement surface. 
It is hoped that these methods \'lill be applied and that the cause of 
the earthquake activity in the Charleston area will soon be detennined. 
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_;' .•. I GRAVITY DATA AND DATA REDUCTION 
Gravity measurements were obtained and reduced by standard tech-
niques. The data consists of approximately 2000 measurements, 1000 of 
which are observations along 11 detailed gravity profiles. The location 
of these profiles are described in Table 2. The remaining 1000 measure-
ments are regional data having an average station spacing of 1 kilometer. 
Thr gravimeters used in this study were both of Lacosta-Romberg 
design. The meters were loaned to this project by Peter lPopenoe of the 
United ~tates Geological Survey and Dr. Al Erickson of the University of 
Georgia. Both meters, when read by a single operator, have a reading 
precision of !0.02 milligal. Instrumental drift over an eight-hour 
period is typically 0.15 milligal, but may be as high as 0.4 milligal 
for the same period. Both meters have internal temperature controls 
and are maintained at a constant temperature of 49°C to eliminate 
mechanical drift due to temperature change. The uncertainties in drift 
and reading precision combine to give a total measurement precision of 
!0.15 milligal. 
Five new gravity base stations were established from the state 
base of Branchville, South Carolina. These base stations were estab-
lished at either benchmarks or controlled intersections and were used 
to correct for drift during surveys. Information concerning the location 
and value of these bases is given in Table 3. 






The effect of latitude on gravity measurements was compensated 
for by using the international gravity fonnula of 1931 (Dobrin, 1960, 
. P· 187). Drift corrections for each of the surveys were made by assum-
ing linear drift between base station readings after removal of tidal 
effects. The data were reduced using the standard Bouguer reduction 
density of 2.67 gm/cm
3
• 
The data, in standard Department of Defense computer and format, 
are listed in Table 5 (Figure 26). 
Eight 7.5 minute topography maps and two 15' topographic sheets 
were used for location control and some elevation control. The 7.5 
minute United States Geological Survey maps were Summerville (1971), Mt. 
Holly (1971), Stallsville (1971), Ladson (1971), Johns Island (1971), 
Ravenel (1971), Legerville (1971)) and Wadmalaw (1971). The two 15' 
quadrangles were Cottageville (1943) and Ridgeville (1943). Elevations 
of regional stations' locations were determined by interpolation between 
topographic controus and are estimated to be +3 feet on the 7.5 minute 
sheets and +S feet on the 15' quadrangles. It is important to note that 
in some areas, the topography has been altered since the 15' quadrangles 
were published. Due to rapidly varying barometric conditions in the 
coastal regions, the barometric altimeter proved less than satisfactory. 
Profile measurements in most instances were obtained by recording ele-
vation differences obtained by level sighting. The accuracy of these 
elevations is estimated to be +1 foot. The estimated uncertainty in 
the regional gravity due to elevation is :O.lS milligal, but may be as 
high at +0.3 milligal. The uncertainty of profile measurements due to 
elevation is estimated to be +0.05 milligal. The total maximum 
uncertainty · of the regional data obtained by combining the measurement 
· ~cision and .the uncertainty due to elevation control is estimated to 
be !0.20 milligal. The maximum estimated uncertainty of the profile 
data is +0, 15 milligal. 
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Table 2. Description of Profile Location 
Profile Location 
The profile is established along U.S. Highway 176. 
It begins at the intersection of U.S. Highway 176 and 
Berkeley County Road 276, and ends at the intersection 
of U.S. Highway 176 and Berkeley County Road 45 . . 
The profile is established along U.S. Highway 78 and 
Berkeley County Road 29. It begins on U.S. Highway 78 
at Jedburg, South Carolina, and continues along U.S. 
Highway which changes to Berkeley County Road 29. The 
profile ends at the intersection of Berkeley County 
Roads 29 and 136. 
The pro~ile is established along South Carolina High-
way 642. It begins at the intersection of South 
Carolina Highway 642 and U.S. Highway 12A, and ends 
at the intersection of South Carolina Highway 642 and 
South Carolina Highway 62 just outside Charleston, 
South Carolina. 
The profile is established along Colleton County Road 
30 and South Carolina Highway 61. It begins at the 
intersection of Colleton County Road 30 and Colleton 
County Road 19 and continues along County Road 30 to 
the intersection with South Carolina Highway 61. The 
profile ends along South Carolina Highway 61 approxi-
mately 1.5 km southeast of its intersection with 
South Carolina Highway 7. 
The profile is established along the Old Dorchester-
Charleston County Line Road. It begins at the inter-
section of County Line Road and U.S. Highway 17, and 
ends at the intersection of County Line Road and 
South Carolina Highway 38. 
The profile is established along old U.S. Highway 52. 
It begins at the intersection of U.S. Highway 52 and 
Berkeley Road SO, and ends at the intersection of 
U.S. Highway 52 and the Charleston Municipal Airport 
Road. 
The profile is established along U.S. Highway 17-A 
beginning at the intersection of Berkeley Road 50 and 















Table 2. Continued 
Profile Location 
The profile is established along South Carolina High-
way 165. It begins at the intersection of South 
Carolina Highway 165 and U.S. Highway 17-A, and ends 
at the intersection of South Carolina Highway 165 and 
U.S. Highway 17. 
The profile is established along South Carolina High-
way 27. It begins along Highway 27 at Ridgeville, 
South Carolina, and ends at the intersection of South 
Carolina Highway 27 and South Carolina Highway 61. 
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The profile is established along Dorchester Cotmty 
Road 58. It begins at the intersection of County Road 
58 and Dorchester County Road 22, and ends along 
Berkley County Road 22, a continuation of Dorchester 
County Road 58, 2.4 km north of New Hope Church. 
The profile is established along Berkeley County Road 
275. It begins at the intersection of County Road 
275 and U.S. 17-A, and ends at the intersection of 












*U.S. 61 Base 
Table J. Base Stations Used and Established 
Description of Station 
Established by AMS-(1929) at Rail-




Established at BM on U.S. 17-A in 
yard of Mrs. Williams, Mt. Holly 
Quad 
Established at BM on S.C. 642, 28 
mile S.E. of intersection of S.C. 
642 & 165. BM is on telephone 
pole. Stallsville Quad 
Established at controlled inter-
section in Ashley Heights .26 N.E. 
of railroad crossing in front of 
a Quick Shoppe on Ashley Phosphate 
Rd. 
Established at controlled inter-
section on U.S. 61, .2 mile S.E. of 
railroad crossing at Springfield 
Estates. The base is in front of a 
Quick Shoppe 
Location Elevation 
(Feet) Long. Lat. 
80° 49.0' w 33° 150' N 126.601 
80° 14.96 w 33° 3.25 N 62. 
80° 7 .17' w 33° 2.60 N 81. 
80° 11.82' W 32° 57.97' N 48. 
80° 3.06' w 32° 55.9' N 29. 
80° 3.20' w 32° 50.37' N 16. 










Table 4. Survey Drift 
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J3 lJ~ - ~11~~5 1 
Jj 4~~ - ~'13~J 1 
jJ ~12 - ~~1JJ9 l 
33 41~ - dJl3~1 1 
J3 ~z1 - d~13~s 1 
~J 411 - dJ1~14 ~ 
J 3 4•t 7 - 0 i.i 1 .5 lj 0 ~ 
Jl ~sj ~Jt~l~ ~ 
jJ ~0~ - dJ12~~ l 
33 411 nC1,/3 i 
33 ~79 - 8~1~b2 1 
~3 ~Jl - d~l2?1 1 
33 ~9~ - d~1~J8 l 
~3 5C4 6ull~S l 
JJ 515 - 8u1215 1 
JJ 5iJ - dU12~3 1 
Jl 5J4 - 6~1l97 l 
JJ ~~i - ~~11l9 1 
JJ 55~ - dJ11J~ 1 
J3 562 j~l1~1 l 
J3 ~7j ~~11/5 1 
33 581 - 8~1169 1 
~J 5Y3 8J1161 1 
J3 oJS - ~JliSJ 1 
JJ ~l& - 1011~7 1 
JJ o2o 8~11J7 1 
Jj bJ7 - 8~1iJ1 1 
33 6~7 8~112~ 1 
~1 o5J - ~01126 1 
lJ tioo - ~~1113 1 
Jl oo7 - 1~11Go 1 
JJ o75 ao113c 1 
33 66J - 6J1G~J 1 
33 696 - H~1Co8 1 
JJ 7C5 - autaaJ 1 
~3 /13 - ,otu75 1 
~j 722 - d01071 1 
33 7JJ - dQlGoO L 
3J 196 - J~ 981 1 
JJ 2Cb - 80 q19 1 
~3 lt4 8J q77 1 
·.s.s 2Zlt 30 ~.jl5 1 
J3 232 - 80 912 1 
~J 242 - 8J 171 1 
J3 25J - 80 q&q 1 
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~T1~ GA 1 
~;T15 GJ\ 1 
GT15 GA 1 
~ r .1. ij GA 1 
C,Ttlj Gt\ 1 
:~Tlj G:\ .i 
~ f15 G~ 1 
GT1':J GA 1 
G Tt? G1\ 1 
GT15 GA 1 
Gf.Lij GA l 
GTl5 G.\ 1 
GTt? G.l\ t 
G rp) G~ 1 
C. fl:) G.!\ 1 
Gflj GA 1 
lJ Tl5 GA 1 
G HS GA 1 
.;11;, GA 1 
G T1:) GA 1 
G fL) GA 1 
uT15 GA 1 
GT1S GA 1 
Gr15 GA 1 
GTl? Gl\ 1 
GTiS GA 1 
~Jf1~ G4 1 
GT15 G1\ 1 
Gas GA 1 
Gf15 Gl\ 1 
GT15 GA 1 
~T15 Gl\ 1 
GT!:i G.\ 1 
;:, H? GA 1 
·JTlS GA 1 
Gfl~ GA t 
GT15 GA 1 
vT15 GJ\ 1 
GT1 ~ GA 1 
G ftS GA 1 
G r 1 S GA 1 
GT1~ GA l 
C.T15 G.\ 1 
Gl15 GA 1 
G f15 G,\ 1 
~Tllj GA 1 
G rl,o;> GA 1 
GTto GA 1 
G T16 GA 1 
GT1b GA 1 
v Tlo GA 1 
GT16 GA 1 
':;Tl& GA 1 
GT1~ GA 1 
GT1o GA 1 
Gflo GA 1 
Gft6 GA 1 
GT16 GA 1 
Gf1& GA 1 
GTlb GA 1 
(,Tl& GA 1 
Gfl& GA 1 
GTl& GA 1 



































































33 2ou - ~u ~&8 1 
33 zQ~ - s~ q7o 1 
jj 2(6 - d~ 1/5 1 
jl l•~ - aJ q75 1 
~s ~~~- jQ q12 1 
Jl SJi - d~ 9Sd 1 
33 313 - 0~ ~~4 1 
JJ ~Zv - ~u 952 1 
33 J34 - dO 9~2 1 
jJ jJ/ - 3J 949 1 
jJ ~~6 - RO ~~& 1 
JJ 57J H~ 935 1 
jJ Sob - du q34 1 
3.s ~~~ - 8J qz& 1 
JJ 421 - d~ qz2 1 
33 4ST - 3~ 9l0 1 
33 ~~d - 80 915 1 
~3 4ol - ~Q ~1~ 1 
5J .74 - iJ ~JH 1 
.) J 7 .J .,j - i c q s 4 1 
jj jl/ ~~ ~J~ 1 
.n :; ~ .> - s..; d Yo 1 
..;, J -j:, c:! - -i 'J () '31 1 
3 .S ~·.J ~ - 6 L 1 d 7 1 
3 5 J j ') - •l 0 t) ~ J l 
.s.s ·J .. i - 1.~ d lY 1 
33 oiJ- eu c75 1 
jJ ~51 - ~J ~7J ~ 
;s j ~·· i:. - .j ') d 0 d 1 
3~ ~~u - 1J j66 1 
~ 5 ~ ·1 ) - .1 ~ ~ b 3 1 
J.3 / · . - ij 659 1 
3J ~~J - d~ ~~& 1 
Jl 7J~ d~ 652 1 
31 )1•• - f\]11..$1 l 
.s :s s~ ., - 'HJ 1 '• 2 ., 1 
J3 j~~ - dl1417 1 
Jj JiJ - 8Jt~99 1 
~3 ~Jl - 3J13~2 1 
~3 ~J! - ~01~~~ l 
33 2i~ - ~~1l47 1 
JS ~~~- i~l~l9 1 
J! ~~~ - dJ1J12 1 
JJ !53 - d01294 1 
J1 l~6 - 1~1277 1 
3J ~S/ - d012oZ 1 
JJ 22~ ~~12~4 1 
Jj ll~ - ~~1227 1 
3~ ~:~ - tiJ1211 1 
~J 2~~ ~011~6 1 
jJ ~~~ 3~117ij 1 
3~ 131 - 8J1162 1 
JJ 17~ - 801144 1 
jJ 1~3 - 8J11l7 1 
J3 t5: 301110 1 
~J 13n - 3u1CJ6 1 
33 iSt - d~1C71 1 
33 lll 8~1061 1 
Jj ~15 8j1Q4~ 1 
33 3f - 8~1C3~ 1 
~3 ~7 aa1~13 t 
33 7f3 8J 98d 1 
33 75 - 80 965 1 
3J o~ - ao 947 1 
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.:i? 7 d G 15-
.3571134-
5~ I 13 :i.) &.-
Jij787l~­
S57CJ1J7-











3 57 3 'c. '-J-
-~ 57 3112-


















35 7 0 ll ':J-
61- -~ '.) ( 
tj ~- :s 5:. 






-~ o- J'•l 
lt;- J2 f: 
:t- JCc 
zq- 3.52 










11 'J- ~~ {i 
104- :>6S 
~3- 3~? 
s .. - 3a.S 
13 1t- 4U>;; 
H>l- It~<? 
15 3- '•t ..-: 
156- 435 
16~- 44 '; 
152- 4~ .i.. 
1ti ~i- lf5.;; 
18~- .. 43 
1 .... - J7S 
14'3- 3:i~ 




























GTtil GA 1 
GTl!J GA 1 
Gflu GA 1 
GT1G G." 1. 
~Tl& GA 1 
GTto GA 1 
G r.:.s G.'\ 1 
GTlo t;A 1 
G T1 u G,\ 1 
Grtb c.A 1 
G f1& Gl\ 1 
~T17 Gl\ 1 
GT1l G/\ 1 
Gill Gtl 1 
GT.l.l GA 1 
GT17 GA 1 
GT17 GA 1 
GT17 GA 1 
GT17 GA 1 
~Tl/ G.'l 1 
GT17 GA 1 
~fl7 GA l. 
GT1l GA l 
GH 7 Gr. 1 
Gl17 G.~ 1 
Gl17 G,t\ 1 
GT17 GA t 
G T17 Gi~ 1 
GTl7 GA l 
GT17 GA 1 
(,Ttl GA 1 
Gfl7 GA 1 
Gfl/ GA 1 
GT11 GA 1 
Gfl7 GA 1 
GT17 Gi 1 
G T17 GA 1 
G Ttl GA 1 
GT17 GA l 
GT17 GA 1 
G117 GA 1 
GT17 G~ 1 
GTl7 GA 1 
~Tl7 GA 1 
GT11 GA 1 
G Tll GA 1 
~Til GA 1 
Grt7 GA 1 
G Ttl GA 1 
GT17 GA 1 
GT17 GA 1 
~ H 7 GA 1 
GT1.7 GA 1 
GT17 GA 1 
GT11 GA 1 
GT17 GA 1 
(jf17 GA 1 
G i17 GA 1 
GT18 GA 1 
GTl8 GA 1 
G"T1d GA 1 
GT1d GA l 
G T18 GA l 






















































JJ ~ .. - 80 927 1 
JJ !tl - dO <Ji18 1 
jJ Jj 80 892 1 
Jl l J - riO R 71t 1 
Jl 1 !t - dC IJ'.io l 
.)j ct - 30 8$6 1 
J.! Zolt- liO 7Jo 1 
JJ lo6 8u b9& 1 
JJ c:.7J- rlJ t:J7o 1 
JJ ~7q - 8J &5Z 1 
JJ zo/ - 8C o38 1 
JJ JOj - 3~ &l& 1 
~J J15 - oo 617 1 
Jj jlJ - 80 60.S 1 
Jj j~3 j~ 511 1 
JJ 3~3 - 80 57~ 1 
JJ J/J - 8~ ~&2 1 
3 j. j q 't - 8 0 5 4 8 1 
~3 ~1w - ao 537 1 
JJ ~24 - ~G 52~ 1 
,j j :tit w - !3 J 5 16 1 
J J ''7 7 a ·J 512 1 
.n '+73 - ac 5l;G !. 
Jl ~J4 - ~~ ~~2 1 
J l ':J 0 ... d ~ ~ lJ I 1 
~.s ~1! - ij ~11 1 
~j jJ~ - JJ ~3S 1 
,)j ~~3 - ~~ 479 1 
~J ;o7 - oa ~72 1 
JJ jj~ - ao 4o& 1 
J 3 ?2 5 6 :; .. 5 l 1 
Jj u4/ - dO 4~5 1 
.S J u:~ •) - d.. -. 4 C 1 
JJ o75 - dO ~34 1 
Jj Guo cJ 4,~ 1 
.s.s o12 - 8j 427 1 
3J 7~9 - ~u ~22 t 
.n 121 - 8~ r.. 1b 1 
3J 7 .. 0 - dO '•12 1 
~J 7~3 - d~ 115 l 
JJ f27 - 80 11~ 1 
33 Tcq - aJ 115 1 
3J ~11 - d~ lllt 1 
33 ~7J 80 11j 1 
33 ~~s - aJ ltJ 1 
3J 531 - 80 112 1 
JS 61J - ~0 112 1 
.)J 6J~ - 80 110 1 
3J 5j5 - 80 1J6 1 
.Sl 567 - 8~ 1~1 1 
J 3 ;~ 0 - 8 0 9 6 1 
33 5JJ - 80 93 1 
.)j ~15 - 80 88 1 
3J 494 - ~0 81t 1 
33 lt7o ~ 80 9'+ 1 
33 46J 80 10ft 1 
ZJ 44d - 8C 116 1 
J3 431 - 8C 126 1 
33 416 dJ 139 1 
Jl ~~1 8J ~so 1 
JJ Jd7 - a~ 162 1 
3J 35d du 191 1 
33 J~S - 80 204 1 
3J 3~2 - 30 208 1 
































































..)5/ ·J q;_ 7-
J57i,;7oft-
357165u-
3~ 7t .b &-
.35717.:.1\-
j 57!; 3/ J-
J'7/o732 
.) 57 o64 2 
.>5i"o'l1b 
.F~7o7(;.J 











.s~ 7 ~7:$ t; 
..)?7q/3b 
SS7').j:Jl 
..s ~~ 0 ::i<1 4 
~5~ld81-
J57~')25 
.5 ~I ':J 4l f, 
;)57 9 S·:> ~ 
.:i:; 7 'l t+R b 
.) ~ 1 ~b? I.-
~s/g771:.­
.>e; l 'J <l7!.-
j58ut51-
J5t95U:-
















3 513 4 2<J 3 
JS~ It ~2 3 
3584352 
35o.So7o 
J 58 j ~.~ 5 
.)5AJS71 
35d 3'34 <;, 
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1 '3 0 




















































GT1i~ G•\ 1 
G T1 tl G~ 1 
{;Tl~ GA 1 
t;Ttd GA 1 
li rt 8 Gt\ 1 
I~Ttd Gf, 1 
Gl18 G.!\ 1 
GT1d GA 1 
GTtJ GA 1 
Gf1.3 GA 1 
f.of18 GA 1 
Gfld GA 1 
GT13 GA 1 
G r1 1J GA 1 
Gf1J GA 1 
Gll~ GA 1 
GTl.i GA 1 
GT13 GA 1 
GTld G.\ 1 
GT1d GA 1 
GT16 GA 1 
Gl18 GA 1 
&Tld GA 1 
Gf1·'3 GA 1 
G T1 i3 GA 1 
GT13 GA 1 
GT18 GA 1 
~T16 GA 1 
Gi1B GA l 
GT18 G~ 1 
GT18 G~ 1 
GT18 GA 1 
GT18 GA 1 
GT13 GA 1 
GT18 GA 1 
en~ GA 1 
G Tl-1 GA 1 
l;;T19 GA 1 
G T1 ':) GA 1 
GT19 GA 1 
G T 1 ') GA 1 
GT1:) GA 1 
GT1'1 GA 1 
GT1Y GA 1 
GT19 C.A 1 
GTt•J GA 1 
GT1-J GA 1 
GT19 GA 1 
GTl :J GA 1 
GT19 GA 1 
GT19 G~ 1 
GT19 GA 1 
GT19 GA 1 
GT19 GA 1 
GT1'J GA 1 
GTJ.-3 GA 1 
Gf19 GA 1 
GT19 GA 1 
GTlJ GA 1 
Gf1~ GA 1 
GT1~ ~A 1 
(:,f1'1 GA 1 
GT19 GA 1 



































































Jl .Sll - dll 204 
.) ' l'l 3 - d 0 £. u 1 1 
3J ~7& - dO 1q7 1 
~J z~1 - a~ 201 1 
~ 3 zJq - dO 20~ 1 
.,J lll - 8J 2u'+ 1 
Jl ,~3 - a~ lo& 1 
33 l~b a~ zoa 1 
JJ .:.& ~ - ~0 210 1 
jj 1~1 - dO 212 1 
JJ lJJ - ~0 lift 1 
JJ 1lb - 3J 216 1 
33 9o - ~0 219 1 
..sJ ~1 - aa 2~1 1 
JJ ud - 8~ 222 1 
J3 '+~ - dO 225 1 
33 l2 - d() 228 l 
JJ ~..s - 80 l61 1 
J3 _sq - !Sil 2bd l 
JJ 5~ - 8~ 21~ 1 
_,.3 7';; - dO 2Rd 1 
JJ ~' ~0 ~gq 1 
.33 l 1i~ 3~ 30o 1 
JJ 12t - du .llli 1 
31 l.Sc - liu jl.f 1 
ll :~~ 5J 33~ 1 
JJ l~~ 8G ~~b 1 
jJ 1~~ - ~u ~55 1 
..S3 l.uU - 3~ ~65 1 
JJ ~l.l - ~~ ~78 1 
jj ~23 - ~'.] 3'~5 1 
J3 2Jl - 6l 4L5 1 
jJ 2~j ~0 427 1 
33 Z~l - 30 ~43 l 
JJ zo~ dC '+57 1 
JJ ilo - ~J 471 1 
JJ ldd - 0~ ~04 1 
~J j~2- 8u 4~8 1 
33 Jlu ~~ ~13 1 
.l 3 J2 '3 - a o 5 2 5 1 
JJ J4~ - du ~35 1 
33 l&J au 54b 1 
3J J3~ 8~ So2 1 
33 Jjo - so S75 1 
JJ 411 - dy 5q6 1 
33 42!t 8J 599 1 
~l 447 dJ b17 1 
33 459 80 b26 1 
J3 ~7J - d~ bJ9 1 
33 417 - 8j 65& 1 
JJ 5J2 - ua uo2 1 
33 516 - 80 61~ 1 
33 534 - dj 687 1 
33 545 - 80 6~8 1 
JJ ;bl - aJ 110 1 
33 575 - 8~ 722 1 
JJ 591 - 8J 736 1 
3257j1 - ~011d2 1 
32~~1J 8J1492 1 
32Sd~~ sa1~11 1 
325~~~ - ao1451 1 
3253~0 - 8u14J1 1 
325~30 - 601409 1 
325dJ7 801388 1 





































































,)'j 7:; 72 ~-
3? I :.r,v q_ 
J ') 7 '+ t 7 G-
J5l :.i5·j7-
.) ~ 7.3 1 ~ c:,-
J'jl~/'17-
.s s '2 ~~. t.-
.3571612-
SS"/Ij(H6-




































3 57 7 31j3 
3577363 
35 i' 7616 
3? 7 7 ~18-
3576103 
J :J I d It J it 
3~78:.Jitlt 
357853J 








1 '+ ~- 21 .3 
1•.>~- 23t 
q (.- 2<: (: 
zz:,- ... 1 ~1 
lit~- '•13 .• 
2Rb- '•.5 '.; 
.szo- tt~l 
Jr:~- 513 
4t) 2- ~') ~ 
522- (:{.;:4 







69 ~- 8~ 5 
69!t- d~C 
6li7- 3j( 
6~ 1- 751t 
62 ~- 76\.i 
61 g- /65 
591•- 7tt 7 







,3 <}2- Lt81 
33b- lt66 
267- 41.$ 
224- 3t) '• 
zoe- 37J 




oCJ- Zb E 
.53- ~61 




2 5- 25 I 





2 5- 26 i 
42- 25 3 
itl- 25~ 
3.5- t!7 u 
2q~ 1~ ~ 
677 517 
542 :57? 
52 6 3Sb 
476 31! 
496 JO .3 
5tl6 302 
vTlq GA 1 
Gfl ·J GJ\ 1 
G fl q GA 1 
G11l GA 1 
r; T 1-1 GA 1 
GT19 GA 1 
GT1'J GA 1 
i.lfl~ GA l 
Gf1-:} GA 1 
GT1'3 G..\ 1 
Gfl<j GA 1 
Grl'1 .:,A 1 
GT1'-; GJ\ 1 
Grlq GA 1 
~ Tl 'j GA t 
Gfl·J GAt 
G T1 g GA 1 
GT2J GA 1 
G T2U GA l 
Gfl.U GA 1 
Gr2u GA l 
GT2iJ GA 1 
GT2u GA 1 
GT2tj GA 1 
GT20 l.iA 1 
G r 2:;, GA 1 
GT20 GA t 
G T ~ iJ GA 1 
GTlu t,A 1 
GTlC G.\ 1 
GTZO GA 1 
Gi20 GA 1 
GT2i.! GA 1 
(,i2(, !j~ 1 
GT20 GA 1 
GT2i.i GA 1 
G Tlll GA 1 
GTZO GA 1 
GT2J GA 1 
GT2~ GA t 
G T2~J GA 1 
GT20 GA 1 
GT20 GA 1 
GT21 GA 1 
GTt!.:. GA 1 
Gf21 GA 1 
GT21 GA 1 
GT21 GA 1 
GTll GA 1 
GTC!l GA 1 
Gr21 GA 1 
GT2l Gl\ 1 
GT2l. GA 1 
GT21 GA 1 
GT21 GA 1 
GT21 GA 1 
GT21 GA 1 
GT22 GA 1 
GT~2 GA 1 
GT22 GA 1 
(;T22 GA 1 
Gf22 GA 1 
GT22 G~ 1 


























































































-·.1•. Table 5. Continued 
" 
- o01.S67 1 ltH~ .; '; 7 :;~a 'J t,.'3l) ~ lt3 C. r, ·.· G/\ 1 1Q i) J~',8$.) • ,_ 4.. 
JlSjJ6 - 8tH3'•& 1 186 J~7?1it0 47 J C::o(: G r t2 GA 1 11 6 .... 
d013Zo 1(~q 3? 7 Lt )~ 1 '-t&3 2S i li T22 GA 1 12 b JZt; -J£ ·3 - 1 
Jl~·l2 7 - 8ul.Stl6 1 1~~ .) ~ 7 4 55 7 44':1 2~ 1 Grzz GA 1 13 i} 
J2~6l!> - 801285 1 1 .~<) ..s s 1 '+to,. .5 C)l. 113 ~ G r.~z Gfl 1 lit ;:) 
~lrjtiZl - 8012&5 1 1~3 3~74'JbS: "Sb<1 1&c; GT22 GA 1 15 r, 
J2'JJ317 - diJ 124~ 1 1d6 3S /3rt'> 1 314 1&7 G T2l GA 1 16 ~ 
~ ...  
3S 7'•13l Gf22 GA 17 6 t JZ'J ~16 - aJtzoa 1 162 318 L3ii 1 
i 3lSih - au11o4 . 165 .5? 7 3't32 293 lC~ GT22 G~ 1 19 ? A. .; 
3 z; ~~c.. - dJ11!t5 l 1o5 ..>57J.j5.} 291 1\J 7 Gf22 GA 1 Zil i) .~· 
f . .J2';,7/!1 - du112':l 1 ll.<) ~57 4 Jd 7 26-3 1.:)~ GT22 GA 1 21 0 
J z.; Ia J - ~01113 l d6 3 57'+ &5 ':) 217 11<3 ~T22 GA 1 l2 :> 
JZST~ J - 8J11i'37 1 85 .3 s 7 ftj29 213 11~ Gf22 G.l\ 1 23 ~ 
.>ZS7j:S - .:).j1GiU 1 <)it 3573q.s~ 198 '33 ~T22 G-\ 1 Zit •;) 
JZS 12 J - 8:11065 1 101 ..)~7.5t•Jti 200 &1 GT22 GA 1 2~ & 
JZS71 -i - di.i104~ 1 8l .>573~48 149 56 G r~~ GA 1 26 Q 
J2'; 7t 't - 81l1L.Sll 1 31 3 5 i '• JC 1 .jg , .. d ~TZl GA 1 ll 6 
32S71 '• - 6C1Uu9 1 34 Jj7~J56 85 48 GT2~ GA 1 28 0 
·' Jl) 71 • - dO 936 1 &4 .:>~7JitoO 9u ld GT22 GA 1 29 6 
"' J '25/ J •l - dj •Jca 1 5d 3513215 5<)- 5 G T22 GA 1 .su F) ~ 
I Ji?S.l-1j - dj 9S3 1 .s ... 357J&<)2 itl 2 GT22 GA 1 31 b ->2~o·J~ dil 94b 1 -72 35731~3 57 ( GTC.l GA 1 32 0 
-~ lZ:.J~I't - a:;r CJ 32 l. fq 5572267 72- 16 ~T22 GA 1 .S3 0 
JZ5uo ~ - 80 q18 l 76 J~722a4 82- 3 GT22 GA 1 :!It & 
5251)1t ~ - 1\,j q()~ . r;., .$5/"t.it/4 .&. lOL 22 GT2~ GA 1' 35 ? 
J2Soj..:J - JJ o<)(, 1 d? 3571513 813- 7 l.iT~2 GA 1 3o & 
~l5·:,z;~ ou 67ft 1 lj~ 3571~5b ~(J- 10 GT2i GA 1 ~7 ., 
,)25<)1.) - 8.J t;jo 1 9•t )571232 lG 4 :... GT22 GA t 3~ & , 325o.) ~ - 60 8 41 1 od .:S:J7ll.t4J 117 te G T22 GA 1 .39 ? ... 
I 
325S'~2 - 80 62, l l~ ..) 5 71 ~2 5 111 2E. GT2l GA 1 'tO b 
325~.13.,; - d&l 8C~ 1 7? 3571:;~57 121 ..)c ~T22 GA 1 f.t1 1.) 
32'3:;/.i - 8J l'H 1 76 3S715o!J t33 4c GTl2 GA 1 42 0 
.: 32576 j - dO 111 l 0~ ~s71:Jo7 12 ..s 2t.i GT2~ GA 1 '•J 6 
J 2S ?If t ~ ~J 756 1 7C 3? 7 i} 1..S 7 til 4 &T2l GA 1 lt'+ 6 
J25d13 - dil123l 1 17 It ..sfJ 7'• og 2 J5 () 162 GTil GA 1 lt5 5 
.)2~70\. - 8J1500 1 f.t~ S5131176 805 761 GTC::J GA 1 2 ~ 
.!2~6~~.J d;)1Lt8f 1 Lti.. 3 58 11lt 4 81J8 /6!. GTZ.> GA 1 3 6 
3255d q - 80 14&5 1 4~ .$ 5 H 1 J•j 5 8(13 75S G T2 .S GA 1 it 6 
J25o8 ~ - o01449 1 c.:.; .)5~iU')1'- 719 775 GT2J GA 1 '3 6 
3 25 ~d 0 - 8011t28 1 ot J:..ib011i' tlittt 11& GTZJ GA 1 () tj 
JZSu~ .J - B:i11d7 1 t37 .j~/8~'-+7 900 747 GTZ~ GA 1 7 & 
32S?'.J 1 - d01J3':) 1 1.3l .F3 7 d53 7 8'-tb 7L"' G l2 3 GA 1 8 & 
J2S69~ - ao1.so'+ i 12~ J57d.Jij1 117 bJ5 GTl.) GA 1 9 6 
3256\j:, - 8013ft3 1 1~5 .S577iiS1 750 61( GTZ..> GA 1 1G 0 
3 25o3 j - lj Q l.i 17 1 119 ;:;5775?1 70 l SbiJ GT23 GA 1 11 6 
l25o\j .S - ()1)1.300 1 113 ,3~714:.8 66~ 54~ G Tl.S GA 1 1£ b 
~25o'lo - 83127Cl l 1.> J57dlLt8 611 5 .31) Lo Tl .3 GA 1 lJ 0 
3256q~ - d01256 1 o4 3'377461 514 lt' 'l ...... GT2S GA 1 14 b 
~25oi/ - 301236 1 1:5 3576/o9 '+8& 4C'+ GT2J GA 1 15 0 
325;;71 - au12Cd 1 61 .$576299 415 347 G TZ.l GA 1 16 6 
J2~<>7it - 801te'+ l 11b 3574716 431.: 301 GT2,i GA 1 17 6 
325Go 1 8"1171 l 91 J57'•a9& 3&2 26J GT2J GA 1 18 0 
3 2565 d - 8C11~2 1 &1 3574531 299 ~31 GTZJ GA 1 19 0 
J25u'+8 - 8C11J2 1 61 357Jq&c 221 153 G 1'23 GA 1 20 c 
3Zso~tl 6u1115 1 7U J57352R 21':> 137 G T2J Gr. 1 j:!1 ; 
3256h 801092 1 7G 357J:;.o97 237 159 GT2J GA 1 22 0 
J25~t8 - d01G82 1 37 357353;) 144 1;)3 ~rz.:> GA 1 . 23 •1 
J 25o.; 5 - 8J1l:Sd 1 79 3 s 7 2 65 b 206 117 Gf2:S GA 1 24 b 
JZS&J J - 801066 1 9'+ 3!:17224!. 214 10'3 GT23 GA 1 25 ll 
3255~1 - 801052 l 88 357237R ~2';) 127 GT2J GA 1 26 6 
32558 u - d 010 3& 1 82 ~5713j2 1o/ 7'3 GT23 GA 1 27 b 
3255o 8 - 801022 1 sa 3571~21 1G 1 &3 G T23 G~ 1 26 Q 
3255j& 8C1C04 1 91 3571104 15? 5J GT2.) GA 1 29 6 
32554.j - 8:l 987 1 98 3 57 0 'i2 7 178 7L GT2J GA 1 30 6 
~ 
. . ~ ~. . . 
:· L, ''\ .'. • 





;i~ Table 5. Continued 
Jl~:il·i - dil ':H1 1 -34 357(.~5'4 176 71 ~T2J GA 1 Ji ') 
.!2~517 - dil 95d 1 CJ8 .j7/l:G73 18-t 76 ~r~ s G.t"\ 1 32 " 
3255~4 - dO '14lt 1 g~ .s 5/0 ,,~ 3 168 Ed ~T2..i GA 1 33 6 
JZSLt-1.:. - 8ti C3J2 1 '3 ij 3570SoCJ 211 luC:: G T23 GA 1 34 r) 
J z s:.t LJ - ~0 'H8 1 3Z 3 'j 7 1 v 1 :; 224 1J2 GT2J GA 1 .b u 
JZc;-to'+ - 8:l 904 1 :..o 3 57 167 It 1q5 l~'i GTZ..> GA 1 .l6 · ) 
Jt5~1• d - 80 a ~3 1 5C:: ~5/lo15 ~52 l<)'i G T2J r;A 1 .57 .) ,. 
Jl54J2 - .i\J 6il6 1 7 :} 3:3710~4 C::54 17E r.:; T2J GA 1 38 ~ ~l 
...) 2!''•1 .i - 13J 870 1 ':11 ..s!J7:}&84 JO~ l~ ~ GT ~3 Gt\ 1 .!'1 0) 
:( J Z5 tu ~ - 80 u:i& 1 C)d .:i5/C721 3-.3 23Lt u T2.5 GA 1 40 ·:, 
!! .)lSJ'lo - 80 blt~ 1 91 .SS7C156 35 c 2'+iJ GT2.) GA 1 ~1 ? .It 
J' 3Z!.d6 5 - 8..; 829 1 34 3:.; 7 2 251 ~2b 2o s G T2 S GA 1 '+2 0 
.~. JZSJil - 8:J lHZ l 1L.4 .) 57~ :> 1+ 7 :saq 214 G rz 5 GA 1 43 b 
J25Ju .. - 8J 7·)7 1 131 .S5lC341 464 3U~ GTZ-l GA 1 ~'+ b 
32~.llt 9 - 80 7 83 1 :..z~ .S31QC~C) 446 ,j(!,) GTZ~ GA 1 45 0 
Jl5j~l - 3iJ 168 1 125 3 56 yj J ') 42~ Z8 .~ G f2.S GA 1 ~b & 
Jl•.J.)3d - 31) 7~4 1 ~25 ~?70)4d It 52 ~1~ GT23 GA 1 lt7 .') 
' ;. J2S Jo d - 3!J112o 1 2~3 .~ s 11 ·Bo d 4- 164 GTl3 GA 1 49 0 ·{ 
J2~·)5:. - aut137 1 21") :j572~d1 !u.S- 142 GT2J GA 1 50 ~ 
·i JZS )..) " d0ll47 4 219 ::. rs 7 t 15 c 11~- 1;).S GT2.) GA 1 51 0 .&.. 
~~ J2'j )c..; .. ~iJll'j& 1 ~l~ .~ ·j 7 ~ -s&q 17~- 7l r; T2.) GA 1 52 ; 
t ..~ zs Jv 5 - 8J11oo 1 2,'j7 ..) s 7 2 d'• 2 208- l~ GTZ..> G~ 1 :,3 & 
~· ~2?<i}~ - 8il1173 1 1211 3S74o5~ l&j 20 GT23 Gil 1 54 0 
3,;.a .. 801l.~2 1 !35 J~ l5<i<t.l 1.34 3 ·~ G T2J GA 1 55 0 
J25 d:~ '\ - dJ11'3C. 1 d~ J;jl:i?24 15S 63 GT2J GA 1 '.ib & 
,)z~nc! 8j1lq& 1 dj 3:; I~ 4.3 8 173 83 G T2J GA 1 S7 & 
;2:; o! 't 6')11'J7 1 12..:: ~c;i'tdoo 26tS 1.l2 GT2~ G14 1 :;d & 
lZ'ilS:Z 8~12!16 1 .&.05 .JS7J!vrl zqo 1: l GT23 G~ 1 59 ~ 
t JZ':JI'J I 8G1217 1 1·~ ~ 357325l 26~ 15 t: GTZ.S GA 1 60 b ~Z) 7d 1 - 301214 1 <34 .)57573'3 :S2 0 214 G T23 GA 1 61 & ; .!Z57u? - B0120q 1 /'3 .j57".J142 334 24~ til2.) GA 1 62 6 ~ 3251·• a - dG1211 1 JL .l~ 7oTH> 2137 253 GT23 GA 1 6;) 
I 
) 
~257~1 - d:.J 121'• 1 .'3;.. 3'j77l7?. JltiJ .SOt: G T23 GA 1 cit 6 
3Z57J1 ti()1218 1 l-5 :>57 I'+'~'> 34-:, .)J~ GT~J GA 1 65 0 
.) l.S o') I dv12l-+ !. !I SS71.53? 416 375 GTt:J GA 1 €:b Q 
~ 
., ZSod J - 601242 1 7C 3S7~7~b 47r:- Jq I GTlJ GA 1 &I f.> 
" ll~o:td - IJ01251 1 ol. .;;577·.)50 512 '+Itt' GTl&t GA 1 2 .. 0 t 32SJS.S - 80121)1 1 ')l.o .~576232 544 4;)9 GT24 GA 1 3 0 ,. 
f 3251)3 0 - 8012 72 1 '..J 7 ~57;,&70 524 44g G T24 GA 1 4 & 
l J2So2 S 8(;123d 1 dd 3~77rl-.52 56& 4Uii GTZt+ G.\ 1 5 b 
f. .32Su14 - autJOJ 1 8~ .l:i764'jq 53{ &t9!.) G T2!t GA 1 0 () 
~ ~ZSott - 801$1q 1 \H 2S765i•o 626 :;,24 GT2'+ GA 1 7 6 
I Jl~~~4 - 8G1J37 1 58 35 7 7 ~lj 6 &.S8 5f3 G T2'+ GA 1 8 & 325:)7 d - ~J1j!)iJ 1 55 J577oCO 6&2 old GT24 GA 1 9 & 
~ J25~&b B01362 1 5~ .5577~:..2 &bJ EO 5 G T24 ~A 1 10 s 
~ 3Z5:i5J - dCI1.S76 1 58 SS77302 67b 611 GT24 GA 1 11 6 
.)25jj7 - 801.)d8 1 :,:; ',3oj772~d 683 6Z" GT2~+ GA 1 1i 6 
J25:~26 - 8C1'+01;) 1 49 3~77S77 710 656 GT24 GA 1 13 6 
32':>71 'J - 8!l1419 .1. :.q 3577558 72 0 6oS GT24 GA 1 14 & 
.)2Sj·J.s - 8014SJ 1 ,5 J5 713:51 738 &17 GT24 GA 1 15 & 
·~ .1251tll1 .. 801450 1 ~5 .357(32~ 759 698 GT24 GA 1 16 6 
Jzsr.a, - 801459 1 j'j 3577 ..so2 77t. 7U o GT24 GA 1 1/ 6 
} 
.3 25 it~9 ao1~+75 1 55 35775CC3 80 2 741 GT24 GA 1 18 6 
l 
32545 7 8J 14'-32 1 53 3 57 7 52 3 329 7b'.:J GT24 GA 1 19 4, .:, 
:~ 
J 25d'35 dO 1 ~7 1 107 J5FJ9146- 460- 57S GT24 GA 1 2~ 0 
~ .szs:..o (j - au 716 1 91 35f:CHOi:.- '•3/- 53'3 Gll4 GA 1 2lt I) ·~ 
JZ5CJJ j ~ - 80 693 1 1J1 .)5c~~&c- 413- 559 GTll.t GA 1 25 0 
· ~ .3259')1 .. au 678 1 1&tC .:>5Ed511- ~tJ s- sq 1 li T2 4 GA 1 26 6 
l25HJ 60 &60 1 137 35E8492- <t5 4- 607 GT24 GA 1 27 0 
325 Jl7 - 80 &39 1 131 J~E3555- 47t!.- 61 a G Ti:4 GA 1 28 b 
.s zs ~z t - Stl &21 1 121! 3SE8lt74- 51 it- 650 GTC::4 GA 1 29 0 
~zsqz s - 80 599 1 14C 35E7897- 521- &77 GT24 GA 1 30 0 
325)23 - 80 581 1 137 35E;7711- 546- 69'1 GT24 GA 1 31 b 
J2591" - 80 565 1 107 3 5 Ed 1 3 5·· 585- 7L '+ GT24 GA 1 .sz 0 
Table 5. Continued 
lZ':d.j .J - dO 54~ 1 131 3 ~ s 7 : •. '\ 'J- 5ou- lt,;f; G f24 GA 1 3J u 
JZ'i H 'J - dO j.S2 1 125 -.~5i.:7'+1lt- S6 ;·- ?Jc GT24 GA 1 3lt 6 :.< 
~~ 
.ll~·8l 3 - 80 513 1 37 ,5 s t 8 g5 !l- ill 7- 7ll:! G1~4 GA 1 35 h 
Jl~~lll - 80 4<)3 1 3l ~Cic cno 3- 674- 7r~ e G T21t GA 1 36 G 
.~· 1 '!, oo I - 80 4ft& 1 1 31• .!0Eo52~- !J97-· 14' G T2 1• GA 1 .51 1) ; 
.!l'j~;)2 - ao '•21 1 137 J5~F.J192- 614- 7b7 GT2it GA 1 .3 Fi 0 ~~ 
JZ~:b~ 8C 4\13 1 14l. 35~F)ii-'i4- C,(j(J- lbJ Gf24 (;A 1 39 ') 
3lSd51 .. 30 3d~ 1 14C· :)? ~ ~d12- &21- 77 7 GT..:4 GA 1 !ti) 0 
:, ... ... zs~ .. ., - d~ .552 1 1t;5 .5? ~ 516 7- 661- R U 1 c., TZ 4 GA 1 '-tl 6 
~ JZS83;J - 80 jftQ 1 C)l ~ 5 (_ 0,::)1} 7- 6d-.- 781: G TZ'• GA 1 lf2 6 
i' J25:1.5:; - d!l 321 1 ~l s? c 7 Ji) I)- 695- 76 ~ G f24 GA 1 '•3 6 
i J(:S:Jl-J - 81) 3C3 1 lC: 3~E:l::iGe- co't- 743 G f2lt GA t 44 t) , .. !25iH7 - dO ~as t 7u 35t7J2';'_- .;:-; H- {4.!. G f2'• GA 1 47 0 
l 
JZ~~z:; 80 27ft 1 b4 3~c;;722o- E.3&- 751 r; TZit GA 1 '•& >) -
.52~31/ - 30 io':l 1 61 J5E~~92- 73 5- dll.! GT2Lt GA t 47 6 
J2St6:) - 81) 21t6 1 '+b JSE 7:>&1- 74J- 794 GT2 It GA 1 Lt8 r ) 
J2Sdo2 - 60 228 t ~I J? E l ~7 Lt- 75 7- 7~7 G TZ 1• GA 1 lt<) () 
"' J25db' - 8~ 201 1 b7 35t:7E:~s- 69.)- 7o a G 124 GA 1 ~0 b .! 
3Z5d:) • - dl) 196 1 91 ~ 5 t 7 26 :,;- 63 tj- li-t(; Gf24 GA 1 51 6 
;!i: .)Z~Ii'-+ I - dl) 17d 1 !.13 35ES/8r:'- 710- a:H: G T 2Lt GA 1 52 6 ;t, 
1• 
..)2S~'+ j - iiil 157 1 J! 35E615ti- 72~- 831 GTZLt GA 1 ~j s ~ 
·11 ..>2'.i~3o - 6cJ 13'-3 1 1lu 351:?74<?- 6J9- 81/:i G T2'+ Gl\ 1 SLt 6 
f .;:lS;)S o - 80 t.s:. 1 lio J~c~lt)9- &9b- dJ s GT25 GJ\ 1 2 5 
Jl5o->;s - au 1:6 1 113 :ssE: S6tto- 704- 63u GT25 GA 1 3 6 
.$l?·U d - 80 '3b l 11':' ~ r; ~ 5 75 7- 6qt)- 818 GT25 GA 1 lt 6 
325•~£ J - dJ 76 ! 11C J5E:57~::-- 685- 8U ~ GT25 GA 1 5 6 
..)25 J.l. d - 10 56 l 1. ~!. 35ESd3i.:- 7J .:3- 81 ~ GT25 GA 1 6 6 
g JZSdlJ - 80 31 1 ''· .:)5F.u514- 722- 8'), ~T25 GA 1 7 6 
I 
~253l; .-; 81) 12 1 b .s5E5)7C- 722- 818 GT25 GA 1 8 0 
J 25 ~Jb 1 - 8J '36 1 12 ~j J5Eot~2- 80 ·)- q3s GT21j G~ 1 9 6 
3 25 ~:, 3 - 81 2 3d l 12!4 3~E&l02- 771- 91ft GT2? GA 1 1C 6 
i. 
J2S · n ~ - dil 2-.5 l lJl. 35E5113- 769- 915 Gf£5 GA 1 11 6 
.) 25 91 j - 8j 252 1 4c J5E77?.1- 814- 6&5 G r£5 GA 1 1~ ~ il' 
.)(!58'.1 7 25o .>5E765C- a&.:: G T2~ GA 13 () t - IH! 1 ltJ 8113- 1 
t J253d1 - HO Zo2 1 lt.S J5 E 1?9CJ- 791- o3'3 G T25 GA 1 1ft 6 
·~ J 25 ~o'• - -"u 266 1 ~? 35<:.7 ... . )~- 74 7- dU ~ ~T25 GA 1 1!; €> j ~ Z:;,d't S - so 271 1 7':; 3St:;Jlj(,- 7f+ij- 8L~ GT25 GA 1 16 & 
I Jc?Sd2 ~ - 80 l78 1 o7 3 5c 6'-3'12- 7ub- to 1 Gfl!J GA 1 17 0 
;s 25 3u j au 273 l 0~ 35t:7tto- 66i"- 73o G T25 GA 1 18 E) 
J257 J1 - 80 ~5& 1 ~' 35(7·121•- 65(.,- Ti:. S G r2!; GA 1 19 & 3 2577 .s - .~u 2bb 1 <i? .s~E.o7d7- 593- 6du GT25 GA 1 i:.Cl 0 
325 75 'j - d:j 262 1 1~1. 3 5 c E> •'· 3- 5~1- 67.) G T2 5 GA 1 21 6 
J 2513 d - 80 2sq 1 11t: SSE-. o!t .~ :..- SjS- 62 ~ GT25 GA 1 22 0 
j 25lc?1 - 80 256 1 ll,l 35 E 6 7 2 .1- 4d::- !J92 G T25 GA 1 23 0 
J 25 7J' - 80 25Lt 1 9~ .5 ~ E 6 S1+C\- '•48- 5~ i GT25 GA 1 24 6 
J25Gat - ljQ 2it8 1 5~ 35 E: 7 ~!·()- 4'.>5- ~1fJ GT25 GA 1 25 0 
J25&& .. - 80 247 1 Lt!.! J?Eo~~s- td4- 47o GT25 GA 1 2& {) 
3 25 tl'+ 7 - dll 21t6 1 ~2 .) 1.Jf:7J27- 37~- Lt67 GT25 GA 1 27 E) 
.325ot; d - ao 243 1 85 3Sc7~1ti- 36~- Lt~<l GT25 GA 1 28 6 
J 25:jl.:,; - ao ~42 1 94 .55EG-J')u- 333- 4J8 GT25 t,;A 1 29 0 
3 25GC J - 8G 234 1 1~4 .)5~6~~1- 23 7- 403 GT26 GA 1 2 & 
325587 80 224 1 104 ~SF;7(.;L~- 259- 37'• GTZo GA 1 3 0 
3255~8 - a a 209 1 1lfJ JScb~:.B- 23(,- 35J GT26 GA 1 4 () 
325~51 - jl) 202 1 12~ 35c &17 <J- 227- 36~ GT2b GA 1 7 6 
32~53 z 60 lq2 1 125 35cu17S- 201- 341 G T26 G/\ 1 6 ·o 
3Z5;1a - &0 183 1 113 35£:6'+34- lg4- J2t. GT2o GA 1 7 () 
325:)0? - dJ 173 1 101 35£:6Sd8- 1 C) 3- 31~ GT2o GA 1 8 6 
J 25Ltd 4 - 8u 164 1 ~d 35co!;tc- 17G- 2-"~ GT2o GA 1 ') 0 
325412 8C 154 1 d8 J5t:78;j')- 149- 2-t7 G f26 GA 1 10 b 
3 2545;) 80 146 1 104 35EF)282- 152- Zoe GT2o GA 1 11 ~ 
.325zt3b - 80 1J7 1 67 3':>E7C77- 1b1- 2JE GT2& GA 1 1l 6 
3 25 '+t! 6 - du 128 1 &l 35f;b'?41- 158- 2JJ GT2o GA 1 13 () 
32541.:! - dO 11t:) 1 122 35C.5gb4- &7- 203 GTZG GA 1 lit 6 
32533~ - tit) 109 1 1£8 351:515~- 103- 2'tS GT2o GA 1 15 6 
. )i 
Tab.Ie s. Continued 
.. · ... ,, .32'l.SGl - 8u 10J 1 l.S7 ~Sc4J36- 32- 23~ GT2b G<' 1 lt. , 
• .!:'• JZS.soa - 80 9<: 1 134 J~F.4716- 9'•- cl• 4 GT2o GA 1 11 u 
~Z53~l 8.1 dl 1 76 35E?:Jgt- 114- 1<3-: ~T26 GA 1. 18 ~ 
.S27JJ ;j - lji) 75 1 3!J J?t6S7g- ~!7- 21!. GT~~ G,\ 1 .1.<:) 0 
3 2:i Jl1 8rJ 6'+ 1 .:>"t 35c~:;tt:J2- 1()7- 2C Lt G TZG GA 1 2:ll 6 
;5(:53~ '+ - 8J Sit 1 4g .3 S. t 6CI.L>- ts a- 1\).5 G rc ·:, GA 1 21 5 
32528o Btl «to 1 &7 _j5f:·.d34- 12 5- 2() LJ GT2~ G/\ l 22 0 
.s 25l7 5 - 1\:) Jo 1 7<:) ..) 5t 4 ·~i' <:)- 140- 22 8 G TC:: u GA 1 l3 t) 
.S255J 3 Jill 74d 1 70 ..)570303 84 c Gl2& GA 1 27 •.> 
.52?:12 ·1 - 8J 7Jl. 1 5~ 35?1Hl1 ao 1<3 GT26 G.\ 1 28 r, 
J2~51<J - 8:) 114 1 52 357.1.115 12 jlf GT26 GA 1 29 & . · 1 :~ --\ :: · 3 z:;sa o ~'J o<J7 1 37 . ~ 'j /11 G 2 :>2 11 GTZ.;, GA 1 JC G 
3~5~9 1 - UJ b·i2 1 70 s 57 .; :.c c lOG zc GT2b GA 1 J1 \) 
:l25-+39 - 6!:1 oo2 1 l<.l ~57 ·1125 t 12 2.3 GT26 GA 1 J2 & 
.s l54(; 1 - 8G b't8 1 8? .557 ·~110 1~0 45 GT26 GA 1 3J (, 
;)2S'+oh - 3J 63c 1 61 357C-+'+0 11~ 47 GT2& ~A 1 ~l+ ~ 
325-+:) d - ~i) o15 1 91 .55E.<;)35;) 1o4 b2 G T2 f) GA J. .lS :l 
325 .... 2 - ~lj ~33 1 81j J':io<J <~~c 170 75 GT2o GA 1 3b fJ 
325~ .~ 7 - tJ ·) 754 1 liJ .~ !_j ?l.i :.J.:d 1'+~ &7 G T2o GA 1 37 ~~ 
3Z5~2Y - ~c Cj,j7 1 o..::: .S?EYS8ii t~q 5e G T2o GA 1 .38 b 
$25"+22 - iJ 518 1 9!i 35'=q1G2 15 7 49 GT2? GA 1 39 0 
.525=•1-:\ - 1$0 .; JS ... 94 3~Ej2d1 171 6€: G T2o GA 1 4(; 6 
3 2S +~ ~ 8) 476 1 4b 3JE ·B&t ') 1 '+io GT26 GA 1 41 0 
32S3-3'i - dJ '• od l lvl .ssf:o ·.>83 1~ 8 2t:: GT.?b GA 1 42 6 
~l~..il.~ eiJ 1t5C. l 'trl ..:i~l;-3142 55 ~ uT2o GA 1 43 0 
l ~~dl) (.) - tl::O ~3~ .. .. o JSc/3225- 16- o7 GT2o GA 1 'tit t) ..... 
J2~ he! 81 ~H .l 11)7 J 'j E 7 'J'33 17l 5.c:: GT2o GA 1 45 u 
;)25.S.):; - ~.; '+l'J 1 7~ 3~fdJCJ5 1't9 61 G T2o GA 1 46 6 
.SlS . .H. b - ii :1 40~ 1 7'-J J5cti412 174 do GT26 GA 1 lt7 & 
j 25 .Sl.:. du 402 ~ 7 ~ .3~E 8C::'t1 17 7 J~ GT2& GA 1 48 !.) 
.3252\lo 3;; 3~2 1 as .S?67-jt)1 1 <J2 CJ7 G T2o GA 1 49 b 
JC.':JC:.l~ - 30 ~cJ3 1 4b :i5f. 7'H6 74 23 G T26 GA 1 ~0 G 
32S~;d 80 .3Sb 1 .$ ( 35(;-1~23 1U 6 b5 GT2o Gl\ 1 ~1 & 
3 25 ~ ... J - &J 3':)3 1 41 .:,:;(: /lt53 d8 34 Gi2o GA 1 5C: 6 
32Sl.S .,j da 3 '+5 l 76 ~Sc 711u 95 ;)~,; GTZ6 GA 1 53 u 
.S25217 8~ 3 31 1 5o JSt7038 11G 45 GT26 GA 1 54 l) 
JZ5~~ 3 - 8) Jl7 1 '>1 35Eot05 11l5 j] GTl!J GA 1 5~ 6 
.S2Sl'31 - dO 3~& 1 61 .35€:5622 13- 55 G rz& GA 1 56 1:) 
.325ld.) I}) 3 ~· o 1 46 JScj2&o- !)<}- 11v GT2b GA 1 57 s 
.S251;)'3 - 8J ~8d 1 4J J5f:~G42- 71- 11~ GT2b GA 1 56 & 
.SZ515 o - d~ 2 77 1 3/ .) 5 t. J ~~ 8- 1H4- ~25 G T~6 GA 1 59 0 
JZ5.1.ct:. - 8l lGS 1 ol 35r..s;;t.5- 12d- 1~t C.l26 GA 1 60 0 
3251.S~ dO 2 •• E. 1 79 S ~6 ZJJ 6- tar.- 26(i GT26 GA 1 61 \) 
J2513ll 8•) 226 1 d8 J?clt399- 1.91- 2'11J GT2o GA 1 62 0 
J215137 - 6J ~03 1 94 35f:1'HC:- 18.J..- 28c G T2o GA 1 t3 " 3251'+5 - dtJ ldS 1 <)4 ~ 5E. ~ c 7 2- 176- 261 (.;12& G·' 1 ol.t 6 
J25lo+J. - dJ 1&6 1 1Li/ 351::1619- 178- zq7 GT2& GA 1 6~ 0 
3251~ 7 - 'iO 137 1 107 35f:OG25- 318- 437 GT2o GA 1 66 6 
32S lZ 5 - au 111 1 104 35ciJ24~- JQ3- 4U: Gl26 GA 1 67 6 
.S251l3 - dO 97 1 8~ 3560656- 32~- 41o GT2& G;\ 1 6B 0 
J 2512 J dO 15 1 <tJ 35E1504- 3S4- 402 GT26 GA 1 69 0 
J 2512 ~ 60 54 1 37 37E~147- 315- Jljb GT2& GA 1 7C Q 
:! 251l1 - 80 J7 1 52 35t207ti- l1~- 332 GT26 GA 1 11 6 
32512 (j - 80 7 1 '+(j .) 5 E: ll ~4 (l- 434- 478 G T2& GA 1 72 6 
32522 7 80 54& s5c<J;•40 271 
-. - t 5d 33b GT27 GA 1 2 0 
325215 - 80 ~31 1 o7 .:; ~ f 0 •)93 .:$06 231 GT21 GA 1 3 r> 
J 25 2G 2 - dJ ~15 1 tu4 JSE: !53<) 321 2£Jt GT27 GA 1 4 6 
J 251:S 7 dil sao 1 107 3~€:6749 2:.72 1~ 3 \iT~ 7 GA 1 5 Q 
~2517 7 au 4R8 1 82 J5Eb774 213 121 ~T27 GA 1 6 q 
.32~1bo - 8tl 472 1 o7 3?(;6/12 175 1uc l.IT27 GA 1 7 u 
32S1SJ 80 458 1 ~8 S~cQ225 116 51 GT21 GA 1 8 :~ 
32Sl4u 81) 444 1 43 35t5~()q 51 3 G T2 7 GA t q .;, 
32512 7 - 1\J 4~9 1 4i) 35Eoj3'Hl 41.- l't GT27 GA 1 10 0 
325114 - dil 414 1 56 356'+822 zq- 3t GT27 GA 1 11 6 
;s/.51~3 - ~c 4UJ 1 
J25~~3 - ~o s~q t 
32S~d1 - 3~ ~~~ 1 
~zstJ:;7- 11C J!t'j 1 
j25G2~ ~~ 3CG 1 
J2?~l~ - 10 2~7 1 
.52~J~~- ~}-) ~71 1 
~~~~j5 60 ~62 1 
3i~91~ - d~ ~~~ t 
J2~)~1 3a 2J~ i 
32~~jl ~J ~l~ 1 
l24i1/ - 5~ 209 1 
3Z~~J~ - 8~ 20~ 1 
324J(~ 8~ 17q 1 
~2~J/5 - ~~ 177 1 
~2~~o?. 31 to1 1 
~2~~41 - ~0 137 1 
.3 2 !.t -~~ .l - li c 1 2 ;s 1 
j24j1l 6C 1~2 t 
Jl~JJ~ - j~ 17 1 
32~/Jb - iJ ~0 1 
J2~/~~ - B~ J7 1 
3l4jlf - dJ1~31 1 
~24?~1 - 1ul~'2 1 
~2~~~) - Rjtclu 1 
3 2:. jlj d - j ) 1l- .j 0 1 
3 2 ~ :.~G d ;j ll ·J 3 7 ~ 
J 2 '• j 3 0 ~ J q 7 6 .i. 
~z~~Jl - aJ ~o~ 1 
J2~~lb - d~ y~~ l 
~24~J~ - BJ ~~0 1 
lZ~G~l - a~ q33 1 
32~u5~ - d~ q~J 1 
J2~~/J - 8~ ~t~ t 
324oJd - dO 901 1 
~247~4 - a~ squ 1 
J24fl~ 80 o79 1 
~2~736 - au 870 t 
32~/j~ - ~J 85~ 1 
3247?1 - ~0 dJ7 l 
J2476~ - 8J B2~ 1 
3Z47~ ~ 8J 8~2 1 
3247J6 - 80 7ao 1 
324/6d - 80 776 1 
32~JQl ~0 757 1 
~l4d11 - 80 741 1 
~24115 - du 724 1 
324117 - 8C 7u3 1 
J24dl& - 80 686 1 
~2461~ - 6~ 664 1 
l24R11 - 80 643 1 
32~~u~ - au b~( 1 
3247~d - d~ 577 1 
J2~7i~ 80 556 1 
~2~1a~ - du ~3~ 1 
J2~7d3 - 8~ 515 1 
J2~/7/ ~0 49b 1 
324115 80 475 1 
3247/J - 80 451 1 
J2~771 - a~ ~Jb 1 
J 2 ~ 7o ~ 8 0 4 ! 5 1 
3247ot - ~a 3q4 1 
3247&5 - aa 372 1 
324/ol - 8~ 35u 1 
Table 5. Continued 
It: 
5-'j 





































.):.; f. 5 )'J ~­
-~ :J ;: 2 4G &-
5 ~E 11d2-
3~tt;':ifC­





.. Fi? u~?. €:-
.:, •j s ~ 1) 5 ')-
~?j'j:?S()­
!."J'J '+S''J1•-
J':) ':i 3 .~l).::­
j '} s 2'-:l.) 7-
.;) 5 '3 '- '+ .s 7-
.l~':i'Jll­
) 5 •; G ~6 2-




) 1;t. 'H JS-
.s'.j'i .:l:il7-
.; ~ '+ q J31-
- ~ ':i 4 ~ 1 ~ g-
.:i?SJI/0-














.s 55~ ?r> c.-
3:1S5l49-


























469- 7:? i.; 
4~) ··- 53 b 
'j')t.- 6Jl 
5 ') {~- 61t ~ 
~57- G'J'• 
7iJ 'J- 72 t:, 
l:io- 78 C 
7?b- ?as 
d34- ,13;):) 
~}~ .·;- d 9 7 
ddJ- 931 
1<)'3- qjj 
·J~ 6- 1 G 11 
'11u- 1uo:; 
1)6 7- 1 0.3 2 
87£)- CJI,i:_ 
'}(; 2- d'h . 
7j5- 84 7 
75 4- f)i+ 2 
7 .S.)- d1;J 
73.,- l~e 
767- 79 1 
71~- 75C: 
71~- 7d7 




63 '•- 10 E: 
62 C- s.-·H 
5<Ju- '='+1 
58(!- 61f: 











:.)3 4- 75 e 
5 'b- 5 J! 
':J72- 31.)3 












GT~/ G/\ 1 
r;T21 GA 1 
GT27 Gi\ 1 
,_, r 1..7 GA 1 
~Tc!.! G!l 1 
I; 1'27 G!\ l 
GT27 GA l 
GLU GA 1 
GT~7 GA 1 
GT27 G.\ 1 
v r 2 r G:' 1 
«.jf2f GA 1 
GT.27 GA 1 
GT27 G1\ 1 
GT2l G;\ t 
GT27 G.l l 
GT27 Gi\ 1 
GT2? GA 1 
Gf?.7 Gl\ 1 
vT27 GA t 
Gf27 GA t 
G T 2 7 GJ\ 1 
Gf28 GA l 
c; T2 8 GA 1 
vT2S3 GA 1 
~T~~ GA 1 
GT28 GA 1 
Gl28 GA 1 
Gr2t.S GA 1 
GT2d GA t 
GT2B !';A 1 
Gf28 GA 1 
G!~li GA 1 
Gf2d GA l 
GT28 Go\ 1 
~f28 GA 1 
l.Tl8 GA 1 
GT23 GA 1 
GT2d GA 1 
GT28 GA 1 
GT28 GA 1 
GT28 G-\ 1 
GT28 GA 1 
GT~d GA 1 
GT23 GA 1 
Gf211 GA 1 
Gf2d GA 1 
GT2~ GA 1 
GT2d GA l 
Gf2o GA 1 
GT2d GA 1 
Gl28 GA 1 
Gr2d GA 1 
G rz 8 GA 1 
~T28 GA 1 
i.iT2d GA 1 
GT2~ GA 1 
Gf28 GA 1 
i.JT2.; GA 1 
GT2d GA 1 
ulc::3 GA 1 
GT2d GA 1 
G T~ 8 GA. 1 





















































J 1 0 
.)2 u 
JJ 0 










32~7;7 - 80 Jl1 1 
!l~7~5 - 80 3CS 1 
3247jZ - aa 2d4 1 
~z~i;~ - aa 262 1 
~247~j - 30 2~l 1 
32~744 - d~ 2~2 1 
~2~/Jq - d~ 201 1 
J2473/ - uu 1ao 1 
324tj4 - du 160 1 
324731 - aa 144 1 
~24/21 - 8~ 127 1 
32~12~ - 8a 1G~ 1 
3247lZ - ao 84 1 
J247t3 - an o2 1 
j24ll5 63 4~ 1 
J24711 - 3J l7 1 
J2lfl(; 1 ail z 1 
J24f52 83 ~46 1 
!.2~/oo • 80 nut. 1 
J247a~ - aG 876 1 
JZ~71l - ba 388 1 
~24ol2 - ~1 1J2 1 
3l4dlo - 8J ~13 l 
~241Si - 6U 9~7 t 
~2~~~4 - ac qJe 1 
J241/~ - j~ 943 1 
J2~~1~ - ~~ ~4~ 1 
Jl4~~~ - ao gsa 1 
,)24 J~ 1 - uo· 'Hb 1 
$24gl& - d~ ~9d 1 
.sz:. )1-j - !JQ11J17 l 
.)lltk~ . . iu1JJ7 1 
J24i~ ~ - 3\l1v56 1 
3l~iSl 6~1~78 1 
!24)~1 60110~ 1 
324~~1 ao1121 1 
ll4q.~ - 801142 1 
J24~4~ du11o1 1 
J2~355 3~1ldl 1 
324~~d d0120~ 1 
J24)~~ - ~~122~ 1 
324qol 301241 1 
~l4~71 - 601253 1 
3Z4l7~ - d~l277 1 
Jl~~J~ aotzqa 1 
J 2,. J o ·) a il 13 1 o 1 
.3 2 4 -1i1 .J - e u 1 3 .H 1 
jz~J~; ~Gll5d 1 
3ZSuJ1 - dJ1jH1 1 
J250C4 - 801401 t 
325J~q 8~1~l9 1 
32S3i~ ~01~38 1 
lZSJld 801457 1 
J25D2~ d~1~7o 1 
l2S~~~ - 8~1492 1 
J2SJ3~ - 6J15lH 1 
JZ5u$d - 801~J1 1 
l25~~2 - 8~1~52 1 
~2~~~5 - aOt57H 1 
J2S)~~ - i0160~ 1 
Jzs~s~ - HG162t 1 
~2~~Sb - ~01&39 1 
~~5~~1 - 8~1&58 1 
JZSO~b - 8G1o78 1 

































































. ~ s ~ 1 ;~ ' 7 - . 13 !t r. -
j!J?:o'16- 1St.-
-~'.)';tc:;:>- •bG-






qj:; s ~ ~: 11 '.1 ~- •J 2 1 -
j S ~ lJ 'J ~ 0- <J I+ !t- "J/ It 
g~ 7 3 ~j s t.J 7 J 3- '-J 7 J -
3~~~~17- q~a- ~~~ 
3S4~~~5- qJ]- l~GL 
J;~14~l- 1J1l- lU~o 
j~~g1u5- 1~11- l~b~ 
.) :J ! I 3 -~ (d- 1 !j 1 5- 1 Q (}'j 
~5~'121~- 1802- 1j6C 
JS~9158- 102~- !Odt 
J~~a9d2- 1~41- 1c~2 
l5~')1j9- 103j- 1071 










.... ~ fJ J ·.it) c-













.55 c .3 ,j •• C:: 
3r;.;z ·3c.? 
-j'jt; .s .)(., 9 
.s j (: .~ '3'-t 1.: 
.:iSE<+!.iS.:. 
..;, 5f.'• ~ 11 t 
.)!3t:l '+!+4q 





































lg 3 74 
19 :+ 9C 
zo ~ 1~ t 
Juu 141 
27 ';) 1'• E 




Jo I 2'•c 
.sr,;,j 'z;s7 
.Sb2 ~4 E 
Jl\'~ 2.7 3 
37& 26 d 
JdC 21e 
J .j? 2U c 





.H '3 ~ 77 
37;:. ~87 
.ss 8 283 
331 2Yt 
G:~a Gl\ 1 
GTcd GA 1 
GTI.~ GA 1 
GT2~ G~ 1 
Gf21J GA 1 
0Tl,j GA t 
1.:i T2 a r;A 1 
GT~d GA 1 
~T2d :'jA 1 
Gf2d l~.\ 1 
Gr.~ a ~~A 1 
GT~!~ GA 1 
GT2~ G1\ 1 
G12d GA 1 
0T28 GA 1 
GT2.l G.'\ 1 
GT~/3 GA l 
·.;JZ:J GA 1 
G T l·~ GA 1 
~r2-i GA 1 
Gf2-j GA 1 
GT2'~ GA 1 
~TC.:-1 GA 1 
GT2~ Gf\ 1 
G T2 ) GA 1 
,; T 2 '} GA 1 
Cdi ·} GA l 
Gf2j GA 1 
G T2~ GA 1 
G T2 ·~ GA 1 
GT2<) GA 1 
.;rzq GA t 
GT2'3 GA 1 
G TC:: 'J GA l 
GT2·J GA 1 
Y T2 'J GA 1 
G T2 -J GA 1 
G T2 -:J GA 1 
vT2'3 G.!\ 1 
uT2~ GA 1 
GT2 ~ GA 1 
c,rz·J GA 1 
G rzrJ G.\ 1 
(J r 2 9 G'\ 1 
GT29 GA 1 
G T2q GA 1 
GT2'_, GA 1 
GT2g GA 1 
GT2'-:J GA 1 
GT2<J GA 1 
G T2'l GA 1 
~T2-:J Gf\ 1 
GT~9 GA 1 
G T2·) GA 1 
G T l-3 GA 1 
GT3u GA 1 
GT3C GA 1 
GTJ~ GA 1 
GT3G G/\ 1 
GT.$C GA 1 
GT.:SG GA 1 
GTJ...i GA 1 
GT30 GA 1 


























































32~371 - a~toYo 1 
~Z5u/5 - B~l/11 1 
J2SJ32 - 3J1723 1 
JZ5~j2 - 8~17~8 1 
l25~id - d~ll&~ 1 
3251~~ - 8111Jd 1 
~Z?lll 8J1~~7 l 
~2S112 - duto~o 1 
J~51~~ - d31o~7 1 
j2~1~~ - d01871 1 
325£0~ - 8J1~95 l 
~25110 - dJ1~14 l 
32~11~ - dC11Jb 1 
J~Stl8 - oJ1157 1 
32?1~0 d1117~ 1 
JZ~1~1 - ao1gq2 1 
~I.S121 o~2Clb 1 
~25121 - 3:2CJ7 1 
!251Zq d022S& 1 
3l51cJ - ~~2C71 1 
J2S1JC - 8Ql~9~ 1 
J2S!J3 - dQ2tt& 1 
~l~~i~ - d~2l~l 1 
32~~5c - ~~l47~ 1 
325~Jd ~~2~7o 1 
~l51J1 - du219o 1 
!ZSl~G d~22lC 1 
~2~~~1 dJl23~ 1 
j~~14; - ~Ol~?~ 1 
~25143 - d02278 1 
J~~l~6 ~j23oa 1 
32St~a - dC2319 1 
.3ZS7uC:: =\·}15:.,7 1 
~zs1a~ - dul~2~ 1 
325/12 - dJ1~4& 1 
J257to ~Jl5bo 1 
32jfl~ intsos 1 
J25!3iJ - .:lll16lil 1 
J231~1 - dt1b1d t 
J2~7~; - du1oJ1 1 
~25/o~ - autb42 1 
J257dq - 8)1661 1 
3257o~ - d11t31 1 
3Z57o7 3L17u3 1 
3257o~ - ~01112 1 
325/d7 - 8,j17't2 1 
325f~O d~lloD i 
~2~7~~ - ~01782 1 
J25~1~ ~eta~& 1 
3258~6 - 6J13J1 1 
32~8$9 - 8G184b 1 
J25~~3 - 301~~8 1 
325~69 5~1848 1 
J25~JJ du18~& 1 
32~~07 - du1639 1 
325~2j au1a~.tc 1 
~25jJ~ - ~0184tl 1 
Jl5~~2 dJt~?o 1 
J25~o~ 8J18/l 1 
J25974 - d~1J84 1 
3 ·259~6 - 8Jlq02 1 
l2SJ16 - dQ1q16 1 
33 d - 801932 1 
JJ 19 - 8c1q5o 1 

































































,) :; 1-: 7217 
.S ~ t I'+ 7 3 
3 j (; :j '; 15 
- ~ S l: d 1'• 7 
)")~Lbl 
j s l J :tit >:1 
-":;!.) i: -~ 4J b 
.: s ~ <J 0 7 <: 
.s5c~b6 
.::,~!: J o':i2 
.)';tcld44 





.:. 57 0 t4 5 
:s7ut~4 
-~ ~ 7 iJ :.& 7 
-:i 57~ 5.5 ~ 
..siJ7uJ52 








.;, S I~ SJ C 
.!::J723~q 
.S57 .H11 
.)'.)~1~ ... ":.} 
j~~ 1056 
J 5 ~ 0 339 
·h ~ O<JoJ 
.3 5 ~ 1 75 u 
SS;J'Jo19 







~5 d ~ &&;; 0 
~sa;:: 758 
3 ~ i: ,j 12 3 
:55 0 1.; =3~ 7 











J 5 ( :J:J:. 7 



































































J11 GT3C GA 1 
J4.3 GT3J GA 1 
.SlE GTJu GA 1 
:~ f) -> G T J 1.1 r, A 1 
It!~, G T J G GA 1 
•d :- ..; T 3.: Gfl 1 
tt.>lt GT~C r;A t 
:+ 5 2 G T S C G A 1 
l• 1 l G r J G G A 1 
:S'Jl l.T3J GA 1 
J97 GTJG GA 1 
4 u ( G T .)-j GJ\ t 
3<)3 GTJ ... GA 1 
4C.l GfJ(l GA 1 
4~d Gf.Su GJ\ 1 
'-t7? CT.3J GA 1 
~.tiJl Gf . .sG GA 1 
4iH:: GT.jC GA 1 
S.i..5 GT31.. GA 1 
522 GTJJ GA 1 
5u(3 GT3~ GA 1 
557 GTJu Gl\ 1 
5db GLSO G.\ 1 
572 GT3v GA l 
~75 uT3.J GA 1 
ol~o~ Gf3 .. GA 1 
€:3'- Gr3~ GA 1 
654 GT30:. GA 1 
6rJ4 GTJu GA 1 
690 GTJ'J GA 1 
716 G T J il GA 1 
747 GT:S:J GA 1 
lGI GT.H GA 1 
7&2 GT:SO GA 1 
75o GT3C GA 1 
757 Gf3il GA 1 
li&4 GT30 GA 1 
l L rJ G T J 0 GA 1 
&aa ~rJu GA 1 
6~~ GTJu GA 1 
&ud GT3li GA 1 
5H~ GTJO GA 1 
5d5 Gf30 GA 1 
t:£:5 GTS(j GA 1 
611 GT.5u GA 1 
tc 5 G T:L. G A 1 
638 Gf3U GA 1 
6~.t ·~ G TJ ~ GA 1 
64& GB:J GA 1 
o3J GT3u GA 1 
55u GT31 GA 1 
55' GT31 GA 1 
5J~ GT.Sl GA 1 
49c GT.31 GA 1 
~G5 GT.H GA 1 
2dl? GTJ1 GA 1 
2&R GT31 GA t 
25.5 GTJ1 G;\ 1 
137 GT31 GA 1 
132 GT.H GA 1 
3f:. GT31 GA 1 
b6 GT.H GA 1 
lt8 GT31 GA 1 


































































.. J u - Ba)l(Jo2 1 
JJ .. ; - 8lil<J77 1 
Jl jL - a~19q2 1 
jJ 0 ~ - 8~Zu1G 1 
JJ fi - ~-J20J1 1 
JJ 3 ..; - ~J~u46 1 
33 ~1 - aazco~ 1 
JJ 1~~ - ~12C79 L 
Jj ~1~ - ij)2lu~ 1 
JJ ll£ - dJl111 1 
33 !~~ - d0212Y 1 
~J li~ - 6j2151 1 
JJ 1J7 - ~~l171 1 
JJ lJj aaztqz 1 
JJ tJo - d0£217 1 
33 liJ - 8l~235 1 
~J lJ'- 8J2~?o 1 
Jj 1 .. ~ - 8J2~75 ! 
JJ t~S - aJZ3uL 1 
l! io.i- d.JZ32G t 
JJ 171 - 3J251~ 1 
~3 lJi - 3~23~2 1 
JJ ll f - dG.:::3!J5 1 
;.J !l..~- ~J2:lU. 1 
!S ~~~ - 1~2~~~ 1 
~3 ~7b - ~~2Jl5 1 
JJ ~j9 - H~2Jl2 1 
3J zqt - d~~!z5 1 
JJ ..)~~ - dC~J37 1 
JJ 3tt - Hvl3~5 1 
.3J Jl, d~Z;)70 l 
3.! bl - 8u2.s32 1 
JJ he:: - ~OlJq5 1 
J3 ~j3 ~~ldoS 1 
~J 5~~ dJlHfd 1 
JJ s&& - 1Jto1u 1 
JJ ~j5 - 8J1~90 1 
33 5J9 - 3~1~~7 1 
~J jt9 R~lb~Z 1 
~3 ~12 - o~13~D 1 
.SJ •3.. dG1674 1 
33 ~66 - d~lR/( 1 
JJ ~49 - ~J1812 1 
33 ~~~ - ~~1679 1 
~3 ~12 - 3Cl~33 1 
33 J}~ ,~1d6q 1 
!J Jlu - 8Jt89~ 1 
JJ J5~ aJt~qs 1 
33 3~0 - 8~1d95 t 
Jl 3~1 ~C1ij9J 1 
Jj j~J d~1b90 1 
3J Zdb - ~01892 1 
3J 261 - 801695 1 
33 2~6 - 3J1900 1 
3J 23~ ao1guz 1 
3J 2l1 8Q1g1~ 1 
33 lC5 - 801925 1 
33 192 - dC1~4J 1 
33 ld~ - dJ1957 1 
3J 1&~ i01971 1 
33 1~5 - &01~82 1 
JJ 141 - ~J1~qs 1 
33 12q - ~02(06 1 

































































Table 5. Continued 
:.:., '0 ll 3 ,; I 
.s 57 7 c61 
:S517C.!J 
_) 57 0 {~~ 2 
.b 151-i 5 
SS7?"!..78 
.)575Z7CJ 




























J5 7 ·~05 7-
































































































































3 ... Jc 
























~.>T.51 GA 1 
GT31 ~;\ 1 
Gi31 Gl\ 1 
GT .H GA 1 
(j TJ.:.. ':ii'\ 1 
LTJl Gl\ 1 
GTJt GA 1 
Gf31 J,f, 1 
GTJt GA 1 
Gr.H GA 1 
GT31 GA 1 
GTJl GA l 
G T 3.:.. ·;A 1 
GfJl G.~ t 
Gf31 c,\ t 
GT3~ G/\ 1 
GTJl GJ\ l 
GTJl GA 1 
Gr.3l GA 1 
GT3! GA l 
~TJ1 GA 1 
~n1 GA 1 
Gf.St GA 1 
GT31 GoA 1 
(jTJl Gt\ 1 
C T 31 G.!\ 1 
GT.Sl GA 1 
I.TJl GA 1 
G TJ 1 GA 1 
GT31 GA 1 
GT.H GA 1 
GT31 GA 1 
GT3l GA 1 
GTJ1 GA 1 
i..~ T31 GA 1 
~ T .51 GA 1 
GT31 GA 1 
GfJl GA 1 
GTJ1 GA 1 
GT3l G1\ 1 
GT31 GA 1 
GT31 GA 1 
GT3l G.\ 1 
G LH GA l 
~f31 GA 1 
GTJl GA 1 
GT31 GA 1 
G Bl GA 1 
GT3l GA l 
GT.H GA t 
GTJ1 GA t 
GT31 GA 1 
G T31 G,\ 1 
l:JLil GA 1 
GT31 GA 1 
GT31 GA 1 
GT31 GA 1 
GT31 GA 1 
GT31 GA 1 
GT31 GA 1 
GT31 GA 1 
GTJl GA 1 
GT31 GA 1 















































































Table 5. Continued 
JJ ~a - 802031} 1 12'3 .)~ 16 412 ?6- 87 GLH GA 1 81 b 
Jl 75 - 6JlC 11 1 141"J ~S7? ·J07 3.3- B.; Gf31 GA 1 82 6 
.525'+41 - :iLI1S02 1 :~C) .:l'?7l4~2 833 172 GT..S2 GA 1 2 6 
.;ZS ,.J ~ - d~151b l 52 !. 5 ll.YJ 7 ~.).;: 714 GT.52 GA 1 3 1.:1 
J2!iltl" - tl01~l9 1 5~ 357/1Jt.. 83b 71~ GT3~ GA 1 4 6 
3 z 5 i!. .! .. 8 0 1!:. 1t2 1 ,::, ~57/4')1 874 81 J G T32 GA 1 5 G 
J ,~ .. J ~ - 8J1~51 1 5b 3577510 qn s iJ..)'J L.T 3 ~ Gl\ 1 b 0 
~lfJ.n~+ - a:.~t:>&.s 1 b.:. 3 tj 7 6 t)<j jj lb2 7tll GTJC:: GA 1 7 ·l 
Jl337d - dll1~79 1 :; ·l ..)~ 7 b / ·j It 86? Rr)~ G T ·s~ GA 1 8 1.) 
.52~.d:J ~ - liJ158J 1 b'+ -~57,, 42 u 61l4 81 3 v TJ2 GA 1 q J 
J25.S3d - dJ l~'H 1 7~ .)5/55!7 a.s ~ 151 GT32 GA 1 10 0 
J 2S.l1 '3 - 8ul598 l 85 J s 7 it /C) 0 830 733 Gl32 GA 1 11 .:., 
j 25 -~~~ j - 8J1o02 1 7-> .:; 5 ll.~/9 7"33 711 GT32 GA 1 lc:: i) 
.sz~.:ac, - 6:Jtb09 l 52 .)~i 7 ~ 6/ 'i 75o 69~ G r .;z GA 1 13 0 
J25i.7't - 8Jlo22 1 Ito J57~~q~ 71 ') b6.1 GTJ~ GA 1 14 I) 
J 2 ;;~57 - ().)1b.S1 1 1)4 35 7 3'3 H 76 J 692 G rJ ;~ GA 1 15 0 
~252~1 - 6tHt."f3 l 3·5 .l~7t..7o~ 7'+'+ 64:; G r se;, GA 1. 1b 0 
3lt;221! .. 8111653 1 8~ :) ij 12 ~21 71/ 6~2 GT..St: GA 1 17 0 
.>Z!J21.! - 8J1t164 l ol ~57 2 52 2 67'• occ G T32 GA 1 l.'l tj 
~ 25l~ ~ d'jlf:.Jl 1 67 .) 57 222 ~ f:Jltj 6'3.) GTJl GA 1 1~ 5 
.! 251 C) .5 - dJ1702 1 /.) :s? 7 1 g:, 1 E.l32 6v ;J GT3~ GA 1 zu .:, 
,) 2::; l7 3 ?;j1712 l 7-J J'::J/154~ (lj~ 5/1 GT3l GA l C::l 0 
! 2~!.,..: - ,j Q 1/22 1 o7 ~57 J<Jo2 u06 SJ 1 GT32 GA 1 22 ~) 
.i 2~1~ '.) - d~17-l0 1 7:. J57~ ·j4 -J 6 •) 5 52J G r.sl G~ 1 2.S b 
J 25 .l.J lt :jC!/.)7 1 .j2 .>5t '·J7~1 513 lt81 GTJ2 •;A 1 24 Q 
.) 2? 1:.. 0 - 8:.172'J . d5 ..>St'J22i 54'i 4:.~ GT32 GA 1 25 b ... 
32SJ,r - dJ17iil 1 -111 3?C:iH-,fJ 5.S1 '•3 3 G T.)2 GA 1 2& 0 
.Sl5u:il - d~172!t 1 j~ .~ 5 (; -i 1'+ 6 439 4C1 GT32 GA 1 27 0 
JZ~~ul - lj.;17l;3 1 d3 3 St 7 t:o 3 4.Sl 33.:~ GTJ2 GA t 28 t) 
.S251J'J6 - ~u17C'+ 1 d5 .)5t6629 3~4 29i:! (ifll GA 1 29 :J 
J2~>•i:: - ts;J17GO 1 1'1 3'3tb!tU1 351 26 3 G T32 GA 1 30 b 
.:~ ~~uz ~t - d01o'H 1 9~ JS c su :s9 35& 24 7 G T.52 GA 1 31 0 
;! ?.') 1) ... 0 - 6u1ci2 1 11G JSE:4451t 31 y 16':;1 GT32 GA 1 J2 0 
J2'• -j•) ~ :J(j167b !. 1l'ij JSc 4041 302 16~ GTJ2 GA 1 33 Q 
32" n:.. - i01&74 1 11'3 .s~c3tt19 2'3 6 1~~ GT.Sl GA 1 .34 () 
3 z ... q~ s - aJ1o67 l 1~~ J 5 E 2 '>2 P 229 li.3 GT.32 GA 1 .35 I) 
3l<t~4"' - a ... 1u59 1 11<) 3~u ~.-B5 tr~o ~3 GTJ~ GA 1 3o 0 
3llt ~.;,.) ij.j1()51 1 lL~7 J':>t17bb 122 3 GT3~ GA 1 J7 & 
321.~ ... j - 8J1t...'tl l ets J5E:l41jJ 61)- 33 GT32 GA 1 38 b 
l2'ttHJ - 8J1634 1 5~ .)5f:1J/7- 1.3- 7d G T .)7. GA 1 39 0 
.3Zlt 31 r, - 8·J1b28 1 67 3Sf:05o4- ItS- 118 GLSZ GA 1 <tU b 
J24dbl- - dJ1o21 1 52 .3Sf:J713- 5o- 114 GT32 GA 1 ;. 1 Q 
.$24 3~ 3 - 8'Jto21 1 5' :.S5f:Ol97- ~k- 1J'j GI..S2 GA 1 lt2 b 
3 21t bl o - filt621 1 52 35SYS'1C- 125- 1d3 GTJl GA 1 43 6 
J2lt~1c= - e~1o2o 1 4'3 J:,58C) •)4- 1( .~- 2J2 GB2 GA 1 44 0 
32-.7 ·3..) - s..:to18 1 55 .3 55 <LSd C- 185- 24 i GTJ2 GA 1 43 0 
J21tf:J2 801604 1 ss .37S7nCJO- ~19- 281 GTJ2 GA 1 'to 0 
JZft 7o'-1 8J15)' 1 55 35S7~u6- 241j- ;)0 1 GT~2 GA 1 47 6 
3247r,d d::l1576 1 55 3 ~ 5 0 ':Jlt c - 2ti2- 31t3 G T3~ GA 1 48 6 
324 ''• l.t - '3il1~66 1 1)1 3 55 5')4 4- 34:.S- 411 GT32 GA 1 '•9 6 
J 24 7~ 7 - 8U1So0 1 1l5 .355372/i- 344- 4dJ GT32 GA 1 ~0 6 
J2lt712 - doJ1~49 1 134 35530&9- .H,l- 511 GTJ2 GA 1 51 tl 
32~t61::t2 - 801531 1 14b 3?52741- 329- 4<}2 GT32 GA 1 ~2 Q 
3246d .5 - 801~18 1 155 .5552432- Jl9- 493 G TJ~ GA 1 ?3 &. 
J 2lf 65 d - Bu1518 1 162 3551541- 355- 53t Gf32 GA 1 54 6 
JJ 2~ 't - 80 7':)5 1 23~ 35/&75J.. 212- 53 GT.32 GA 1 ~6 0 
33 21t'3 - 3~ 774 1 2J~ J57662& 19C- 69 G T 32 GA 1 'j7 6 
33 2'+4 - 61l 79!) 1 226 .>51 &t.Bli 16.)- 6<: G TJ2 GA l 'j6 0 
33 z .. Q - 6J 815 1 216 3 ~ 1 o sa 4 151- 91 GTJ2 GA 1 59 0 
33 2.5 f. - 8J 832 1 195 J5 7 62') 4 bl- 1St GT3.::. GA 1 63 tl 
3J .23 .j dl) 8&5 4 189 3575613- 17- 2~~ GT.32 GA 1 61 6 4 
.SJ 221 - lill 9ll6 1 l19 3'77394C- i'~- 323 G T32 GA 1 62 6 
Jj 217 - 8J 927 1 ~16 357J~07- 12~- 3&7 GTJ2 GA 1 b3 6 
33 21~ - HO Ylt4 1 22.S .S573C5G- 1t.s- 3')4 G T.~2 GA 1 b!t b 
J3 .!JJ - ao ':lo2 1 
Jl l'J'+ - 8..1 9tH .t 
]J 18j - ~j 998 l 
33 17l - 3~1G11 1 
JJ 156 - d01~1q 1 
33 1~2 3~1[33 1 
3 3 12 7 - t\ ~ 1 t '-+ ~ 1 
~3 l1J - du1~~3 1 
3~ g7 - 8U10SJ 1 
Jl 82 - 8~1~77 1 
Jj b5 - d01~12 t 
~J 5~ - 801107 1 
.53 42 - .3u1122 1 
33 lb - 8011..S2 1 
.s.s l5 - 8011!t2 1 
Jl 21 - d0116~ 1 
J3 1~ - ~J1!J1 1 
3J 12 - 8J12j9 1 
33 4 - 8J1~~3 1 
325~17 - 8C12G~ 1 
~25~tio - aJt2jl 1 
j 2 ~ }3 j - 0 !l 1 2 ·~ 3 1 
~25115 801JJ~ 1 
~ 2: 5 10 .) - ~ ll 1 ~ 1 '} l 
J2~~~~ 0~13~1 1 
Ji51l~ - dll~~l 1 
~2S3l~ - ij~1332 l 
~2s~~4 - RJL~;z 1 
.) ~ ~ ~ ·J J - 6 J 1 3 7 2 1 
.5258~2 - C)Q l.l'H l 
.s 2 5 j8 ~ - 0 J 1 •ll 1 
32~~~~ - 8~t;J2 1 
J25~/d - 8jt~31 1 
325~7~ - d~l~7~ 1 
325d5q - ~014d3 1 
J25d~1 ~J14i& 1 
~zsoJ~ - d~ts~g ~ 
~l561d - 301?17 1 
J256~~- 8~1~51 1 
32S7Jj - dC1552 1 
32~7~4 - 801~11 1 
~lS7q1 - 8G159& 1 
3257~~ • 601G20 1 
3251d7 - dJ1o~t2 1 
!257)~ - 801&6i 1 
~25fj8 a31odt 1 
~(57~& - sat7u2 1 
32571~ - 8Gl121 1 
3257&l - 801738 1 
32575o 8011~3 1 
J~574d - 80177d 1 
Jl5l37 - 8~17q2 1 
JZ57J2 801dJ9 1 
32571~ 8tild28 t· 
32571~ 801d47 1 
J2~7u4 801d57 1 
325o)5 - d01878 1 
~25&so - 8~1o87 1 
JZSodJ - d01904 1 
J~Sg7l on1g27 1 
32,&~d - ao1g4g 1 
J25o~3 - 8019&2 1 
325&&1 8iltqas 1 

































































Table 5. Continued 
.b I .2 'J~ 6-
.~~!C.!,Zl­
~?72r:l14-
.) s 12 !:00 \..-














.~51 1 g2 2 
~5721~1 
.s 51 2•) 42 
J5721C(J 
.5~7Z~7<J 
3'-j 7 VtJ 2 
~;; 7 J ~ ·:~v 







3 57 Lt 6~ 8 
357:•,-317 












.S 513 :.I Ct> q 
35o02dC 
3SI! -.J'•bq 
3 5 t3 ')lilt 8 








3 5rl! .i3 7 
.5581CJ44 
J5R2t.;~r, 































































































































! 01 :~ 
GfJ~ G.l L 
GT32 G~ 1 
GT3C. Gi\ 1 
GTJ2 GA t 
GTJ2 GA 1 
GT32 G:\ 1 
Gf32 G..\ 1 
~TJC. GA t 
GTS2 G/\ L 
GT32 GA 1 
GTS~ G./\ 1 
,-, T .52: GA t 
GTJ'- Gl\ 1 
GTJ2 G~ 1 
GT32 GA 1 
GTJ2 G~ 1 
GTJ2 GA ! 
Gf32 G~ 1 
GTJ2 GA 1 
GTJ2 GA 1 
u T 3 2 G.l 1 
GT32 GA 1 
Gl32 GA 1 
GT..Sl GA 1 
GTJZ GA 1 
G TJl GA 1 
G T.~2 G>\ 1 
G T .S2 GA 1 
GT32 GH 1 
Gfjl GA 1 
GfJ2 GA 1 
G r .32 G:• 1 
GT.S2 GA 1 
GT32 G~ 1 
GT32 G,\ 1 
G T33 GA 1 
GTJ3 GA 1 
GT.:SJ GA 1 
GT33 GA 1 
GTJ3 GA 1 
GTJ3 GA 1 
<iT..S.S GA 1 
GT33 GA 1 
GTJJ GA 1 
.GTJJ GA 1 
GT33 GA 1 
GT.33 GA 1 
GTJJ GA 1 
GT.S3 GA 1 
GH.S GA 1 
GTJJ GA 1 
GT.1J GA 1 
GT33 GA 1 
GTJ3 GA 1 
Gf33 GA 1 
Gf.S3 t.iA 1 
GT3J GA 1 
GT33 GA 1 
G T33 GA 1 
GTJJ G/\ 1 
GIJJ GA 1 
GT33 GA 1 
GTJ3 GA 1 
















































































3~5u~~ • 8Jl~32 1 
Jlj&~l • ~J2Uj1 1 
JZ~u~4 • 602~71 1 
~Z5~ll - dJ2QqQ 1 
J2~~ll - a~2111 1 
~z~uli - dC2132 1 
J?~&Jl - ~02152 1 
3Z~j~d - d02170 1 
~l~J)l - 3r.2162 l 
3~~~d4 - ac22u~ 1 
~2~718 - 8J2228 1 
3?.577~ - dG2251 1 
~l~7~1 - ~u221z 1 
JZSj~~ - 8v229l 1 
lzs~~s - 802317 1 
3l55oZ - JG2351 1 
~J 5l~ - dO 736 1 
~5 ~71 - 3~ 562 l 
33 l~O - 8J 717 1 
~3 T~4 - ~at472 1 
.;;.s 7 .. 1 - 3;)13~2 1 
..! ..$ i!t ~ - 1 u l.S 50 1 
jJ ;76 ~J1G97 1 
Sl o$~ ~ullJL 1 
J ! OJ 1 !3 J 1 \.1 1 2 1 
~j Jll 80 948 1 
JJ a5~ ~J ~~8 1 
33 7~7 - J~ Yl2 ~ 
~3 71~ - UJ dl6 1 
~ J ).) j - d Q 7 71 1 
Jl 1~1 ~o q~c 1 
JJ 31d - uu 95J 1 
3:! 't~ I d.; q ZL 1 
J3 i~b - 8~ b97 1 
jJ o2~ - 80 9cc l 
3J 62/ - o11~4G 1 
J3 546 - d01u82 1 
JJ ~~~ - 801085 1 
3J ~~~ KU1119 1 
~3 ~~~ 8U1155 1 
JJ JqJ - 801G~5 1 
JJ jJ7 - 801~0~ 1 
JJ j~J d~ Yb7 1 
33 ,57 1011B2 1 
~J j32 - du1322 1 
JJ 425 - 3~1224 1 
3J JJG 8U1159 1 
33 2d7 - ~011C7 1 
33 20~ - d011J2 1 
3l 271 - 301179 1 
JJ 3J2 - 801267 1 
33 ~zs Hu1394 1 
3l ~72 - 8J1J96 l 
JJ 439 - 601487 1 
~J sa~ 8G1474 1 
JJ 214 801424 1 
JJ 71 - ~J1~28 l 
33 11l - d~1327 1 
Jj ~2 - 801232 1 
33 112 - B0113G 1 
JJ 178 - 801244 1 
33 13 - 601035 1 
33 111 - 80 91& 1 

































































.);) i ~ ~td I 
)~}2( '..)8 
... 5 j z,j 11 
} '.j .~ ·~ J 1 ·~ 
. ·;·;~ .Ld".; 
.) ':) ~.) ~ 3.) 
. ~ 'j ~ ) ~ d 8 
'i5 13 1116 
~-:: J 3 ~ .} 4 
s~: ,; ·~ u d 
~ ':) ~ J .) i; 4 
.) 5 ~ .5 2(11 
.Ei3 325G 
















11 <) d 























-~ s 7 c3 h '•- 1 ~ 1-

























J 57 743 8-
.S577541-
3 s 7 54~ '•-
35738136-











































1 u lj :~ 
1 .t 1 ~~ 


























































1 <J u 
9 
32& 
sr.s.s GA 1 
GT.LS GA 1 
GT33 G.'\ 1 
GT3J GA 1 
G!.)3 GA 1 
GTJJ Gl\ 1 
GTJ.J G~ l 
G r.n GA 1 
r; T J3 GA 1 
GT3J G .~ 1 
Gl..)3 GA l. 
GB3 G/\ 1 
GT3:S.GA 1 
GTJJ GA 1 
GT3J GA 1 
GT33 GA 1 
GT3J GA 1 
G T31t GA 1 
GT.54 GA 1 
G T3~t GA 1 
GT34 GA 1 
GTJ4 GA 1 
Gl34 GA 1 
r, r.s~ GA 1 
G f.S it GA 1 
G T .Sit G 1\ 1 
GT3tt GA l 
~ T3't GA 1 
GT3'• GA 1 
<.iT31t GA 1 
c; T l'+ LiA 1 
G r 34 GA 1 
GT34 GA 1 
GTJlt GA 1 
G T Jlt GA 1 
GT34 GA 1 
GT3't GA 1 
GT34 GA 1 
GT34 GA 1 
G i 3'• GA 1 
G T:S'• GA 1 
GTJtt GA 1 
GT34 GA 1 
GT3~ GA 1 
GTJ.f. Gt\ 1 
GT34 GA 1 
G T3'+ GA 1 
GT.Si.t GA 1 
GT34 GA 1 
GTJtt GA 1 
GT34 GA 1 
GT34 GA 1 
GT34 GA 1 
G T3'+ GA 1 
GT34 GA 1 
GTJ4 GA 1 
G T J4 GA 1 
GT35 GA 1 
GTJ~ GA 1 
GTJ!) GA 1 
GT35 GA 1 
GT35 GA 1 
GTJ5 GA 1 



















































































3.5 I) l - li G 7 g4 1 
~J o~d - 3c ~53 1 
JJ jd6 - 80 &04 1 
33 5~~ - d~ 543 1 
Jl ~~~ - 6J jJ7 1 
l3 ;7~ - dJ J/& 1 
33 j!~ - 3J J~~ 1 
3! 4 -~' - ao 250 1 
33 ~1~ - 8~ 2u5 t 
33 5?2 - ~Q 1J7 1 
:) J G~ J - t3 0 :.. 11 1 
33 721 - ,u 172 1 
33 71/ .. 8 •) 25 1 
J 3 491 - d J 3 1 
33 z~s - JJ 6~ 1 
J3 1lJ - ~J 2g1 1 
33 3~T - dO 438 1 
Jl ~11 - bO Jd5 1 
33 ~oj - 80 537 1 
33 j72 - so 6~8 1 
.)3 )O:.l. ~0 7J7 l 
ZJ ~11 - ~J o77 l 
JJ 1~~ - ~3 7J7 1 
JJ o~ - d~ &S8 l 
33 ~q - ~0 ~27 1 
JJ 1£o - dJ ~J2 t 
JJ ~~~ - Ju ~~o 1 
j2So3J - s~ 4ut ! 
J25~23 - ~0 ~96 1 
325~7~ - 3~ 4J/ 1 
llS~d~ - d~ 4~6 1 
Jzs~~s - ac 431 1 
3253~/ - d~ J95 t 
32~S~2 8~ 338 1 
325~;1 - dJ j~8 1 
32~;1~ - 80 34b 1 
325j3j - 60 311 l 
J251~1 - ijJ ,57 1 
J254u~ .. du 186 1 
325iGj - du 11 1 
3254~~ - 8~ 1 1 
J25~J4 - 30 ~5 1 
3257&~ - dC 199 1 
325566 - 8J 176 1 
3257q8 - 8;) 151 1 
J257JO - 6C 99 1 
l256oi - 80 67 1 
J2~60l - 60 31 1 
32555q .. d~ 12 1 
325~32 - 80 76 1 
3zsqzt - uo oJ 1 
325-lSb - 80 85 1 
J 2 5 93 5 - 8 0 1 7 0 1 
325178 - so 321 1 
325~1l - 80 638 1 
J25~J1 - ao 576 1 
3251~2 - dO 84 1 
Jl5072 80 196 1 
3~SJ66 - 80 9~ 1 
J25lt5 80 22~ 1 
32«tBlJ - 80 11 1 
324~04 - 80 70 1 
3 2ft 32 5 - 8 0 2 3 0 1 
32lt'lJ5 - 80 126 1 


































































Yi 7 C"J•)') 2 
,55 I f'J:!. J 1 
3 ~ 7 () ')4 ') 
.S I) 13:.. !.It-
.s ~ ~ 112 '• 
J'je367t 
.S•:ii\ 2 ulS 
.) s ;s ..s 7 ~ .s 
_~fj(l31:1~-
3 5 fit• a I. :-





3 57 'JI•3 G-
J s 1 b :.32 5-







































































































































































GT-'IJ GA 1 
G T.b G.\ 1 
GT3~ GA l 
~jU~ GA 1 
GT3:,) GA 1 
G f3:) GA 1 
;_;f35 GA 1 
·~ f.>'j GA 1 
~TJ'.J GAl. 
GT35 GA 1 
GT35 Gl\ 1 
GfJ5 GA 1 
Gf35 GA 1 
G T.L) GA 1 
G f J:; GA t 
GTJ:; GA l 
G TJ5 GA l 
GT3:i GA 1 
;n:; GA 1 
GT~5 G,4 l 
G r 3 ~ GA 1 
GT35 Gl'\ 1 
Gl.Vj GA 1 
r;rr; GA 1. 
G T35 GA 1 
GTJ':J GA 1 
G T 3 ;.> GA 1 
IJTJo GA 1 
GT36 GA 1 
G T.Sil GA 1 
Gi3G Gil 1 
GTJo GA 1 
GLSo GA 1 
(,TJI) GA 1 
GfJ~ GA 1 
GT:So GA 1 
GT.Sb GA 1 
GT36 GA 1 
GT.Su GA 1 
GTJb GA 1 
G T J 6 GA 1 
GT3b GA 1 
GT3o GA 1 
tiT36 GA 1 
G T3 6 C.,\ 1 
GT3c GA 1 
uP6 GA 1 
~TJ~ GA 1 
G73t; GA 1 
GTJo GA 1 
GT3o GA 1 
GTJ? GA l 
GT.3b GA 1 
GTJ6 GA 1 
GT36 GA ~ 
GT37 GA 1 
ur37 GA 1 
G TJ 7 GA 1 
GT37 GA 1 
GT37 GA 1 
GT37 GA 1 
C.,T37 GA 1 
G1J7 Gt. 1 







































































Table 5. Continued 
_, 
:j .,, 
295 JO ,-; -s ~ 5 JG 3- 617- G TJ 7 GA 0 J21t:J7i' - dO 1 711 1 ll 
32lt~9't - 8il zuo t 30 55c;tlY)C- 54'1- 57?. G f3l GA 1 1' 0 
i 3 21t~7 II - 30 331 1 5e -> s. ~ d 6.Ls- '•17- Sll GTJ7 GA 1 tJ 0 
'} J2Silfl - .-) c 280 1 2'+ .:; =jc?. ~7.'•- 29S.- JC:?J GT J7 GA 1 14 G 
~ 
! JZSiJlS - 6!) 323 1 ftq i?cCG4S- B'J- 363 GT31 GA 1 15 1 32t.·r~o - :}~ 42-~ 1 40 s 5 t Q t'~ .:.- 3.5'-T- J7~ G T-3 i' GA 1 16 1.) 
3 2ft'}'• .. 3C ~09 1 43 .:: <:. ·~ '3 u ') I - 3a2- 1tl ·~ GT37 G.l\ 1 17 6 .. 
61J '•54 1 J7 .s ') '; b 7 3 2- 531- 57Z G r 37 GA 1 18 !) ~· S24d~4 -., 
~ .! 2'• ·.J6l - dO 604 1 40 S5?01r3 1.)- Hl- 355 G r~ 7 GA t 19 0 
i 
j 2 '.1'+ f, - 130 53 1 4.$ S550u1&- ')1.3- 1fJ't~ GT:s7 Gh 1 20 -.~ 
324/'+l - 80 10& 1 46 .35~ O'JS4- 92 7- S7 d GT.J 7 Gh l C.:l 6 
J21t67b ~) 120 1 21 JS•t ')J 3 r,- 1 0 44- lu/>7 G TJ I Gt~ 1 ~2 t) 
t 32'•u1 c - 81J 12 1 ~tJ 3')1. 7 6J 9- lJGd- 111J2 
GTJ/ GA 1 2.) 6 
"3 24110 - ~I) 211 1 ltb .S5'-t'JS ·+5- qqz- 104~ G TJ 7 GJ\ 1 24 {J •. 
!' 3Zt.ot1 - 80 271 1 J(; 3!J4<j 1H1- !J't J- 9J3 G L3 7 GA l 25 •.> 
1~ 
3 24 an 1 - a,; JJ5 1 21 JS5413f...- 7J2- 7Sc G r.s7 GA 1 26 ~ 
j 32ftJjl 80 517 1 21 
3~5') 52&- '.17 4- 5') 1 GT37 GA 1 27 L) 
J 2«4 {j 3 - BJ 651 1 15 3554237- 66l.- 678 GT3/ GA 1 28 6 
I 3l,.u\>d - Su bJd 1 27 .55520G~- 7J o- 7o1 Gf37 GA 1 29 b .3Zr.~ol - 8C ~'+0 1 37 354q14o- a~ e- tltif:i G TJI GA 1 30 0 
I J21t~l~ - d\1 !j '3b 1 o2 .55477CJ4- 772- 86lt l.TJ7 GA 1 31 6 
t ;)llt:J115 - oO /12 1 5~ 3 5 ~ 7 'tl q- ~:J1- 94S GT -~7 GA 1 32 0 i 
~ 
3 24o,) o - '3J 70~ 1 4i: .:iS~li4JJ- 171- a~.: GTJ7 GA 1 33 0 
~ 24 os 1 - ~0 5.36 1 J4 ;,~';1267- 763- ~~~6 GT37 GA 1 .34 0 
Jlr.o~ J dO L.. 3~ 1 .h :j'-)~CJl2-.- 875- YG '= G TJ 7 GA 1 J5 & 
32lt:)b'+ - d ·) 3~7 1 ld .:S5482u'J- 1uoc.:- tll2J G r 3 7 GA 1 .56 6 
3 Z'tSl? - 81 t:. 74 1 24 ~~465f:)C- 1079- 11.J7 ~ LS 7 GA l J7 0 
3llt~1.: - d~ 173 1 15 JS ... 713.i.- 1G46- 1U6.;. (,.T37 GA 1 38 1.) 
J 
.32tt5~o - ~a 8'+ 1 3u .) ~ .. /li+ 7- lOGS- tOJq ~ T37 GA 1 39 lJ 
Jlft!)'j() - .~J 430 1 C:4 3 '14 82o •)- •)t)~- 9'32 GTJ7 GA 1 40 b 
3Zct :J·J ·J 8:) 'j57 1 34 .55'• <:1-jl<j- 8 32- () (j s ;;n7 GA 1 41 b 
J .3l5 J!:.;. - 80 ~~s ~ 1 41) .;;: f: ~ 65 b- 134- 1Bo GTJd GA 1 z fJ 
i 32ft J/·} dJ 7 .SG 1 34 s ~ s 8 ~ti 2- 37')- 41o GT38 GA 1 3 a 32ft d<t 0 - a .. 7'-}0 1 27 J ~57 ·}6 7- lt74- ~v 4 GT.38 GA 1 '• 0 
~ 2 «. 1ct ~ - :ill d51 1 34 J?cOd69- 2CS- 244 GT38 GA 1 5 6 
32ft 81j ~ 6C1019 1 .34 .35SCJ~l6- 21,)- ~51 GTJii GA 1 6 1.) 
3241S& 1 ti')1157 1 3-. .5559-309- 20\i- 237 GT38 GA 1 7 & 
; 
32502.) a.Jt~au 1 82 3SES 'H2 .)31\ 2'+t G f38 GA 1 6 I) j .. J 2510 't - 8J1Z40 1 3u ..SSe (J'+49 421 jd 7 GT38 GA 1 9 0 
!P :S251or. diJ1215 1 24 ..S5710'J7 486 4S~ vT38 GA 1 10 0 
I 
3 25 il5 d - 801147 1 5r; ..ssE 1 o&! J 376 315 GTJo GA 1 11 0 
l25w21 - 60.1071 1 30 J'jt&..sqt 22 8 194 G T3B GA 1 12 & 
~~250-..1 - 3~1217 1 -3'+ J~E/537 325 2~ti GT3U GA 1 t3 5 
324&tJ - 81) 677 1 85 J!J~<H JS- 7tu- lh) 5 GT38 GA 1 14 5 
J21t5o2 30 ,4b 1 3<+ .3 s; !t g ~21- 83!- 8€.<3 GT38 GA 1 15 b 
J 2ft f)j j bJ d 11 1 4b J5'.;1b1l1- &92- lt, 3 G T 3 8 GA 1 16 6 
.J24&<Jo HJ 851 1 52 3 s 52 5LJ o- &52- 71u GT38 GA 1 17 6 
J24o8il - 8J1COO 1 16 J553.H.5- b50- 6/1 Gf38 GA 1 18 b 
J 24 0~ 1 ~ut108 1 37 35!;3Jf,~- 5),j- 631 G TJ8 GA 1 lC} (, 
J2fto1o - 801213 1 4f> J5t;.5!72- 5:.2- S'JJ G T38 GA 1 20 0 
J24od 7 - 81l1J17 1 11b J51)2L)42- 436- Sb~ G T3 8 GA 1 21 f) 
~24&6 8 - ts01470 1 119 .55'.jlf81- 471- 610 GT3S GA 1 22 6 
J 2465 5 H01~'t87 1 125 35S1385- 48G- 61S &TJ8 GA 1 23 b 
324518 801442 1 88 35474')7- 79'+- 893 GTJ6 GA 1 24 0 
t 3 ZftSS 3 801440 1 116 35492'35- 619- 748 GT38 GA 1 27 t) 
·, 
1 3 24 51 5 dO 13 00 1 79 35~807t- 761- 84<3 GT3~ GA 1 2b 0 
~ 32ltb.S 2 - ac 12 35 1 76 :ss c; 1.312:- 6J6- 691 GT38 GA 1 27 6 
32ft!)'.) 3 301338 1 104 3549'378- 61\l- 72 5 GT38 GA 1 28 :;> 
324720 - 801493 1 125 355345u- 359- 4'3<3 GT38 GA 1 29 & 
324 710 - 801J90 1 110 J5536GO- J3Y- 511 GT.S~ GA 1 30 6 
325075 - diJ1306 1 37 35cB73C 412 371 GTJ8 GA 1 31 b 
3250&6 80148& 1 122 35Eo13:)1 4qs 359 GT3 i GA 1 J2 6 
325082 - 801417 1 116 35~7'375 527 J'3ij GTJ ·~ GA 1 2 6 
~24906 .. 801500 1 128 35t1173 1n3 2U G T3 -1 GA 1 3 6 
Table 5. Continued 
.s 2ct1!·~ - -iill't1b l 1.51 . ~ ~ ': 1 H ;j ~r]t,; ("' :;-.~ GLi J GO. 1 4 ~ 
3 24g27 1H~1JG6 1 ti8 .3?tl~l4 14~- ~ G T ... 'd GA 1 7 ~J 
J257o/ - aot<::~o 1 119 ..:>57u211 '•61 .sc s ~ r J..., &A 1 0 0 
325o~ 3 - auUJ24 1 &7 :5?7325~ 121 tl t GBJ GA 1 1 tj 
3 25 o1t - 801014 1 82 )574452 11~ ~1 r,r.n GA l 8 6 
325J·)5 - 301057 1 14b J~73'.)73 10 7- 5(.. G T J ';j ,;A 1 q ·.) 
325;:S:!~ - <3J1113 1 101 ·:? 7 5 24 3 t?t.. .3 f: G T.S') GA 1 10 'J 
J~5 'J71 - d~11j22 1 210 :i5/lJ4~- 2~- 25 I G f3'1 GA 1 11 !) 
;)l5 ')l!) - dO «1'•5 t &1 )573~.:i'l- 18~- 2&G GTJq GA t 1~ 0 
3258~ j - dl) d55 1 1':)2 .~~(:')4q7- t&'.i- .Sit; LiT J 1 GA 1 13 0 
J258lJ - Ba a 12 1 116 J 'i 11 sa 1- 142- 211 GT3CJ Gh 1 1'• t) 
3 25.33 ~ t)Q 81t6 1· 85 3~ 71&6<)- 191- 2of.: G r JtJ GA 1 15 b 
325~75 - 8:l 7 81 1 15~ .s 51:. 'J 2'J ~- ~()5- 4J~ G r 3 ·J GA t lb ;) 
321]7]5 - llll ac:s 1 &1 :55 i 2 I 17- 10~- 17~ G T:s •J GA 1 17 t} 
325151 - dO 8&1 1 41} s~72fo1- 77- 13i GT3~ Gl\ 1 18 .. , 
3 25 714 - dO 0 1~ 1 dd ->570'311- 172- 211 G T3~ GA 1 1<J b 
~l5 (j ·:; - ou 7&b 1 85 ~ ~ /1ltry b- 2~- 1~ u GT3q GA 1 t!O t) 
3Z~IJS - 801128 1 24 1~7621~ 21 '+ 187 Gf3) GA 1 21 0 
325 87 B - oG13')7 1 131 ~?73C)1b 117- 2~ v r.:s j GA 1 23 0 
JZltltf j - -31) 6$9 1 7J ..s ~4 6014- C)23- 1Glc u T4•~ GA 1 2 G 
32ft.) ').} HG bJ4 1 13 J 51.3 11 c- 104 g- 113t G T4li GA 1 3 6 
3llt 35;) - ijQ sq.:! 1 7\J S5•t2 75C- 110 7- 1137 Gf4Ll G/\ 1 4 6 
J2lt.H:3 - 3ll () R '• 1 58 J:J42221- 1143- 12G ,· r,r4o GA 1 5 b 
3242C)lt 3\l 7 40 1 &1 .S?~l/'10~- 11 t 5- 11'1 ( G f4D G.:l 1 b 0 
j 24 J~ .• d~ lt 92 1 7u ;?~ t ~o5- 114tj- 122/ G T4 J GA 1 7 I) 
32.427 i au ~74 1 ~.3 J" It 1 7J b- 1177.- 1225 vf4.j GA 1 8 f. 
J242ll - 10 b52 1 7o )54Gil07- 11~2- 124 7 Gf40 GA 1 9 & 
J2lt lG .l - dO 74'+ 1 7o .S5~l;7~4- 1 .j 7 .s- 115 8 GT4C:. GA 1 10 6 
32425-S - IJI] 1t15 1 21 .s?~1!3o7- 120 2- l22f. G T4G GA 1 11 0 
3241~1j - I.SO lt 31 l 7L J540131- 109J.- 1171 C. T4ll GA 1 1~ 6 
.:S2411,., - 81) 4c:l2 1 55 .3!:1£,0259- 1u72- 113~ &T40 Gil 1 13 & 
321tiJlo - ~[J ?68 1 .. C1 ..S'i2~70~- 1093- 1147 Gi4li GA 1 14 F.) 
32402>) - H f:.74 l 52 J SJ g 41'•- 1 Gr•J- 1 tu 1 G Tit fJ GA 1 15 b 
J 2 3 gql - uo 7 4<1 1 52 3'.) ~'3&20- 9~5- 1 o.~:; GTftO GA 1 16 b 
.324JlC:: - ijy J 7J 1 s:; .~ t; 11 .J 21 .. - 1 G4lt- 11 c ~ GT4r; Gi'\ 1 17 0 
324~'fq - dO 3 uo 1 ct& -> 5 !. r; c 6 ·~- 1~2<:3- 10di.. GT4i.J G;\ 1 18 6 
323 3d::) - 6C 358 1 Zl .sSJ<J7u'3- 1(!52- 1 fJ I' f:, G ft. 0 G1\ 1 19 6 
3 23 ~~ .. - dJ 379 1 't-> .)':)J-1485- 102~- :.. \Jl!. GT4ll GA 1 lO 0 
.S239.So - lj:) 246 1 ctO .:S53 ~53 C)- 1C46- 10 <) ~ G T4u GA 1 21 6 
J2.:S'h.) 8fl 41.$ 1 27 S:.i3 ') 0 52- l!l55- 1 0 rl c G f4 G Gt\ 1 22 0 
32.5~'· 7 - dC 549 1 ... ~ J s .3 0 93 l- 1 J 1 <)- tu&'! G TltO GA 1 23 b 
J233S5 - 80 573 1 3! .'~S:!7'B7·· 972- 1012 G T4G GA 1 2ft b 
J23':l~ 2 - dO 5')2 l J7 .:;:;:!f\ 7o5- 98o- 1027 G Tit"' GA 1 25 IJ 
3 23 q:.1 - ~0 &53 1 37 . s::;~~1a5- 'l&S- 1uu~ GT4t; GA 1 2b 6 
32.!df8 - liO 735 1 37 SS3g287- '10 1- 94 2 G'f40 G~ 1 27 t) 
323d~ 8 - 8!) 735 1 ltu 35-!tl:~~?- IHC- <H~ Gftt.;J G.\ 1 28 5 
.32~069 - 30 21)8 1 4o .Js ~oiJ 7t)o- qeu- 103/ G r:.u GA 1 29 0 
3 241llt - liO 119 1 46 3'.ilt2036- 93 .. - 985 G T4·l GA 1 30 r, 
3242J I - 3.J 90 1 &7 J542 .. ~u- 93/- 1012 GT40 GA 1 31 0 
J24Jl.:S - '30 5& 1 18 35 '•4'314- 11H.i- 10.3.) GT40 GA 1 32 6 
J2ft2d9 - dO 117 1 21 .s?44uttz- 10~ ... - li)5 d GT40 GA 1 J3 & 
321t2/ 9 - li~ 2C8 1 J4 .3?'i2755- 1111- 11•r S G Tlt& GA 1 3ft ;> 
J24258 - dO 265 1 40 J~416g(1- 1t7u- 1217 GT'40 Gil 1 35 6 
3242 .. 5 - liO 336 1 30 ..) 5·tl•tl6- 120~- t23c GT-+0 GA 1 3& b ·, 
324359 - 80 148 1 49 :s s 1, 1 gs1- 1254- 1308 Gr40 G.\ 1 37 & 
32Lt<t06 - du 190 1 49 .) 54 't 52 3- 1051- t11S G fltl C. A 1 38 6 
32ft4d'l 80 2 01 1 49 J~4a zag- 1006- lO&C GT4 .J GJ\ 1 39 b 
32lt4oi.J ao 231 1 70 ~5Y41gd- 1041- 112 c GT40 GA 1 4(1 t) 
32Zt Ctl 6 60 29'+ 1 &4 ~5t.J330- 11u6- 1117 G T4 G G•'\ 1 41 •J 
J24l!S6 - 811 .5 72 1 85 3'3~.3%':>- 1 oo·~- 11o 4 GT41J GA 1 42 & 
324J4(j - 80 4't7 1 7'3 s~~ 2 ~t3 4- 10311- 111~6 GT40 GA 1 43 6 
J251J~ - ao 11d 1 107 J?cC469- 231- '• J u Gf42 Gf4 1 .3 6 
3 2512 3 - 60 &8 1 34 .3? t 21'3 6- 321- 3?9 GT4~ G~ 1 4 0 
33 17 ao 1c JJ 1 25U J 57 J ;iJ 7 286 I G T42 GA 1 ~ 6 
Table 5. Continued 
3J 177 - 601244 1 21..S ,) I) 7 2 6.3 2- 16 7- · ltti y G fLt ~ G;\ 1 t) 6 
33 423 - dJ12l5 1 18G 3576?1:$- 211- 4l1 G f!t l. Gi\ l 7 6 
32'5 17 7 - :iJl369 1 2<!3 _:;57 2 ~~It 107- 141 Gf42 GA 1 b 0 
:S25H<J - 301424 1 1&8 ,)5 llt.b5 190 j G flt2 Gl\ 1 9 () 
.)2!i·U~ - Jut4~J~ 1 Z16 .)~7jJoO 192- 4q [, T1t 2 GA 1 lC b 
J24!t~.S - t\U llil '• 1 55 _;rj~6G17- '111- 972 Gf42 GA 1 1~ 0 
J21H( C - 8!) 75ft 1 J'+ .E-4 72.i.C- 'J2o- 'ltd G fl•~ GA 1 13 0 
: j .)lit :.z 1 - 8·1 H f.4 1 '+6 3'J4G21o- <332- <Ja.s G ftt2 GA 1 1'+ 0 
.l2!t 4G 2 dll q57 1 '52 3~ li S 1t41- qs4- till?. Gllt2 GA 1 15 0 
J2433lt - dO 1)25 1 '+ '3 35 1t 1i:JJJ- 101~- tOoc GT4~ GA 1 16 6 
32'+J~b - dO tj 15 1 64 .)~ ~ 351} :.- 1029- 110 ( G f1t2 GA 1 17 iJ 
3?.4311 - OJ 752 1 4~) .) ?4 2't~ 7- l1Lt4- 119S GT4~ GA 1 18 0 
3 2'•1& o - 80 810 1 2'+ J?41o5t:- 11)9&- 1tc3 G f42 GA 1 19 ::, 
32'+121) - tiO 905 1 7o J 5't J dJ 4- q~·j- 10'iJ GT42 GA 1 20 r, 
3 2~+11 0 - d~1002 1 55 3~)it1155- qs3- tu44 G Ttt2 GA 1 21 fJ 
J 2~ Jd c.: - .lQ ~j79 1 7~ J 5!, a 21 c- 95~- 104 '• G f't2 GA 1 l2 6 
3 2.3 3J 9 - 8;) 922 1 34 .F)J -JSolt- 1032- 11J7C GT4~ GA t 2.3 Q 
.)2! j5'-J - 1)0 874 1 ..S4 J 53 •j;~gt.- 1021- 1058 G T4 l GA 1 2~+ I) 
J24ull - 8)1118 1 82 1 ~ .~ 173 o- qql- 108.5 CT42 GA 1 25 " .sz:!·n~ - dG1t.22 1 52 3~.~92!C- 1017- 1G7~ GT't2 GA 1 26 Q 
..S24 '+7 J - :Hl1431 1 1 u. J54GOI1?- a a 7- 9JI:; GT't.S GA 1 2 6 
3l«. .. J 0 - 8 ;) 1'• '•9 1 94 J':> 1t4187-· ')53- 105~ G fttJ GA 1 J 6 
J2'• .)J .s - ~ :) 1 Lt 7'-J 1 ,.~ 3S42~~g- 1124- 1178 GT4.S GA 1 lt & 
32:.. .50 3 d01427 1 27 ss: .. (! id6- 115.:- 118& .; TltJ GA 1 :;) 0 
32~~0~ - ~01't41+ 1 ld .s'3~,2Jto- 117Y- 11 ·3~ G Tt•J GA 1 0 6 
324l:.. .") - ~;) t ... ·JJ 1 34 5:i4l2~1- 1179- 1~1£: G T4 3 GA 1 7 () 
J2t.l1~ - s:1ttOb 1 27 -~541 B5- 1138- 1~1o GT43 GA 1 8 0 
.s2:.1'• ~ - 8C1J41 1 J7 ..:i541)2Gq- 1161- 121J1 GT4J GA 1 q 0 
..s z-. JJ 5 - ·i,j13Cb 1 41:: 3~4J~Ll- 1\JSJ- 1 I.JCJo GT4..S GA 1 1G 0 
.S242·.;.7 - ~ G 12 9'-t 1 JO J5•t24:J .i..- 1135- 11&9 G f43 GA 1 11 0 
324 .S ·t j - 3J1206 1 .Sl 3 54 lt!t 1 :.- 102 4. 10&5 GT4J GA 1 12 & 
Jl,. .H-. ~01.&.01 1 Jlt .j!j'+ .s 35 ;j- 1099- 1131;; t:; fltj GA 1 13 & 
.sz~ ;:i,. ou1114 1 ~s s ~ .. 411,0- 10tl!>- 1Gfl7 G r!t .S GA 1 1'+ t.) 
32 ..... ~ ~ - o0119o 1 o7 J 5~ ~5 -~ 5- 925- 100 c GT43 GA 1 15 6 
J24'tj5 - 8C1260 l lu1 .5546 ·%2- 784- 8~c G Tit.$ GA 1 1& 0 
:)24·t~b - B0t357 1 1Gl 3~4~199- dot- 97":J GTltJ GA 1 17 0 
J2Lt '•·i 3 - d011t)2 1 os .:i5'-47145- 791- 8uc GT4.;; GA 1 18 6 
JZ4:.7q 3J1CoG 1 !."I JS4l"=J64- 854- 8135 GT!tJ GA 1 19 6 
32443.3 ~01.1.64 1 !12 351t ~ ':17 ~.- 84<)- qtt1 G T4 .~ GA 1 20 ~ 
J 2 4 21i 1 - d;) lfH 1 52 3S417n7- 1055- 1113 GT4J GA 1 21 6 
3 24ll ~ - d•) d7C 1 40 35~t2J19- 100 3- 1 ~4 7 G Tlt3 GA 1 22 & 
3241j:) I).J qsr, 1 52 .>541/28- 102 9- 1C87 GT4~ GA 1 lJ 0 
32~lo3 - 601t:16 1 82 35 1+114 J- 964- 1055 GT43 GA 1 24 0 
32412 .'J 801lJ"/5 1 73 ..)51t061~- 997- 107d Gl4.$ GA 1 25 0 
321t ld;; - tSntlOtS 1 .. g .)541551- 1 rJ5 8- 1112 (, T43 GA 1 ~6 6 
324!.S.S - 3fJ11'3o 4 27 J51iiJ8u~- 11&1- 1191 G TI;J GA 1 27 0 
J2~ 1B b - 8J1.1.5't 1 61 353')5?5- 1G8..i- 1151 GT'-tJ GA 1 28 0 
3 z tt Ju 4 - ~G1255 1 JO .35 .1 qq·) 2- .1112- 114t GT43 GA 1 C!9 b 
32 .. J2() - 8u1223 1 70 S5Jd 643- !064- 114~ GT'+3 GA 1 JQ 6 
3 23 ~4 s - 801256 1 43 .35 J 9fJCJ7- 93 3- ~j8G G Tf+J GA 1 Jc b 
J23'3&'t - 301328 1 ol 35!C)2l~- t)Jl- 100& GTltJ GA 1 jJ r, 
32lt03il 8013Jlt 1 57 3':)3~733- 1064- 11ti 4 GT43 GA 1 J4 0 
324017 - 3il1407 1 21 354Q21i5- tC38- 1062 crtt:s GA 1 J5 0 
323121 - 30131'36 1 57 J53'3==}7b- rq1- 872 G T!tJ GA 1 J6 6 
J2J117 8u146'+ 3541~1;4- 6o~- 71'3 GT43 GA 1 
-. - 1 49 37 b 
:S2:!1J72 - ij(J 13..S5 1 ltb 3 5'• !J ~7 B- 73o- 787 GT4:> GA 1 J8 b 
3 2 3ti2 1 - 8 0 1lt0 6 1 b4 354J677- ouO- 671 GT4..S GA 1 39 6 
.S23730 - 81llJ62 1 21 J5414G1- 60 3- 62 7 GT4 3 GA 1 40 0 
3 2 3 12 1 - 8"'12:87 1 .30 35-:..~qou- 67ft- 70e GT4J GA 1 ltl & 
323 dd q - 8J1259 1 · 30 35~9j4q- Alr:J- 91..S G r:. J GA 1 Lt2 6 
3 2 3 <:Jlt 4 - 8C1028 1 ltJ 35~tl -310- 102(.- 106<3 G T4J GA 1 43 0 
323 JJ 9 - 8tH104 1 lt-3 35..:i9293- 810- 8&4 GTLtJ GA 1 44 6 
32382 7 80119't 1 37 353983(- 777- 818 vT43 GA 1 45 0 
32Jl:jJ - d011:.2 1 24 j540880- 609- o36 GT4.S GA 1 46 0 
Table 5. Continued 
J 23 ,,;i b - ~il1 ~ (,0 1 li. )'] tj c .s~ 1·- :'\~o- d l'J t..d4.3 GA 1 !tl ;, 
3 23 71') '3 - ~~ tf Ill) 1 S1 S?.: 'nGI- 755- l'~'j u lftJ GA 1 Lt/1 I) 
.s2.saJa - 80 do2 1 L•o JSJ 13133.~- ij(,J- <H'-f G f!t 3 GA 1 ~) tJ 
3 2J dd' - oJ dllt 1 <tO ~~3131'-ll- gc. 7- <) 7 1 Gfi+J G1' 1 JG 1 
32 3'3:; 2 - 1tJ 7 !)I) 1 4q S']:l']26Z- CJol- 1Q?.~ GT!.J Gl\ 1 St & 
.szr.o..s 4 - ;)~!&12 . 134 ..ss~e<J?o- 4&f,- fill; r, T'•4 GA 1 2 6 .A. 
.!21fl)l7. - s ;: 1712 1 1213 .s 5 s u ~} 17- 469- 611 GT44 GA 1 3 6 
32<t~JI- - i! ~ 1 :) 0 d 1 111 J55GSS7- 43(:- ol'c Gflt<t GA 1 '• 0 
-~ 2455 5 - ~1G 1 d (J5 1 11q .3 ~ '.) :1 Lt~:i ~ - 't57- 5UC: GT44 GA 1 ~ 0 
.i245:S.i. i~19<lQ 1 11!.: 3550~()7- lt 0 C)- 53~ G T4._. Gl\ 1 0 6 
.3 2'• jj J - ·iG208.S 1 18 3 ')'3 i. )d .3- 33A- 4lt I Gr4<+ GA 1 7 6 
J2ft5j i - Jll2172 1 ib V:i 5 J d.3 u- 1<l8- £:')· .~ GT4~ GA 1 8 ~ 
321t51+4 - dD2~72 1 67 )554~1/- 221•- 'ge GTit4 GJ\ 1 9 6 
3245~ 6 - iit12369 1 b1 3556:S82- 4Z- 11C G T4lt G!\ 1 lC l.> 
3 24&5 1 - du~~·~2 1 55 J!}5gij-)4 14~ B4 GT44 GA 1 11 f) 
.3247'+2 - ti.:2JC);J 1 49 3 s E 2 Ju 5 2&1& 21( GT44 G!~ 1 lZ t. 
3 2 '• 71 I! - 8JZ271 1 58 J~5'1fo~ 73 e G ft•:• GA 1 13 u 
32ft oS •t ·3 J 2 c:: 0 u t 55 .:i ~? B 51 'J 19- 4.3 GT'T'+ GA 1 1'+ 0 
J 2 !t d/ ~ - dJI.4o.il1 1 55 -~5€;/298 601 51H} GT~'+ GA 1 1!) u 
.Sl,.-3•:) - dJ237Z 1 5? J?c(JJ32 70 2 c41 ~T4lt GA 1 16 6 
J zIt~ ·· 2 ~t)~235 1 73 J'>F:S8J;) 513 431 G f44 GA 1 17 0 
.1 2'• ' ~Z::; - ~-:.2227 1 91 35t t;52G 461 359 GT'+4 GA 1 18 b 
3 2:., o2 t du2lg5 1 82 J ':) ~ 12.3 6 138 46 GT44 GA .1 1'3 ·~ 
~ ZLf r t.s - ft;j2131 l 85 .55~(6~3- 5~- 147 G Tit'+ G.\ 1 ~0 b 
3 24 o$ ~ du217~ 1 ':)5 s~5t.S~J- 15C- '212 GTit'+ GA 1 ;21 & 
.521t;)ll - d ·) ll J 0 l lj'j 35'5? S'lu- 194- 25 ~ G T1•4 GA 1 22 6 
J24ld: - ijli2~50 1 1 s SStC.S:\3 89 I G T44 GA 1 2J 6 
.S2.47/? - niJ1'3/j2 1 ot ..s:;:; s <)ti l!:J 6- n2 t, r 't '• GA 1 llf. 0 
J247oZ - 8.:1'32C 1 5? ..i55(}'31)8- 9()- 151 (,Tit~_. GA 1 2~ (;, 
JZ't fd·.:» 81l1o5o 1 ;)d 3 55 7 "·}51- 209- 274 GT44 GA 1 26 f) 
3 21t~o' d..;1i2~ 1 jS .) : . d: :j 17 It- 1J7- 16 a G T44 GA 1 27 6 
J24 )1 ~ 8~1747 1 55 3~E3062 11C:: 51 GT44 GA 1 28 6 
.52ft ')J .j di.lt:il& 1 ~b -~ 5 c t) 59 4- 105- 17(; GT44 GA 1 29 6 
3 2't .>75 - dw1610 1 125 .>5~1841- 461- &0~ GT"t4 GA 1 3(1 6 
3247S5 - ~ .) 1&47 1 94 J54 tl6B8- 7'J7- 81c:: G Tlt4 GA 1 31 & 
321to:.c. - 8u2.05u 1 ftC) 3 'j 5 lflL.) 7- 361- lt15 c, T !t'+ GA 1 32 5 
32,.6/tJ - BU2.::7b 1 b7 J5561J5- 212- 237 G r 1t !• GA 1 33 0 
32lto'}4 801CJ<l8 1 76 55SG721- 11t9- 234 G Tit'• GA 1 Jlt & 
J24 71 ~ ·:it..l925 1 46 355G7HJ- 26u- 311 GT44 GA 1 :.:s 6 
.32ft 00., -~G1842 1 4/:; .55~4Lt4~- 451- 49':> G TLt't GA 1 36 0 
32ltd5C - fl02014 1 79 55 E: 1 C)2 5 16& 7iJ GT'+lt GA 1 ~7 0 
J24Jl'.:) - 8C21J5 1 6!. -~ c; b 3111 22 0 152 G T!t'• GA 1 38 6 
J2~01.) - 'J•J2142 l 58 ;s'5t7A07 466 401 GT44 GA 1 .59 r, 
..S251i3~ R:J2250 1 7J J5t;"H6..S 620 5.38 G f'tlt GA 1 ~0 il 
32507(1 - dJ2u71 1 61 $5Eii?56 4~2 ltl4 GTltlt GA 1 ltl 6 
325J~l - 13C21 1+d 1 55 .::56842~ lt8 u ftte GT44 GA 1 42 6 
J25J5 .l - ~iJ2!l 10 1 b7 S5t:Bi)67 528 4~3 G Tit 4 GA 1 ft3 0 
J2~0l~ - anzuJ5 1 61 J?f:72t..8 410 3'• 2 G T4lt GA 1 4ft 6 
3249:s 2 - auzG t'• 1 55 J5&5£!<)2 316 2~4 GT44 GA 1 't~ 6 
324'~'> b - Bijl'J21t 1 101 .S5E47iiJ 373 2& 1 GT44 GA 1 4& b 
325'>.Sl - dJ1108 1 55 3S7.H:S7 27C) 217 GT4:J GA 1 2 b 
32548 3 - aJ1161 1 82 .:; ~ 1 c 9t ;~ 4\l 8 J16 GT45 GA 1 3 6 
J 25412 - diH233 1 7u -~?730&7 563 48~ G l't~ GA 1 '+ r, 
3253d2 - 8lJ1144 1 113 35720'31 558 432 GT45 GA 1 5 6 
32532 s - 8u1~12 1 98 J 57 1 '35 C) 576 4b7 GT45 GA 1 b u·· 
3 25 .. i 7 8il1C56 1 70 357131tlt 31t 0 2&2 GTit5 GA 1 1 6 
3255il3 - Hu1G40 1 91 .357.1.~1·2 265 1&J GT45 GA 1 8 0 
:s 25615 - 1}~ 1 '•2 7 1 49 35797?.6 605 751 GTit5 GA 1 9 u 
.s254g2 3G130u 1 107 357~;j62 ':i8o 4b7 GT'+~ GA 1 10 b 
325;)o5 - !jJ1178 1 55 J57ltiJ'+9 325 ?.63 GT45 GA 1 11 6 
3 2 5 34 '+ 6!J1J10 1 24 35/4 7tl5 599 fj72 GT4? GA 1 12 b 
3 2531 ~ - 8111430 l .S4 3574ii.)lj 616 63 !i GT~t5 GA 1 13 6 
325372 t)fJ1<td8 1 34 .557o225 741 70 3 GT45 GA 1 14 b 
.s .2s2o 1 - HG1365 l 37 ~57Jolg &39 59~ GT:.5 GA 1 15 b 
Table 5. Continued 
~ 
J25l1 0 - 6U1Jlt2 ·1 '• c 3r; 7 ?. 1t92 (,() :J -~?t Gr4S GA 1 tu 6 
JZ~l29 - 601216 1 Jlt J!.JI2b .. iLt 5fd ~~. i) Cdltj GA 1 1 7 b 
I 
J25l31 - 8\l1'··~2 1 40 J?74•l73 lJI f;Cj3 G Tit~ GA 1 18 b 
J2Sl!t6 .. 80 1325 1 11.11 .S57itC.S 471 .S:i9 GT~.5 GA 1 2 b 
.sl~:Sut .. 3Ult.31t 1 107 -~? 7 1 i.t :f (i ~91 It( 2 GT53 GA 1 3 i) 
.slS.iC}•l .. dJ 9lt7 1 1il1 .S~/Qq:)b Jgl) 284 G TSJ GA 1 '• () 
·i( J2~ll1 - AJ11~2 1 411 J57Zvto 5J I 4'iJ G T5 .S GA 1 5 b 
JZ~2t:tit - iS012JtS 1 Jf J57lC}6u 572 5.)1 GT53 GA 1 b l) 
.s 2S2l 7 .. 30 995 1 7C} J571Zl3C} 587 :t9t: GT~3 GA 1 7 0 
J25Zll - 8U 899 1 131 35E: '3 7115 ?8':1 lilt 3 G T5 3 GA 1 8 6 
32516':) - 6i; 864 1 'j lt .::i5E9463 536 431 G T5..:i GA 1 9 () 
J25tl7 - 80 9J9 1 34 35E:C}J22 386 3 1t s GT53 GA 1 10 6 
J251l1 - $301030 1 34 .S5E:C)51.ilj 3qfl 361 GT5J GA 1 11 6 
J251u 1 - all 824 1 5b 3?fd17J 374 JJ ~ GTS 3 GA 1 12 6 
J25171 - 8J 757 1 101 J5E:dJLt.3 '•85 3/.3 li T5 .3 GA 1 13 6 
J25l4l du 7117 1 116 .3 7 E 9(J/7 549 420 GT5 3 GA 1 1'+ 6 
325~b .J - du 740 1 12:, J5CJ7'-t8 529 38~ GT5J GA 1 15 0 
3Z5 32 J - ~u 69~ 1 127 ..S57~Ll78 '•7 j JJo li f5 .s GA 1 16 6 
J zs .S3; - 8~ 743 1 ll5 357C127 4oLt ..S~Lt G T5J GA 1 17 6 
.s 25 ;s., .s - so ~oj3 1 52 3571605 Lt3J J7' G T5J GA 1 18 b 
325~73 - du GOl 1 ol 5S7uE:9~ 40 8 340 GT?J GA 1 19 0 
J 21.t '-J., .j .. ali 5~6 1 43 ..> ~ E .t.17 1- 1c.J8- 2'·~ GT53 GA 1 20 0 
.s 25 u5 u - 80 S7J 1 .• q .s:;F::Lt'J57 12- Lt.! G T53 GA .1 21 6 
.S Z~li '• - 80 o03 1 J7 j 5 t 'Jc. .) 21.3 17c. G T5J GA 1 22 6 
~251l/ - 3J 6<)(, 1 l4.5 :)5E:7J85 270 22 ~ GT53 GA 1 23 6 
325•'1-t - dJ bJ(J 1 .:s .. J57.j14C) 377 33'3 GTS.> GA 1 Zl.t 0 
J 25 Ql (. - 8U1<S43 1 <+C) J5cb::,~o 295 241 GTS4 GA 1 2 0 
J2'·9 .. ~ 30:.18ld 1 67 35t3?.<35 1Jo F;,l G T~lt GA 1 3 0 
32~1Jil7 - ~~1771.t 1 '•3 .s5Eoutt'j 251 21)4 G"f5lt GA 1 l.t 6 
J2Stoc::: - 6J1860 1 b/ 3573427 852 777 GT54 GA 1 5 ';) 
JZS~l.&. - 801910 1 43 357'07/3 1(Hl 96.j GT54 GA 1 & () 
-~25li.S - R!:i2(i10 1 55 :55/9.S4.:> 12Stt 11';}~ G T54 GA 1 7 ., 
J25.s .. s - 8C2oJ07 1 55 JS:il-79/ 15tll 144ij lJT5~ GA 1 8 0 
J25334 - 8l! 1'-:140 1 70 .S'51LS152 153:: 14?2 GT54 GA 1 9 0 
J 2 5 j~ <:: .. 8J1~71 1 67 3580J35 12'14 121'3 GT54 GA 1 1G f) 
325c:a;; - 8.)1776 1 64 35//00.3 1')32 9oC G TSlt GA 1 11 6 
~ZSi.~l - 8.;1711 1 61 .3575358 696 828 G"T54 GA 1 ll ~ 
;) 2?111;; K01i'89 1 jlj ~5/30do 7-. '3 6dd Gf5Lt GA 1 13 b 
~252~5 H~1802 1 55 JS7o':J8o 1J1J <352 GT51t GA 1 1'+ 0 
32535'+ - ~12105 1 67 .ss~~5..;q 150& 14.52 tiT 54 GA 1 1~ 6 
3254!10 - aJ21a4 1 122 .~5R 32'l~ 1G71 15.) 5 GT5'+ GA 1 16 s 
3 25ttJ b .. 802307 1 79 ..S53251Jt. 142~ 13.5J (, fj 4 GA 1 11 6 
32556S - ~C2340 1 ~6 351::2539 1305 119t: GTS'+ GA 1 l8 6 
3 25J1 T -\uZJilO 1 55 3 57 CJC}u tt 1l50 118C: G T!J•t GA 1 19 0 
~252d2 302187 1 55 .J5 7 ~539 116f, 11G'J c r:;4 GA 1 20 6 
3252.) 5 - ao2t91 1 64 357;)c'3~ 96 '3 8'Jd <.i T54 GA 1 21 0 
32525) - oo2aa2 1 ol J5 7 7 ltd It 1118 1u5C GT54 GA 1 22 6 
.S Z52~ d d~1~~5 1 bit 3576196 1029 '35e GTS4 GA 1 2J G 
3251~u d\)2157 1 64 35/ J921 854 762 GT~4 GA 1 2Lt 6 
325't.S 0 .. dG1'3CJ7 1 7q ..S5841t07 161, 152 1• GT54 GA 1 25 0 
.)25!tJ1 - J02105 1 &1 3 5 e '+ 83 ;} 1~37 t4c'1 GT54 GA 1 2b & 
3255.) 1 - 8()2210 1 7CJ" J!1e337.3 14~9 134U GT:)4 GA 1 27 \) 
3255d1 301975 1 67 35dJOR8 12it4 116S GT54 GA 1 28 0 
3255\lC 8!l2~J4 1 Til J58Lt5o2 1512 14.34 G T!) 4 GA 1 2q 0 
3Z5S-.1 - dll1'114 1 ~5 35dJ4';j8 1 JO 2 1241 GT54 GA 1 JO 6~' 
3 256i+ 0 - ~·11609 1 5~ 35dl515 CJo~ ij<}g Gf54 GA 1 31 0 
3 256·) '• d•JHdu 1 61 J s e tlti •J o91 32 3 GT54 GA 1 32 & 
J25b15 - 8uto77 1 55 35 d 14 1•1 CJ'3S ~3 '• G T!J4 GA 1 33 b 
~zsoss - dG171jJ 1 128 35oOllG~ 1023 861) <JT54 GA 1 !4 6 
3 2558 5 - d01d57 1 55 .)5\j19 "~2 tu'H 1QJC GT54 GA 1 35 6 
325 .. oo 8J18!)2 1 ott .sse31a2 1402 13J 1 GT5it GA 1 Jo (J 
3 254C::: j .. 8J1757 1 61 3S81..S5<3 1C:o6 1198 G T54 GA 1 37 6 
3Z53d2 6J1673 1 &4 .:S57838:.) 1031 96t GT54 GA 1 .1 a 0 
325:,4() - 801755 1 58 35.i1920 1155 1091 t.,T54 GA 1 .39 6 
32~Gt/ dJ2365 1 
~257~~ 3023/5 1 
J~S6ol - 6&2J2~ 1 
-~?.~d29 - 0·)2215 1 
J2~l~i - dC2212 1 
3~~:;~ - a~211s t 
~257J8 - ~U2~14 1 
32S1S~ - 3~2~~4 1 
l25dS~ - 80lltd 1 
.:i 2 S ·) .) G - ~ !J 2 llJ (, 1 
J25~)d iJll7~ 1 
33 5 J~2J21 1 
J Z~'Jlt I ~:J2 ~'+~ t 
~2~b?5 - ~12l~S 1 
3253/~ - 1J2~28 1 
325~11 - ~J2~11 1 
~lSJll - a~t~J4 1 
~25lo~ - 3Sl~9l 1 
325)1~ - 8J1531 1 
:! 2 5 '-J5 s - d., 1 i...o 2 !+ 1 
Jj ~1~ - ~~1S7/ 1 
33 5~5 - dulo~1 1 
3J ~~% - 6~171~ 1 
J3 7;~ ~~las~ i 
.s j ) l ~ - d : 1 0 1• 4 1 
~j ~}7- ~(1)~~ 1 
3! s~~ - qaz~l& 1 
3J ~J( - ~)21~5 1 
31 5:.6- .s~zz~!:. t 
33 ~l~ - 3123f0 1 
J 3 11 ~ ) - 8 j 2 1 0 .3 1 
~3 jlu - ~C2J61 i 
.53 t'J .. - ouZt~te 1 
J3 3-..J ~:J22 )7 1 
3J ~23 - 8(1~~4 t 
33 oil - eot?J~ 1 
Jj u71 - 8~lbl2 1 
JJ /J~ - dC1~18 1 
33 oil - ~J17~0 1 
33 j~1 - 8L1711 1 
33 jt3 - ~~177~ 1 
JJ 5o5 - ~01/95 1 
J J 62 !t - 8 •J 1 'j 2 0 1 
Jj ~~~ - ~01~4~ 1 
3J 41~ - 8o1qro 1 
33 J~~ - 601Y7& t 
J3 z~o - dJlu4~ 1 
J 3 .)~ 1 - j 0 2 0 71 l 
33 B/- 802l7u 1 
3J 222 - 80242U 1 
33 76 - 3JZJ21 1 
33 3~ - 6J220J 1 
J J l. ·~ - 8 J 211 1 1 
JJ ~ - ~J2C30 1 
J J '•2 ~ - d IJ 15 0 9 1 
JJ J3u - ao153q 1 
J3 J~g - 801639 1 
J3 ''s - 80t5us 1 
33 23~ - dut603 1 
J3 1dG - dut590 1 
33 22~ - 8utb48 1 
33 136 - ~01?02 1 
33 5u - a~1s27 1 
33 7& - 8u162~ 1 
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G T5'J CiA 1 
Gl~? GA 1 
GT75 GA 1 
vr5·i GA t 
I) T:.>:; GA 1 
t; rs~_, GA t 
G'"55 GA 1 
tifS5 GA 1 
GT55 GA 1 
G15? GA 1 
l.d;j'J GA l 
v T~'J I.A 1 
C T ') '.J G A 1 
Gf'5 11 GA 1 
Gr:i5 GA 1 
Gr55 GA 1 
llf75 GA 1 
GTS~ Gt. 1 
Gfj5 GA 1 
Gf55 GA 1 
Gb5 GA 1 
GT~5 GA 1 
G155 GA 1 
GT55 GA 1 
GT55 GA 1 
vf:.15 GA 1 
GT-;,5 GA 1 
vT"5 GA 1 
GT55 GA 1 
GT75 GA 1 
GT5';) GA 1 
GT55 GA 1 
GT?5 GA 1 
GT55 GA 1 
~T5? GA 1 
GT~6 GA 1 
~T5o GA 1 
G T5o GA 1 
GT5o GA 1 
G T5t) GA 1 
GT56 GA 1 
G T56 GA 1 
GT5o GA 1 
liT5o GA 1 
G T5~ GA 1 
GT?o GA 1 
~JT~u GA 1 
GT5b GA 1 
GT?6 GA 1 
GUo GA 1 
G T5o GA 1 
liT?6 GA 1 
G T56 GA 1 
G T5o GA 1 
<iT5& GA 1 
..;r5C. GA 1 
lir5o GA 1 
GT~& GA 1 
G T5o GA 1 
GT57 GA 1 
Gf57 GA 1 
GT51 GA 1 
YT57 GA 1 




















































































J3 G6- d0171~ 1 
33 oJ~ - 8L1J2q 1 
J J ?l :) - 6 &) 12 2 5 1 
J3 1~& - 3u1to7 1 
Jl 42~ - ~J d57 1 
3J ~~2 - d~ 7Go 1 
~j ~Gu - uJ llG 1 
JJ ~37 - aa dJ~ 1 
3 J .;-; 7 - au 3 2 c: 1 
J l 72 5 - d J 7 1 6 1 
~J ~34 - 80 686 1 
JJ 7.Sl - ~"' 5'31 1 · 
Jl 1; - 60 162 1 
325qd1 - 80 38d 1 
3 3 ~~I d tJ ~ 2 3 1 
J25g4~ - 8J 511 1 
325d~; - 6~ ~~4 1 
jz~t~~ - s~ bob 1 
J2~,~~ - dJ &d~ 1 
~257~~ d~ 5~6 l 
.!2'jl>,t; 6J b61 l 
JlS~lt - du 657 1 
J~5f/i - 80 384 1 
JlSll- ~c 279 1 
~l?T~o 3~ L~7 1 
.;25ldJ 3J Jl'j ~ 
32Sil1 8J 3J& 1 
~2~75? - 8~ 373 t 
JZS/~7 - 8~ J71 1 
~257~~ - 30 J4d 1 
$l5t~3 au ~95 1 
~2~7od - 80 4~~ 1 
J2~7d~ - dJ 41~ 1 
3l~Jl2 dO 433 1 
:s2~il& - a~ ~~~ 1 
,) 2 5 .}2 ~ - 8) :s] 7 t 
j2S307 - 80 38~ l 
JZSd34 - 80 j30 1 
~2~dl~ - 60 327 1 
3 2 ~ ~~ l 1\ {j 2 f 4 1 
!2517J uD 26L 1 
J2~315 - 60 257 1 
J2~·H7 8il 23'l 1 
~2S~d3 - 80 274 1 
lZ536u 80 2q& 1 
325993 oD 328 1 
~3 2 - 8~ J04 1 
J:s 12 8a ~77 1 
33 17 80 3t!d 1 
3J 13 60 299 1 
J2589~ - 60 405 1 
JZ~~J4 80 442 1 
Jzsqzu - s1 421 1 
J25891 80 457 1 
J25942 8G 552 1 
3 2 5 96 3 - 8 .) 5 3 8 1 
JZ5972 ao 542 1 
J25JJd - 80 &~0 1 
JJ l& 30 &14 1 
325~J~ - ao &~& 1 
3259GZ 80 b4& 1 
32532 5 - d(J &d2 1 
3259~0 - 80 710 1 
3259~/ - 80 738. 1 
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11 t)- l 7 
125- 30~ 
1 g 1- 3 1) 1 
13 '•- 3v 4 
J 9- 32 d 
37- -l~L 
5 ,_ 22 ~ 
8&- 3/~ 
f) ;)- .S'• 2 
3~- 32 (j 





o2 8- 713 
470- 612 









53 6- 65 s 




















7'j 3- '1\J 3 
19 c- ti8 ti 
71+ 1- 8~ ... 
612- 76 t! 
oRo- 771 
ld6- 820 











Gr')f GA 1 
GTSI ;;A 1 
GT'57 GA 1 
GT~7 GA 1 
bT5i' GA 1 
GT-51 GA t 
G b f GA 1 
GT5f GA 1 
Gh7 Gl\ 1 
GT57 G.'\ 1 
G 15/ GA 1 
G T51 G .~ t 
GT;j7 GA 1 
GT57 GA 1 
(,f57 GA l 
GT'.Jl GA 1 
G T~ 7 GA 1 
C,T57 Gl\ 1 
GTSl GA 1 
Gf57 GA 1 
GT57 GA 1 
GT51 GA 1 
GT57 GA 1 
GTSB G~ 1 
GT58 GA 1 
GT58 GA 1 
GT5:i GA 1 
GT58 GA 1 
GT56 G:\ 1 
G T58 G~ 1 
GlSd GA 1 
GTSd GA 1 
GT58 GA 1 
GT56 GA 1 
GT5d GA 1 
r, T58 GA 1 
GT58 GA 1 
~T58 GA 1 
GT5d GA 1 
GT5d GA 1 
ll T5 d GA 1 
GT58 GA 1 
GT78 GA 1 
GT53 GA 1 
GT58 GA 1 
G T58 GA 1 
GT5d GA 1 
GT58 GA 1 
GT53 GA 1 
GT58 GA 1 
GTSa GA 1 
G T5 8 GA 1 
GT5d GA 1 
GT56 GA 1 
G T58 GA 1 
G T58 GA 1 
GT58 GA 1 
GT58 GA 1 
GT~8 GA 1 
GT5 8 GA 1 
Gr!)8 GA 1 
GT5.~ GA 1 
GT5d GA 1 



































































Table 5. Continued 
3ZS'3d't - 80 f) t 5 1 CJ'j J '::i 61Jit'j ~~- C.Jii 2- ~) t.. 'J (~ T~ ,, G./\ 1 '•.5 · ) 
.32!.>:1•• u .. ljc) b4C: 1 1'tb . ~ lj:.; 1 ')d 2- Jo:J- 5·t t u r·.d GA 1 44 (.) 
j 251/ ~ - .~ 0 &57 l l•ll 3 5 E '1 t8 1- i .... ~- 5!-i 1 G T:J a GA 1 Z.!:i ' .) 
.52573~ - 8~ b2<; 1 1j5 ..)':)~rH2~- 187- JbO G ilj 6 r.A l '+0 l> 
32?/l. d - d~ f27 1 tf)~ .5 S CCJ11 C)- 3 ,_ 2J1 G rs 1~ G;\ 1 It/ ? 
!Jl..lj "(t,j 0 - ~J 685 t 't 6 J'..i71071~- 1 -J '.)- 24t.: G f5 ,} G~ 1 ~3 u 
3 z:, 0~ 1 - d.! liJij 1 ~4 ,)S(t.J.LJ"3- ()2- 16 1 G r? i GA 1 ~g . ) 
325o~ s 3iJ &62 1 I) I\ J~/111~- 4~- lC 1 G T5rl GA 1 ::)J 0 
3 25 8o l ~0 524 l lvlf ) '5 r; ·~~52- 51 c.- o2/ G r::;q G,'\ 1 2 I ) 
;s ~5 oj 1 - d.i 51!1 1 .'$4 s~ c ·~25 4- :J') ~.- 6J l v T~d GA 1 3 0 
J25:H 1 - 8~ '52 0 1 52 3~6o'·h2- '5 ·1·· lj)o.j G f'3'3 GA 1 4 6 
32:){~.! - 8~ 5J2 1 Ill ~?E:l"'SCJ- 4d<)- 55 7 GT:,i•i GA 1 5 ~ 
I 
325 {~j !3;; 717 1 !tf: ~·::JE'l5~3- 43G- lt3l G T5 <~ •;A 1 0 .') 
325 7~ .j - d'l 485 1 Sd ~ ~.Jf:.3AJ4- 4t>CJ- jjJ t,7t:;'J GA 1 l '> 
J25l;,1 - au ;+b5 1 7C ~5cd3<J·J- 441\- 5'1..1 G fj 1 r; A t 8 0 
J25/2f) !i..J •t55 1 ~~ J ~ (. 8 7;t:,- 468- 51t.; G T:> 1) GA 1 q 0 
325112 .li~ .. 3~ 1 73 s? t:. .i 21+ P.- 4C .i..- 482 G l'j ·J GA 1 1·~ & 
32?7::!' - BJ 417 1 ·B 3 5 c 15 1.1\- .!82- 4') 1} G T5 ·: ~ r.A 1 !.1 6 
j 251 J t - it) J as 1 ~1 .~ 5 E 7216- 423- 5.L .• GT? ;} GA 1 12 6 
J25;:,7~ ti-J .3d9 1 7q .}?f:/og.Q,- J tJ o- 47'1 G 15\1 GA 1 13 :, 
325 ?7 .... - liJ 337 1 llL .S5GdlJ2- 24 ·•- 36£:: GT5 J GA 1 14 I; 
J3 I.; - 8)!~ob7 ! 126 s 51 .5 to 6- 23S- .311 G T!i l GA 1 15 0 
3.3 s.:: - dvl;,S-1 t lwl. .3572172 1- 22 4 GT5 Lt GA l 1& ;, 
3.5 ~ 5 dC ..,].) 1 c::;; .. .j~7u2tc- <) 'J- 378 Gi ~ ' j GA 1 17 ;, 
J.S i. .• - ~:J Cj 54 1 2lll 357051.1- 15 ,_ ;(;2 G r-5 J GA 1 13 ·.) 
3J o.) - i:h 61'3 1 c:.C7 .35/l.l/SC- 213- 4'+ j GT7'J GA 1 1'3 0 
!3 ;,~ - .j.J 1144 !. !.d.:> J 57 J '3.: 2- 2~~- Lt'J3 Gi:> -=J GA 1 20 0 
33 I! I .. bO H 17 l lc2 ~57lhoo- 3.S6- SU: G T'j ' ) GA 1 ~1 ~ 
33 ioj - ao 784 1 177 J5c9h'f- 31~- 51~ G T5') GA 1 £2 ., 
33 J6 - dU 757 1 177 J5/.J23~- J22- 51-; G T3 ~ GA 1 2J t) 
33 ol dJ 175 1 l/4 J57155L- 27 4·- ftc8 G rs ~j GA 1 24 6 
33 1.) 5 8:) i'!H l 2 t:1 .~512 58 b- 14(J- 374 Gf5 '.1 GA 1 25 0 
33 loS .. j(j B21t 1 2'+7 35/272u- 39- 314 GT~ r) GA 1 Z& ' ) 
33 1~2 - iO B53 l 21f> .357..)784- G.!- .sos crs :; GA 1 l7 I.J 
33 12 5 'iC <3b7 1 :.77 J57~H7- 19(,- J8 i £; T5 '.~ GA 1 28 & 
3J lG <.t - 80 doO 1 22'3 3570.'\.$.3- 2uc- 4!)5 c, rs :1 GA 1 29 0 
;)3 l'j - rlG 72(j 1 lt>J .)5c9llb- 33b- s:.l GT5'J GA 1 JO f) 
33 3Z .. 80 6.;;5 1 1se 35716C::8- :so 7- ~8~ G r:, ·=J GA 1 ~H 6 
.s 25 ~qc: .. 80 o15 1 18.S .ssECJ'Jil- 28~.- 4d 4 GT59 GA 1 .lZ & 
325rJ73 - d~ 788 l 1// 35E9l!t~- 2tJb- '·9~ GT5 :1 GA 1 JJ 0 




COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR GRAVITY 
ANALYSIS AND MODELING 
A computer program was developed for the calculation of the two-
dimensional residual gravity data using a smoothing function defined by 
Shapiro (1970). A listing of the subroutines necessary for calculation 
of the regional gridded data, as well as line printer plotting of the 
data in grid form, is given in Table 6. 
A computer program was developed for computation of the Fast 
Fourier transformation of the residual data to allow for lineation analy-
sis. The necessary subroutines for the spectral calculations are given 
in Table 7. 
A third computer program was developed for the calculation of 
vertical gravity anomalies of arbitrarily shaped three-dimensional 
structures using the procedure outlined by Talwani, et ~-, (1960). 
This program, including the subroutines necessary for line printer 
plotting, is given in Table 8. 
A fourth computer program \vas developed by George H. Rothe, III 
(1973) for the computation of vertical gravity anomalies caused by two-
dimensional structure. Rothe used the method of Talwani, et !.!_., 
(1959) for this computation. A copy of this program, including the 
necessary subroutines for lone printer plotting, is given in his 
thesis. 
Table 6. Smoothing Subroutine Used in the Calculation of tho 
Regional Gravity Data 
s uu t<u u r I N E R s r1 ~ u < u , M , • ~ , 1 I ., J J , s ) 
C•••~•u r~ TH£ AR~~y TO 8~ S~JUTrl~D 
C••• 4 •M,N ARc THF. ~IZ£ OF Tn:. ~ .. -!:<AY TO :v: ~i"108TH':i.J 
C••••¥-I,J AR:.:.. THI: SIZt: uF Tr-t~ OulPUf A~·~..i.R Ai\~ MU~T CQ~,..~C..:it"'u.·~o fO 
c~•••~cA~LiN~ ~~vG~AM 
C • • • 4 • ~ .1. ~ T tt t: ri E. I..., H T I N v FAG f 0 ~ ·• F R t. ·'"' L L ~~ r; 'f R t: S P 0! l C i. •• 
0 l;·l Eii SI u r~ u ( l I, JJ > 
CO .:.1 J=1,N 
Ui.=UC1,J) 
t"' .1= .'1- l. 
0 0 11 I = 2 , i1 H 
U 2= u C I, J J 
I l= l t l 
t.; <I , J ) = U C 1 , J) +5"' ( Ul + U C I 1, ~) - ~ •u 2 > 12. ~ 
11 Ul=U2 
CJ ~l I=l,M 
Ul=UC.£,1) 
~ i~= P.- 1 
0 02 1 J= 2, NN 
~Z=U(I,J> 





iabl c 7 • Fast Fourier Transform Subroutine Used in Computing the 
Spectrum of the 32 Kilometer Square Area in the Residual 
Gravity Map 
~~~-~UflNi FFf20 CX,N,~oiSNJ 
f.):'fr ·Lt: .< XCN,11J 
l)J 1 {!1..;1,11 
ClLL ifJZ(X,N,~,I~.ISNJ 
0 .) .:; [ N"' 1 1 i4 
. Z C .'\\.. ._ F f r 2 rt X • ~I , •'1 .1 II .I :) N ) 
1\0:Tli<N 
fflt) 
\ft:~. I:i ffT~ 
\{;.-L i 
:; ~a .,) J I 1 '1:: F F T 2 I A, 1\, X, I(, 15:0 
c J', ;.·_::: :< ·" c N , :1 , .1 1 • '2 , r:. :1 P 
r;uu .• L?:: .,,.~Cl;;>II.ill PlZ,SJ,CO,Sl,•~!,<;ti,~S 
f :4 : ~· 
t=-..-1" : L~G(f"t4J/LOGCc!.J t t.t-o 
PI~ ~ o.ZdJ1~530fL79~o&~~UJ 
N H l = J~ - 1 G A 11 
u 1=:1-l 
UIJJ ... 1-=l,Nt 
Ifl H' =:l 
00 l~ J=3S,~JIJ,-1 
1~ IFLI.,.: z•lFLlil t FL:JLJ.L,[J 
lFC~.~~.lFLlFJ GO JO J) 
l1 = I•l 
It; = !FLIP • 1 
J E :1 t' .: A l [ i , K J 
idilo'<! : ACit.KJ 
r. C 11, ~~ = J t:MP 
JC; C •lll I I N': E 
CO .;r; l=l.IGAH 
N£L ~ l••I 
N;::Ll;: ~~'::LIZ 
N:j._ J: iUNEL 
S I= J..i 1•< UJ 12/UfLJ 
CI = ,~0~1~12/N(lt 
00 3J J=l,IISt.T 
I Ni~ k'"' ( J - 1 I • U E L 
SO= .i. llJil 
CO.: l. JilO 
DO ~.; 11=1,1-fcLZ 
..11=U t IUC~ 
..12 :. J1 • 11ELZ 
Tl = lC.Jl,(J 
TZ : ACJZ,KJ •CilPLXCCO, L.N•SOJ 
AU1,<J = T1 t T<! 
A f J 2, ICI = T l - T 2 
Sll '.>1P G hCI)•S I 
C S C•l ~ C I - S 0 • S I 
CO C'i 
8C $1) : S:·• 
lr U'i~I.GJ.;;J GO TO 120 
01) tlll I=l 1 U 
llt A(l,(J = ACleKJ/N 
121) C•J.I I' 1 riUt: 
f<UJ.~,_, 
ENLJ 




COUu~E PHECI~IO~ PlZ.~O.~O,Sl,Ct,SN,CS 
Fu=r• 
IC.AM..:LUGCF:U/L<JGC2.) t 1.[-& 





'10 1~ .,.,-=.3~oi!L.I[f,-1 
1~ lFLli-'.: C:.•IFL[P t fL:J(J,l,[) 
l ;: C L • L ": , { F i... I f- ) ~~ 0 T 0 .S l 
Tt .: H L 
12 = lrLIP • 1 
Tr.;IP ..: 1\C'<.,UJ 
A. C I( , 1 l J :: !4 C K , I 1 ) 
l C :< ,t 1) : T fJiP 
JC CJ:JII:~.Jt. 
DO du l=l.IG~;t 
~:~L = .:••I 
N ::':L 2.: N'~ L/ Z 
tl.;it. T= NltiC:L 
s i. = tJ; HI (I) I 2 /:IE L) 
C l = :JG,l'..i Cf' 12/iiEU 
0::1 jJ J=l,N.:it'T 
IiiC~:: CJ-U •Nc..L 
~o~..i.JllO 
C;; = 1 • JU 0 
IJ 0 ohl 1 I .: 1 t ~~ t.l2 
Jl=ll • INCR 
J2 Jl • :,ELl 
Tl - ACK,.aJ 
·• 
T2 -= ACK,J2J•C~PLXCCO,I~~·SOJ 
A(I(,J1J = Tl t TZ 




1\r, so .:>:. 
IF Cl 5.4. GT. en :;o TO lZu 
DO 11\l l=l,N 

























Table 8. Three-Dimensional Grav~ty Modeli_ng Pr_ogram 
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